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The major theme of this quadruple-issue is Social Role Valorization (SRV), on which we
have accumulated so much copy that even this quadruple-issue hardly makes a dent in it.
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Introduction
Beginning with the January 1995 issue of SRV/VRS: The International Social Role
Valorization Journal/La Revue Internationale de la Valorisation des ROles Sociaux (SRVJ/VRSJ),
the TIPS editor began to edit a column in that journal entitled "Social Role Valorization News and
Reviews." However, we have on hand such a mountain of SRV copy that TIPS will still continue
to carry occasional SRV items that are not identical to those in the column in the SRVJ/VRSJ, and
occasional issues of TIPS will still have SRV as their major theme.
The advantage of having major themes for TIPS is that one can deal with an issue in such
a concentrated fashion as to shed insight or perspectives on it that is not possible when a topic is
dealt with piecemeal. On the other hand, this means that items pertaining to a particular theme that
has not been recently presented can become a bit dated. This explains why in our treatment of
certain themes, we may draw on items that may be anywhere from several days to several years old,
but in the context of a theme treatment, even items that are several years old can acquire special
significance in shedding light on the topic.
Normalization/SRY Con~ss
In May 1994, the first international conference on normalization and Social Role Valorization
was held in Ottawa, Canada, on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the publication by the
President's Committee on Mental Retardation of Chan~in~ Patterns in Residential Services For the
Mentally Retarded (edited by R. Kugel and W. Wolfensberger), with the first explicit delineation
of the normalization principle by Bengt Nirje.
On 1-4 June 1999, the second international SRV Conference was held at Boston University
in Boston, Massachusetts, with the theme: "Creating Possibilities-the Difference SRV Makes." It
was attended by about 350 people from all over the world, and we believe that like the first such
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congress, it was enormously instructive and a great success, and will lead to many publications.
Below follow (very selectively) several things we learned there. Sheila St. Aubin, now from
Vermont, told a story of helping one of the last residents to leave the Dever State School for the
mentally retarded in Massachusetts to get established in the community in 1981, namely in a group
home. On the one hand, it took years to make improvements for him, but some of them eventually
were rather spectacular, even at the same time as he developed a degenerative neurological disorder
and began to lose bodily functions. As St. Aubin described it, he eventually "went from rags to
riches in roles," or as we would put it, he went from role rags to role riches. With death
approaching at age 38, his brothers and sisters and their families began to re-establish relationships
with him, and even his mother did so just prior to his death. He had developed so many
relationships in the community that 120 condolence cards were received at his death, and his obituary
ran across two pages in the newspaper. One thing he said that he had wanted in life was love,
dignity and respect, and freedom, which is a lot different from what we hear in the selfdetermination propaganda culture.
Alan Tyne reported that it was via his involvement in getting a Citizen Advocacy program
going in England that he had learned for the first time what it means and takes to make at least one
life real.b'. different. He had never had that experience in his professional work.
Dr. Toshiaki Hashimoto from Japan reported that half a million elderly people are now in
institutions in Japan, and the goal is to establish 100,000 group homes for them in the country. He
showed slides of one such home for three elderly ladies established by his agency that did indeed
look totally normalized. By the way, the Japanese word for group home is "group home. "
Joyleen Thomas from South Australia reported how her agency tries to capitalize on elderly
people's former roles in establishing or recapturing valued roles for them. Thus, efforts might be
made to insert an elderly man who once had been in the armed forces into some veterans' group,
a person who had a scholarly career might be helped to become a member of a literary circle, etc.
The very useful phrases that she emphasized were role recovery, role continuity, and role
acquisition.
Kristjana Kristiansen from Norway reported that when she asked both mental service clients
and workers the same question as to what the needs of a particular client of the mental service
system were, the client would spell it out in realistic phenomenological terms, while human service
workers could not quit talking about what thcir problems and needs were, evidencing a profound
epistemology clash between the two classes. Also, the professionals tended to say that clients could
not possibly give meaningful answers because, by definition, they were insane.
Furthermore, while the recipients of mental services would speak about their own personal
life and experiences, their professional workers would speak in terms of the collectivities of their
recipients, i.e., what they needed as collectivities or what they were like as collectivities, rather than
in terms of a specific person as they were asked to do.
Susanne Hartfiel from Germany reported that she found very little in the mental disorder
literature that had to do with the roles or images of mental "patients."
Paul Williams from England reported on forensic detention centers in Britain, and said that
the workers of these are torn as to whether they should be part of the prison staff union or the
nursing unions. Obviously, each would have particular implications in terms of the images projected
on the detainees.
Ray Lemay reported that some sociological literature really deals very extensively with roles
without actually referring to roles, which is a rather peculiar situation. He also emphasized the
importance of roles being appropriate to the setting, and that a potentially positive role can lose all
positive value if one tries to enact it in a setting that is not appropriate to it.
By definition, roles are interpersonal because they have to be socially recognized. One
person on an isolated island with nobody else around can hardly be said to be playing any roles.
Thus, a leader needs followers and vice versa, there can be no such thing as a bully without victims,
and so on. One extremely important corollary is that if one tries to change one person's role, one
will also have to impact on the relevant reciprocaters, or at least on the people who would recognize
a person's role as having reality. Trying to develop a person's role when others fail to recognize
it can lead to chaos, if not other bad things as well.
He also emphasized that so-called secondary and instrumental (problem-solving-oriented) roles
are easier to manipulate, but that it is through the primary and expressive roles (which are much
more demanding to live out) that entry into other roles and settings is usually obtained.
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construct, as if there were such a thing as "integration into the community," when in reality,
integration is usually transacted in specific settings and with the people in those settings. Running
through the buildings and streets of society may not offer much integration whereas being a member
of a social organization that meets in a certain place at a certain time can be very integrating.
He also emphasized that due to role avidity, people may not be willing to give up negative
roles if they have few roles overall, and it may therefore be necessary for them first to acquire a
positive role before they may be prepared to relinquish the negatively valued onets).
Tony Dalton from North Carolina reported that he had put on 25 workshops on PASS over
his many years of involvement. In more recent years, 350 people in North Carolina had been to
Introductory SRV, with 50 having been to PASSING. There also had been about 60 people at
shorter SRV events. However, one problem he is having is that human service workers turn over
so quickly that by running workshops all the time he can barely keep up replenishing the trained
people that get lost through attrition.
Darcy Miller Elks pointed out that one needs to look at SRV training in the light of the times.
At one time, there were the horrible institution snake-pits with their profound and rather obvious
devaluation. But today, we see much more subtle forms of devaluation. We also see massive
deathmaking of devalued people, not concentrated in highly visible places, but everywhere in
society. Human service workers appear to be much more cynical than they used to be, and we also
now deal with gigantic and inflexible bureaucracies.
One theme we seemed to detect in a number of presentations was the nowadays normative
adult education party line that there is only one single model of teaching/learning for/by adults.
Another message we seem to have heard repeatedly was that somehow or other, one could manage
to "defeat," so to speak, the fact that no matter what one tries, SRV audiences tend to be very
heterogeneous, and that one could somehow come up with a way of teaching that would satisfy all
members of such heterogeneous audiences.
One thought that occurred to us listening to the various presentations was that it is not good
enough for people to learn ahill!t SRV, or to learn from SRV, but they need to learn SRV itself.
Mcijor SRY Resources
Within the last year, three major books or monographs on SRV have come out. One has
already been announced in TIPS, viz., the 3rd (1998) edition of Wolfensberger' s SRV monograph,
retitled A Brief Introduction to Social Role Valorization: A Hi~-Order Concept for Addressin~ the
Pli~ht of Societally Devalued People, and For Structurin~ Human Services. Detailed information
can be requested from the TI.
The second major resource is the long-awaited book based on the 1st international
normalization/SRV con~ess held in Ottawa in May 1994. It is a very large book, excellent in
overall quality, and indispensable as a major foundation document on the topic. A flyer on it is
enclosed.
The third major resource is a smaller 1999 book (but much larger than the 1998
Wolfensberger SRV monograph) by David Race, entitled Social Role Valorization and the En~lish
Experience. It looks at SRV from British perspective, and addresses the large number of (usually
uninformed) critiques of normalization and SRV that have been written mostly by British academics.
It heavily draws on the 1998 Wolfensberger monograph and the Training Institute's SRV training
materials to give an up-to-date overview of SRV that is much more detailed than in the
Wolfensberger monograph, but not so detailed or research-documented as to constitute the
authoritative SRV textbook that people have been clamoring for. Again, we enclose a flyer on this
book.
In addition, several other resources are listed below.
*Stengle, L 1. (1996). Layin~ community foundations for your child with a disability:
How to establish relationships that will support your child after you're ~one. Bethesda, MD:
Woodbine House. This seems to be the best book that we recall having seen in addressing the ageold question, "What happens to my handicapped child when I die?". Unlike many other books for
parents, this one does not dwell as much on parental feelings or even earlier parental experiences
as it does on addressing the future, starting right away, even if the impaired child is still young.
The book is concordant both with Social Role Valorization (SRV) and the importance of
extra-structural arrangements. It explains very compellingly the importance of such things as
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activity timing. A large number of suggestions are presented of potential ways of building
relationships for a mentally retarded person.
The book is very cleverly written to be highly readable for parents. For instance, it gives
a series of vignettes that teach parents how subtly some of the deviancy roles sketched in SRV
teaching may be expressed. This section might make very good source material for teaching SRV
to parents. The chapter on siblings is also better than most such coverages. This is also one of the
few works that draws on the 1988 Wolfensberger article on "the common assets" of mentally
retarded people.
Among the drawbacks are the following. Some of the material does not appear to be well
organized. Clownery activities for retarded people were positively interpreted. In reviewing many
different kinds of provisions, such as those related to protection and guardianships (but others as
well), the discourse stays relatively descriptive and does not reveal some of the historically normative
problems with some of these provisions. Also, dubious conceptualizations are often presented as if
they were gospel, such as the alleged five stages of grieving posited by Elizabeth Kiibler-Ross. A
bit incongruent is a section on the politically correct construct of empowerment. Citizen Advocacy
is credited to John O'Brien (p. 186). In the list of resources in the back, there should have been
interpretive and critical annotations. Because this book is aimed at an American audience, a great
deal would have to be reinterpreted for audiences in other countries, even Canada.
*Klees, J. (1996). We come bearin~ ~ifts· The story of Deohaeko Support Network.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada: PSD Consultants. This book is the account of a residential
cooperative in Ontario that was initiated by a group of about 12 families of handicapped people.
The cooperative community of 105 apartments ranging from one to three bedrooms is called
Rougemont, and the 10 handicapped residents within it (some of them very severely retarded) are
part of the Deohaeko Support Network, the organization formed by their parents and families. The
intent of Deohaeko was to enable the handicapped people to have homes of their own, and, through
the cooperative, to recruit some informal, voluntary supportive relationships to them and thereby
provide some future security for those handicapped people when the parents and families were no
longer around. The cooperative opened in September 1994, after six years of meetings, funding
applications, lobbying, etc., by the Deohaeko group.
There are many positive elements to the book. For one thing, it offers to parents an idea of
a way to pursue some future security for an impaired family member other than via financial
schemes, institutionalization, or worse. The book also gives some detail on the difficulties they
continue to encounter in enabling the handicapped people to lead relatively active, integrated, and
valued lives. The last three chapters particularly address unresolved and even unforeseen problems,
and how the group is currently trying to address them. This is important so that readers are not left
with the impression that this strategy is a definitive solution, but know that it too has many
difficulties and unresolvable problems. The book also tells of the growth in competency and
independence shown by almost all the handicapped persons since their move to the cooperative,
which is reassuring to people who would worry about them, or other people like them. Also,
throughout the book, but especially in certain chapters (such as Helping Others Apply Our Beliefs),
there is much talk about helping the handicapped people to find and hold valued social roles, and
of image-enhancing and competency-enhancing strategies to this end.
However, we also noted several drawbacks. Some may be shortcomings only of the book,
but some may be shortcomings of the schema that were not addressed in the book.
1. This particular residential set-up offers only a limited range of options for addressing the
needs of handicapped persons. For instance, the small size of the co-op apartments eliminates
certain possibilities (such as living with a group of people of even an ordinary family size), and
makes other possibilities very difficult. Even a 3-bedroom apartment may not be very comfortable
if it is occupied by three or more people, especially not over the long-term. This is not conducive
to the kind of longevity and continuity of relationship that is so important for wounded people, and
for people who have great needs for help, guidance, and even protection. Indeed, the author notes
that roommate longevity has been a problem, but there is no evidence shown that the physical
arrangement was recognized as possibly having a bearing on this. As well, many handicapped
people benefit from living not just with one other non-handicapped person, but with two or more,
so that they can see and learn normative interactions by watching non-handicapped people interact
with each other. This too is discouraged by the size of the co-op apartments.
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friends, and other unpaid relationships. However, every handicapped person in the co-op has several
paid helpers (rather confusingly called "supporters"), and this is likely to be the case for the rest of
their lives. It is not clear that enough attention is being paid by Deohaeko to enlisting long-term
commitments by the mllil helpers as well as by unpaid ones, and to doing things that would
encourage paid supporters to continue their involvement with the handicapped person on an unpaid
basis once the money ends. In other words, by its emphasis on voluntary relationships, it may be
neglecting what is do-able to make the paid relationships better, longer-lasting, and eventually
possibly even convert into unpaid ones.
3. It also seems to be the case that the paid "supporters" are recruited for specific tasks for
a person, rather than to assist the person broadly. This could easily lead to an unnecessary and
unhelpful specialization of such workers, not to mention that it may not address the totality of the
needs and identities of the handicapped people they are there to assist.
4. It is also obvious that the involvement of parents and families with these handicapped coop residents is still very intense, and it is unclear how such strong involvement is to be replaced
when the parents die, families move away, or family members otherwise disengage themselves.
Thus, despite the stated aspiration to have the intentional community of the cooperative supply the
strong personal commitment and involvement that was once supplied by families, it does not look
like this will actually occur for all (or even many?) of the handicapped people, and probably not to
the degree that would be beneficial to the handicapped people. So what will supply the need? Are
paid arrangements being investigated as a back-up? Are efforts underfoot to pursue guardianship
for any of the handicapped people?
5. The book defines "intentional community" in what we, at least, see as an idiosyncratic
(and confusing) definition (p. 5) that has to do with seeing people as having gifts rather than
deficiencies and being welcoming and inclusive. We thought it meant simply a community formed
with conscious intent by the members.
6. A big problem is a combination of two emphases throughout the book: one is a constant
theme of the importance of the handicapped person "choosing" anything and everything (where to
live and whether to have a roommate and who should be a supporter and what to do and when and
how), and the other is a whole language of the handicapped person doing, saying, wanting, and
dreaming things. "The person can and does essentially govern her own life" is one of the statements
of the philosophy of Deohaeko (p. 126). The reason this language is troubling and greatly strains
credibility is that, from some of the descriptions of the handicapped persons and some of their
photographs, any ordinary person would doubt that such persons are doing and saying all that is
attributed to them. E.g., on p. 48, one of Deohaeko's five principles is "ensuring that individuals
have control over their own support arrangements." But obviously, this is not really the case
because were it not for the family and friends who have already assisted them and continue to do
so, who have formulated principles for supporters and who appear to be making the real decisions
whether to fire or hire, the handicapped persons would have no helpers at all, let alone ones that
they trust, get along with, etc. Also, sometimes it is quite clear that families, or the Deohaeko
family coordinator, or a paid supporter, have made a decision which then gets attributed to the
handicapped person. And at any rate, reasonable people might be concerned about the wisdom of
letting such very impaired people make all sorts of choices that may be very bad for them, when
there are competent and responsible people around them who could+and should--make many
decisions for them. Inability to make decisions is attributed only to lack of experience (p. 2), and
the possibility seems not to be admitted that even with all the experience in the world, some people
will still remain very limited in the capacity to make competent decisions, let alone to make any,
or wise, ones, and to be able to live with the consequences of their very bad decisions.
While the intent behind this unlikely attribution of competency may be to uphold and protect
the image of the handicapped person, it is a bad strategy to do this by erecting "Russian villages,"
not to mention the problem with basing one's entire service approach on the questionable concept
that choice and self-determination is the ultimate good--popular as this religion currently is. Also,
discourse that invalidly attributes mental processes and messages to people is alarmingly similar to
the disturbing things that have been happening in the "Facilitated Communication" movement.
Overall, what seems to have happened is that, in response to what the co-op founders have
seen as abuses or dangers in the service system (e.g., little autonomy extended to handicapped
people, congregation of handicapped people, the shortcomings of a paid staff model), they have gone
to the other extreme on all these issues. For instance, on pp. 122-124, paid supporters are instructed
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not to say that they are a paid worker for a person unless the confession is practically wrung out of
them by a questioner, and not even to use certain normative descriptions of their job, such as being
a person's "worker," all supposedly in order not to create a barrier between potential natural
relationships and the handicapped person. The people behind this policy appear not to have
considered what is likely to be the result of appeanng to be secretive, unnatural, and unwilling to
admit some important realities to observers. We think a more adaptive approach would be to seek
a Golden Mean which would have to be trod with high consciousness of the potential problems
associated with anyone single strategy or approach.
By the way, the project name, Deohaeko, would probably rate very equivocally on SRV
criteria. On the one hand, its Iroquois meaning alluding to a spirit of support is positive; but on the
other hand, to almost all beholders it is a meaningless "foreign" word--not to mention being difficult
for most people to pronounce even if one knew how it was supposed to be pronounced.
The project, and the book, are very instructive about role-valorization In action, but also how
the modernistic religion of radical self-determination can clash with reality, can create new areas of
unconsciousness, and can also create conflicts with SRV implementation.
Upcoming; A New Advanced SRV Workshop
A flyer is enclosed describing this event and its prerequisites. Prospective participants are
encouraged to also read as many SRV resources as possible, including earlier TIPS issues on SRV,
and the new resources announced in this issue and attached flyers.
Cultural Variation in Who is Valued/Devalued
While all cultures value and devalue some classes, who they value or devalue is variable.
*Slightly crossed eyes were held in great esteem in ancient Mayan society, and parents
attempted to produce the condition by hanging small beads over the noses of their children (Time,
9 Aug. 93).
*Increasingly, the research evidence points to the Japanese being mostly descendants of
Koreans. It is thus doubly ironic that prejudice against the Koreans is common among the Japanese
(Time, 28/5/90), even though it is the Koreans who were the ones to have much more reason for
being prejudiced against the Japanese, having suffered much under them in WW II.
The Generation & Perpetuation of Deviancy/Social Devaluation
Note how often the dynamics of social stratification, and the need for scapegoating, playa
role.
*Studies have shown that newborn babies prefer to listen to speech from their native
language, which tells us that some kind of auditory learning has already taken place in utero, and
that could be one of many reasons why human beings are so ethnocentric.
*The French literary figure Rene Girard wrote a series of books and articles between 1972
and 1990 that dealt with the nature of violence. One of his recurring themes was that scapegoating
helps to found, unify and preserve cultures. One of his books was actually named The Scape~oat
(1982). This is an idea that has also been dealt with from a social science perspective, as SRV
teaching keeps bringing out. Scapegoating unifies people by defining them against what they
perceive or interpret as an opposite. Of course, this is a major mechanism for creating devalued
persons and classes.
*A 2/1984 article in ESQlliresummarized some universal historical ways in which societies
have stereotyped their enemies. Characteristically, the enemy is described as one, and usually many,
of the following: an enemy of God, as death personified, a primitive barbarian, a rapist, and a
subhuman beast, reptile or even insect. The article claimed that these interpretations are needed in
order to fan the killing instinct. Without these interpretations, people would be more apt to see
themselves in the "enemy," and would be reluctant to fight. However, we must be aware that
people are not merely the victims of such propaganda, but are quite common the generators of it
(Source item from Karla Kava).
*A prime example of "devaluation by descent" are the roughly three million Burakumin (a
euphemism meaning village people) in Japan, who have been deeply devalued by the Japanese for
about 1,700 years even though they are racially, linguistically and culturally indistinguishable from
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into slavery for a period of about 400 years, and had to do ritually defiling work with the sick, the
dead, cemeteries and dead animals. This deviancy-imaged them so badly that when slavery was
abolished in AD 645, their devaluation continued down to this day. Buddhism designated them as
"eta, n which means great filth, and "hinin, which means non-human, and these attributions
eventually became legalized so that the Burakumin were not included in population counts, and
communities where they lived together were not even shown on the maps. They had to wear
distinguishing hair styles and clothing, and were excluded from all sorts of social participations, very
similar to the policy of apartheid. Eventually, efforts were made to abolish this kind of
discrimination, and while formal versions thereof are now abolished, de facto discrimination and
exclusion still continue. If contemporary Japanese can be brought to talk about it, they are apt to
claim that the Burakumin are different in terms of their blood, body chemistry, intelligence, work
habits, etc. Underground and computerized lists of the names and addresses of Burakumin can be
bought in order to avoid unknowingly intermarrying with them or employing them. Not
surprisingly, a disproportionate number of thusly marginalized Burakumin turn to organized crime
(Source item from Peter Millier).
There are parallels to the Burakumin in many societies. For instance, the so-called (no one
knows why) Cagots of southern France and the Pyrennees fell into this category until they were
finally assimilated in the mid-1800s.
II

*In our teaching, we emphasize that stereotyping of devalued people by valued people can
be harmful and inappropriate, but we say very little about "auto-stereotyping" of devalued people
by themselves. This has been an oversight by us in that stereotyping is a human universal--notjust
something valued people do to devalued ones. Auto-stereotyping may well be done in an effort to
gain prestige, status, or power, or to make some kind of ideological or political statement, but if a
member of a devalued class auto-stereotypes him/herself in terms of that membership, this is then
likely to further entrench the person in devalued roles and to rob him/her of valued individual
identities. One of several reasons for this outcome is that if observers see people stereotyping
themselves, they may understand that action as giving them permission to stereotype them in the
same way. Newsweek columnist Meg Greenfield wrote (23 March 1998, p. 76) that individual
freedom, independence, and individuality are diminished when one perceives oneself only as a
representative of some class of people, because people may then draw their identity solely from their
class membership, and may forget how to formulate and voice views that do not conform to that
particular demographic group (Item written by Kathryn Smith.)
*People are rarely paying attention to the many signs that the increasing computerization of
the world is contributing to incompetence and exclusion, and is widening the gap between the haves
and have-nots in society. For instance, the poor have little access to computers, and the children
of the poor have fewer computer classes in their schools, and fewer computers to learn computer
skills. However, the root problem is not just the inequality of access to computers and
computerization, but in computerization--and more broadly, in technologization--itself. For instance,
the increasing computerization of so many telephone services means that many poor and marginal
people are no longer able to independently seek and obtain information, such as bus and train
schedules, and are no longer able to even try to solve problems by phone, such as an error in their
bank statement. In fact, even many valued and privileged people no longer have the competencies
to deal with these problems, as it may take literally hours of telephone calls or meetings with
different parties at different levels of a hierarchy over a period of months to resolve computer errors
--if they ever do get resolved, and not all of them do. As well, banking is becoming increasingly
difficult for the poor, who are not likely to have automatic teller machine (ATM) cards, nor to have
a good credit rating, which is so important for so many things in society. Even the postal service
is beginning to be oriented against the lowly. For instance, in July 1996, the US Postal Service
instituted a computerized system for reading addresses, so that any handwritten or printed mailings
will take much longer to be delivered. This penalizes the poor who are unlikely to have even
typewriters let alone computers.
*It is becoming increasingly clear that in certain social circles, people who do not have an
e-mail address, or outright refuse to get one, are becoming a devalued class, albeit as yet a mildly
devalued one. However, in time, their devalued status may very well deepen, and they may even
become the recipients of all sorts of the "wounds" that are taught in SRV training events.
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posted a big advertisement sign outside its office, recruiting temporary workers--but with a smallprint warning that applicants who line up outside the office will be arrested for criminal trespass
(photograph in Hospitality, 9/95). When would one encounter such a thing in connection with
valued people?
*Along the German-Polish border, there is much commercial traffic. On the Polish side,
there is much bilinguality catering to German customers. On the German side, virtually the only
Polish signs one will see are signs in stores that thieves will be punished, communicating the
expectancy that Poles are more likely to steal (AW, 27/5/95).
*Barzun, J. (1965). Race: A study in superstition (rev. ed.). New York: Harper & Row.
This book is a good documentation of differentism, and how virtually every "race" looks down on
all sorts of other groups or "races." After ca. 1850, and as a result of many writings by scientists
about "race," it became almost normative for nations and subgroups to blame "the alien in our
midst" as the source of whatever troubles they thought they had. In Protestant regions, it was
Catholics. In Catholic regions, it was Protestants and freemasons. In many regions of any faith,
it was the Jews. Socialists were blamed by some parties, or socialist Jews specifically. The French
Count Arthur de Gobineau defined a concept of "nigridity" which was similar, but not identical, to
earlier notions of negritude, such as propounded by Benjamin Rush (1745-1813) in 1792.
Interestingly, it was "Afrocentric" ideologues, including African politicians, that once more started
to pontificate in the 1960s that there was such a thing as "negritude," except that they gave it a
positive interpretation.
*Carol Waseleski drew our attention to how the Nazis cleverly manipulated image
juxtapositions in a so-called documentary film on the Jews, entitled variously "The Wandering Jew"
or "The Eternal Jew" (an allusion to the theme of a medieval legend). E. Leiser (Nazi Cinema.
NY: Seeker & Wartburg, 1974) noted "the film's music took on a turgid Oriental flavour the
moment Jews appeared on the screen. Shots of Nordic people, on the other hand, were accompanied
by Bach" (p. 85). In one sequence, a colony of rats is depicted, followed by shots of Jews crowded
in a ghetto, "accompanied by a commentary informing us that rats 'have followed men like parasites
... destroying the country and spreading disease... In the animal world, they represent the element
of insidious subterranean destruction, not dissimilar from the place Jews have among men.' It could
hardly be stated more clearly: the killing of ... Jews was not a crime, but a necessity. Jews, the
film implies, are not human beings, but pests which have to be exterminated." Waseleski adds, "If
any of your students doubt the power and impact of juxtaposed images, perhaps they could be
referred to this example."
*In WW II, a US congressman said about the Nisei Japanese in the US: "Once a Jap, always
a Jap ... you cannot regenerate a Jap, convert him and make him the same as a white man anymore
than you can reverse the laws of nature" (SU Ma~., Summer 96).
*Perhaps one of the most extreme expressions of eugenics, and of its concern with
distinctions between and among different "types" of people, can be found in recent South African
apartheid. There, since at least 1950, with the passage of a major segregation act, people were
classified according to race and/or skin color, e.g., as white, colored, Indian, black, Chinese,
Malay. This classification was issued at birth, and was noted on all identity papers that the person
had throughout life, including the identification card which all South Africans by law had to carry
at all times. The classification determined where the persons lived, went to school, were permitted
to vote, and even where they were buried. This was a very clear expression of the eugenicist beliefs
that the "Nordic" races were superior to the others, and that it was necessary to keep them separate
so as not to weaken or dilute this genetic strain.
Interestingly, when people's classifications were changed, it was usually for political reasons.
For instance, it used to be that Japanese persons were classified as Orientals, but since the recent
Japanese economic boom, and all of the money that Japanese investors brought to many parts of the
world, Japanese persons were reclassified as whites. Similarly, "black" diplomats from other
countries were classified as "honorary whites," so that they could enjoy the privileges of whites in
South Africa. (Source material from CBS Evening News, 18/12/90).
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in South Africa. Until the end of apartheid, people of mixed race, called "colored," making up 9%
of the population, were ranked just one rung above the least favored racial group, the "black."
Now, they are being oppressed by the "black" majority. They are discriminated against in hiring,
and less is being spent on their schools. As far as they are concerned, they were better off under
apartheid (USN&WR, 9 June 97).
*One of the most ironic reversals in the history of deviancy branding has been occurring in
a single lifetime. In Europe, Jews since the middle ages had been required to wear distinctive
clothes, hats, or badges, usually with a yellow element. In 1941, the Nazis began to require that
Jews wear a yellow star. In 1989, the state of Israel began to require that Palestinians in certain
locales wear special (white) badges.
*American humorist and social commentator Andy Rooney observed that since everybody
is a racist vis-a-vis some group or other, the definition of a racist should be changed to somebody
who dislikes more than five different races. We commend his insight into human nature.
*The manager of the zoo on the Isle of Wight in Britain refused to let a group of five adults
with mental retardation and other handicaps into the zoo because it might upset the animals (Mouth,
9/96).
*In England, it was ruled in 1986 that the evidence of people with a mental handicap was
not admissible in labor dispute hearings (CMH Newsletter, Autumn 86).
*There is a Scale of Attitudes Towards Disabled Persons which unfortunately is referred to
nder the acronym SADP, even though that problem could have been easily fixed by calling it the
SATDP.
*The sport of dwarf tossing (covered in several earlier issues of TIPS) has turned out to be
very unhealthy for the tossed dwarfs. Even when wearing helmets, they are highly at risk of
suffering brain damage with subsequent dementia pugilistica (Sydne.y Sunday TelelUClph, I Oct. 95;
source item from Michael Steer). So if people will not abstain from this sport for Social Role
Valorization reasons, we hope they will at least do so for health reasons.
*Bachman, R. (1996). The re~ulators.
New York: Dutton. Here is what this 1996
"thriller" by a well-read author contained: "A destructive caravan of futuristic vans is blazing a trail
of death through Wentworth, Ohio. There's no stopping it, for autistic 8-year-old Seth Garin is
possessed by an evil force. His TV-like dreams of Westerns and cartoon villains are now reality and
his Poplar Street neighbors the next victims."
*Attention, all readers out there who naively believe that general attitudes towards mentally
handicapped people have so dramatically improved that it is no longer necessary to talk about such
negative role perceptions and stereotypes as those of animal and vegetable. Barbara Fischer sent us
a copy of a medical examination done on a mentally retarded man to determine his capacity for
work. The physician described him as an "unfortunate man" who "is a mental marble. He can
neither read nor write in spite of graduation from the clerical studies school. He does not know the
President of the US ... He understands nothing you ask him and his answers are horrible." "He
smiles all the time and answers questions slowly and hesitantly. It is hard to determine whether his
answers are true and accurate." "Medical prognosis: Poor." "Vocational prognosis: hopeless."
"Recommendation:
I do not believe the simplest school could help this man. I think that manual
labor will always be the only work for which he is qualified and this would of necessity have to be
closely supervised." The retarded man at the time of this exam was employed in a local government
job, earning more than the minimum wage. One can only wonder what the man's performance
would have to be in order for the physician to decide that he was employable and that his vocational
prognosis was other than "hopeless."
*While the negative portrayal of all sorts of traditionally devalued classes has become
politically incorrect in many circles, it is still instructive to take note of some of the older studies
of media portrayal, in part because we still see elements thereof today.
Weinberg, N., & Santana, R. (1978). Comic books: Champions of the disabled stereotype.
Rehabilitation Literature. 40, 327-331.
This was a very significant study of stereotypes of
handicapped people in children's comics. In a sample in which 290 characters appeared, 63 were
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were either depicted as evil or good, and much more likely to be the former than the latter.
Especially head and limb distortions or deformities were apt to be associated with evil character.
Donaldson, J. (1981). The visibility and image of handicapped people on television.
Exceptional Children. 47, 413-416. This study analyzed the way handicapped persons were
presented on prime-time television programs in 1979. She found that handicapped people were never
presented in incidental or minor roles unless they were juxtaposed to other handicapped persons.
They were never portrayed as individual members of ordinary crowds or groups such as shoppers,
spectators, customers, workers, or jurors. They were presented as individual characters in only
approximately 3 % of all the major roles, as compared to their 15-20% prevalence in a general
population. Furthermore, the handicapped person was much more likely to be presented in a
negative than in a positive role. Even when portrayals were positive, the handicap was made a
central point of the person's life and story, rather than an incidental element in the plot.
Interestingly, it was in those instances where handicapped people were shown as evil persons who
were a threat to society that their handicapping conditions were incidental to the plot. In other
words, a handicapping condition was seldom portrayed as secondary or incidental when the major
character was a positively-imaged one, while it was added gratuitously when the character is intended
to be seen in a negative light. One can thus conclude that the absence of characterization of
handicapped people as capable individuals whose handicaps were secondary to their roles in society
contributes to negative stereotyping of handicapped people in the minds of the public.
Hutchison, P., & Lord,- J. (1982, August). A critical analysis of the portrayal of mental
retardation in Canadian newSJ>apers. Paper presented to the World Congress, International
Association for the Scientific Study of Mental Deficiency, Toronto, Canada. This study selected 1
national and 1 major local-regional Canadian newspaper and examined them for their coverage of
handicap and aging for the entire year of 1981. Several hundred such items were identified in each
paper. A full 14% of stories in the national newspaper reported on abuse of people with mental
handicaps. 29% of these items in both papers that dealt with mental retardation received a deviancyimaged juxtaposition by being placed near or adjacent to items on other impairments, aging, medical
issues, courts and crime, welfare, charity or mental disorder. A potentially valuing image in an item
was often counteracted by this type of juxtaposition, and the items themselves were often made up
of an incoherent mixture of valuing and devaluing content, imagery and language. There were 18
pictures of mentally handicapped people, and four of these showed adults interacting with clowns
or animals. Articles that conveyed the most positive images usually were those based on quotes from
people with handicaps, their family members, or advocates within the mental retardation movement,
bearing out the impression that the latter are probably much more highly ideologized than advocates
in other movements.
While the devaluation of aging took a big upswing after the depression, the American culture
has always been youth-oriented, which is probably not surprising for an immigrant society with an
expanding frontier. A research study of up to 20,000 pieces of sheet music published between 18301950 found that old age hardly ever received valuing references (SHA, 2217/90).
*In the 1980s, an Australian artist created nearly life-size dolls of aged people, called
"Golden Oldies," which sold well all over Australia except in South Australia where a lot of SRV
teaching had been done.
*Jt has become virtually unquestionable dogma that deaf children should be immersed into
a manual sign-communicating deaf culture, despite a vast body of historical and research evidence
that on the one hand, they are likely to remain both isolated and low-achieving intellectually and
academically, while on the other hand, there is also a long history of evidence that with good
training in other communication modes, deaf people have been able to attain spectacular intellectual,
academic and life achievements. One further collation of evidence along these lines is a 1994 book
entitled Silence of the Spheres, which documents the history of a large number of scientists who
escaped the culture of deafness and made outstanding contributions despite their deafness.
By coincidence, the same point was brought out by a 1995 book entitled The Feel of Silence
in which a deaf woman documented her decision not to become part of the "deaf culture" because
she wanted to be part of the hearing world. She succeeded in law school and eventually became a
law professor.
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correctness (at least in the US) is a religion (and not a particularly friendly one), and will not be
responsive to evidence.
*Hodges, H. M. (1964). Social stratification: Class in America. Cambridge, MA:
Schenkman Publishing. We sometimes come across books that are decades old but still very
interesting, and that dealt with an SRV-related topic in ways that have stood the test of time. This
is one of these. It actually deals more with the social class system in the US than the broader issue
of social stratification that plays such a large role in SRV theory. It fails to note that social
stratification is not merely a matter of economics, and that it occurs even in small and intimate social
systems. A section on "symbolic possessions" (pp. 80-82) discusses how possessions denote
membership in a social class, which supports SRV teaching about the images associated with
possessions, and what messages they convey about their possessors.
*Scull, A. T. (1979). Museums of madness: The social ori:anization of insanity in
nineteenth-century England. New York: Penguin Education (1982 Penguin edition). As early as
1830, John Conolly had remarked that it was almost always possible to interpret somebody as crazy
by pointing out some of their isolated peculiarities. He also said the more asylums were created,
the more this would guarantee the discovery of madmen to fill them (Scull, 1979, p. 96).
The Phenomenology of Woundedness
*As recently as 1997, a 79-year-old resident of an Indiana county poorhouse, who had lived
there 58 years, had never received or written a letter, read a book, made or received a phone call,
flown in an airplane, held a job, filed income taxes, or held a woman. He had no known living
relatives or friends outside of the poorhouse, and no photographs of anyone. No one even knows
exactly where he was born. His clothes and belongings would fit into one suitcase (Indianapolis
News, 31/3/97; source item from Joe Osburn).
*Many societally devalued people desperately crave contact with the valued world, but either
do not know even one single member of this valued world in any kind of meaningful way, except
perhaps some of the service workers with whom they have had contact. One consequence of this
reality is that some devalued people make rounds visiting the service workers they have known. We
learned of some instances where some showed up every day at the offices of a number of the service
workers they know. One of them was so desperate for this kind of contact that he even jumped the
counter between the worker and himself in order to gain relationship access. Particularly when
devalued persons get into some kind of trouble, and have nowhere else to turn, they may try to
contact some valued person with whom they have had only very superficial previous contact. The
TIPS editor had a number of such experiences where people from the street culture with whom he
only had few and casual contacts would suddenly make an appearance-often a dramatic one--in
his life, pleading for assistance, such as bail to get out of jail or money for a night's hotel room, or
they might tell sob stories that were almost certainly untrue, perhaps in order to get enough money
for a drug fix or to pay back a drug debt for which they were under pressure from enforcers.
*In our teaching of the "wounds" of devalued people, we identify one common consequence
of a lifetime of rejection+especially since early age--to be "the quest for the wanted person, " usually
a mother or father. The quest of so many abandoned people for the loved ones they imagined must
have been there in their infancy is so strong that there are thousands of mostly marginal and
devalued people in the US who falsely claim to be the son or daughter of somebody=usually a
celebrity, and often a celebrity that is known to have lost an infant. For instance, between the early
1980s and the late 1990s, at least 14 people have claimed to be the son of aviator Charles Lindbergh
--the son who was abducted and murdered. The pretenders usually claim something to the effect that
the murdered baby that was found was really someone else. Similarly, oodles of people have
claimed to be one of the last Russian czar's children who were murdered with the czar's family
(SW, 11 July 99). What these people really are seeking is a father, a mother, or both. Remarkable
is that once they get it in their minds who their father or mother may have been, they usually carry
this delusion to their graves.
*An historical example of scapegoating of a devalued group, leading to major relationship
discontinuities, occurred in Los Angeles, California, in 1933. All Mexicans, and all Americans of
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on a train direct to Central Mexico where they were simply dropped off. This was during the Great
Depression, and--Iooking for some explanation--people began to blame them for taking jobs away
from "real Americans." Many of these people actually were "real Americans" (i.e., American
citizens), and it took some of them years to find their way back to their families and homes in
California. Some of them never did.
*While the wounds are universal, they reveal themselves differently in different people. The
various relationship wounds in the life of one handicapped man were expressed in this way: when
he was approached to see if he would be interested in having an unpaid, volunteer advocate in his
life to assist him, he asked whether this would mean that he would have to give up another
involvement with another person with whom he recreated. His life experience had led him to
suspect that one was only "permitted" one friend or similar relationship at a time (Inroads, Jan.
1997, p. 3).
*An Australian man who was put into an institution for the mentally retarded for 27 years
said, upon coming out, "I have no photos or objects from my past, all 1 have is my memory as a
witness to what happened to me" (Source item from Michael Steer).
*Hoge, G., & Dattilo, J. (1995). Recreation participation of adults with and without mental
retardation. Education & Training in Mental Retardation & Developmental Disabilities, 30, 283298. Aside from reviewing literature on the way mentally retarded people spend recreational time
in comparison with non-retarded people, this study compared the two classes on 132 recreational
activities. While the statistical analysis was defective and the reporting not very good, the data
seemed to show that retarded adults were more likely to recreate at home than in the community;
and even at home, they engaged in less activity (than nonretarded people) of a type that was
interactive or developmental.
*Five retarded people in Omaha were asked what their favorite places to eat were. Two
voted for Burger King, one for McDonald's, one for Hardee's, and one for Taco Bell
(ENCORrespondence, Winter 97).
*The newsletter of a Citizen Advocacy office in Britain (provided by Alan Tyne) mentions
the situation of handicapped people who became wards of the service system as children and have
been waiting many decades in institutions for a chance to live a more normal adult life, but who
suddenly get declared to be "elderly" and as needing to be transferred from their earlier institutional
setting to a nursing home. Talking about "life-wasting!"
*Scherer, M. J. (1993). Living in the state of stuck: How technology impacts the lives of
people with disabilities. Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books. The author makes the point that the
recent advances with (mostly high-tech) assistive devices for handicapped people have paradoxically
served to reveal more clearly than ever how "stuck" they are, meaning that once a person's behavior
is enhanced with all of these devices, it then becomes even clearer than before how stuck they are
in their devalued identity, exclusion from all sorts of ordinary life spheres, etc.
*Relevant to "being stuck" is the question to what degree so-called "affirmative action" on
behalf of racial minorities stigmatizes its intended beneficiaries, and leaves them stuck in victim and
other problematic roles. After all, to become a beneficiary, one has to stereotype oneself as a
disadvantaged member of a devalued class.
*Many human service workers have experienced their own personal wounds in their lives,
even though they may not have been placed into a devalued status as a result. In fact, a great many
people go into human services in the first place because they had had wounding experiences which
motivated them to enter human services, either as a form of sublimation, because their compassion
has been aroused, or for other reasons. However, we have also learned that some human service
workers are so wounded that preoccupation with their own wounds (their own "being stuck")
becomes an obstacle to attending to the wounds of the people they serve.
*Lemert, E. M. (1951). Social pathology: A systematic approach to the theory of
sociopathic behavior. New York: McGraw-Hill. (McGraw-Hill Series in Sociology and
Anthropology, R. T. LaPiere, Cons. Ed.). We ran across this 1951 textbook on deviancy and were
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writing the life story of a deviant. "
*A retarded young woman drew some comparisons between her life in a group home, and
an age peer living at home (Focus on MR, Winter 1990). She said things like the following.
"You reside, I am a resident. You move in, I am admitted. You are assertive, I am
aggressive. You are rude, I have behavior problems. When you go out with someone, you're
having a date, while I get an outing. You met your spouse when you were looking for bean sprouts
in the produce department of the grocery store. When I wanted to talk to a nice-looking young man
at the grocery store, I was told that it was inappropriate to talk to strangers. You went to the new
French restaurant and paid with your charge card, and I will be lucky if I have enough money to
go to McDonald's. You haven't decided what you want to do in your life, but my case manager,
psychiatrist, nurse, nutritionist, occupational and physical therapist and house staff have set goals
for me for all of the next year. You're moving onward and upward, and I will be lucky if I get
discharged." This item has been widely reprinted.
*LoConto, D. G., & Dodder, R. A. (1997). The right to be human: Deinstitutionalization
and wishes of people with developmental disabilities. Education & Training in Mental Retardation
& Developmental Disabilities. 32(2), 77-84. Residents with "developmental disabilities" in state
institutions, group homes, nursing homes, and nursing homes for the mentally retarded (lCF/MR
facilities) were asked "If you had one wish, what would you wish for?" It was people living in
group homes who wished for things that people in the community might be expected to wish for,
such as to live on one's own, to live with a particular person, to have positive relationships, to have
more money, etc. In contrast, residents of institutions and nursing homes asked for very concrete
items, such as more or better food, a particular appliance, or more activities. Also, people in the
more institutional settings wanted to "get out." These findings seem to underline that living in more
normative settings makes one be more like ordinary people.
*Some of the vignettes above already' informed us of the wound we call "life-wasting." This
vignette, and several following it, further Illustrate it.
At an institution for the retarded in the 1980s, a day program for severely, profoundly, and
multiply handicapped young adult residents was being conducted in two windowless rooms in the
basement of an old building. The program was supposed to be an educational one, but other than
some very simple sensory stimulations and movement on physical therapy equipment, it consisted
also of a good deal of inactivity, and of attempts by staff to keep clients from engaging in
inappropriate (e.g., stereotypic) behaviors. When staff were asked if clients of the program ever
went out, they replied that they had taken the clients out once-for a walk in the surrounding woods.
Thus, people whose identity could almost be defined by their rejection and abandonment, and whose
greatest need was one of positive human contact and relationship, were taken to visit trees rather than
people. In our contemporary human service climate, one can imagine that such an activity might
even be celebrated under names such as "decidu-therapy."
*A major measure taken by an Australian nursing home to provide some programming for
its idle elderly residents was to have the clothesline in the backyard moved closer to the building "so
that the residents could see the laundry drying" (Source information from Michael Steer; Spring
1989).
*Neill, J. C., & Alvarez, N. (1989, March). The effects of the everyday environment on
epileptic activity in three mentally retarded individuals. ElectroencelJhalography & Clinical
NeurQPhysiology. 72, 198-206. This study found that retarded adults who had epilepsy had fewer
and shorter episodes of seizures when they were actively engaged in everyday activities than when
they were idle. What is very significant here is that having epileptic seizures is quite widely
considered to be not very modifiable through behavioral means, even though this has long been
known to be untrue. At any rate, people have relied primarily on drugs for seizure control. But
if engagement with culturally normative activities is effective against seizures, how much more does
this tell us about the effectiveness of such engagement for people without seizures, and how
destructive the inactivity and life-wasting must be that is so common in the lives of devalued people.
*Someone is teaching on a topic of "woundology," which refers to living in a wounded state
(CASAC catalogue, 1/99; item from Chris Ringwald).
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a group of people in Manitoba, Canada, a participant commented that "these things do not happen
here anymore since we passed the so-and-so law in 1978," or something to this effect. If only SRV
could be made unnecessary by the passing of the National Prevention of Wounding Act of 1995.
Role-Valorization
*We keep hearing people with a shrink background talking about this or that measure being
"therapeutic" for this or that person, but noted that in many instances, we would have interpreted
the situation as being social role-valorizing for the person. What is better: being interpreted as a
sick person who needs, and can benefit, from therapy, or as a person whose role/roles was/were
upgraded in social value?
*A phrase one might hear now is that this or that group is being "constructed," as in the
phrase "the positive construction of people with disabilities." We would refer to the latter as the
enhancement of the social image or role of impaired people.
*In our 1998 SRV monograph, we emphasized that the activities of a person that are related
to valued roles need to be spelled out to observers in role language, lest they fail to make the desired
mental connections. In a Nebraska newsletter (The Ollie Web Paie, 6/99), a former resident of the
state's institution for the mentally retarded was described as a homeowner, a landlady, a retiree from
a career in food services, a founding member of a service project, and a spokesperson for selfadvocacy--all except perhaps the last one being positive role terms.
*Some cultures have social conventions that intrinsically lend themselves more readily to the
valorization of people's roles. For instance, it has long been customary in certain European cultures
to give people the most exalted-sounding title that one could give them without outright lying.
Where we would casually refer to someone as a graduate student, in some such cultures the person
would have been introduced and addressed as something akin to "doctoral candidate." In countries
that formerly were part of the Austrian empire, the occupational title of people would usually be
very positively colored. For instance, mechanics in Bohemia were routinely interpreted and
introduced as "engineer so-and-so."
*The personal web-site of England's Prince Charles carried the information that the title of
the Prince of Wales, "though ancient, carries no established or formal requirements," exemplifying
a valued role that is not necessarily contingent on competent functions, but can be entirely ascribed.
*For 30 years, between ca. 1850-1880, a mentally disordered man in San Francisco who
claimed to be the emperor of California was honored and beloved, having valued role elements
bestowed upon him despite, and perhaps even because of, some of his preposterous claims and
behaviors. If one can carry the title of Prince of Wales without having to do anything, why not
"emperor of California"?
*One interesting aspect of the spirituality of people within modernism is that virtually any
kind of superstitious belief or practice seems to be lent some respectability by being referred to as
being "New Age." At one time, belief in flying saucers would have been called anti-scientific,
conspiratorial and/or insane, but today it is made to appear less worse under the New Age label, as
are things such as astrology. People who thought they were being controlled by all sorts of invisible
force fields used to be diagnosed as psychotic, now they are handed New Age status, and so on.
A positive side to this development is that it is role-valorizing. After all, it is widely believed to
be less worse (or even very good) to be new-age than to be psychotic. The above observation is to
be understood as merely a description of a role-valorizing measure, not an endorsement thereof.
*A man who had been a victim of shrinkery told us that his status increased dramatically
when he began to interpret himself as an "author" (of a book he was writing) rather than as a client
or participant of a so-called" psychosocial club. "
*A very good example of how a tremendous amount of status can be derived from a social
role that is primarily relational and attributional is the way Jackie Onassis was interpreted upon her
death in 1994. Other than having been the wife of President Kennedy for very few years, she really
made no contribution of note to politics, public affairs, or any number of domains for which she
might have received acclamation. In fact, she entered a rather scandalous second marriage which
was apparently primarily for money (by the time she died, she had amassed a fortune estimated at
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death, the news media were full of positive interpretations of her. If she had not been the
president's wife but if the rest of her life had been what it was, she would hardly even have made
the obituary columns of non-local papers, or at most with a few lines interpreting her as the widow
of shipping magnate Onassis.
*Painter Salvador Dali once said in 1934 that "the only difference between myself and a
madman is that I am not mad," implying that his fame as an artist protected him from being
interpreted as insane.
*One man who had been a citizen advocate for another man who was mentally impaired, and
with whom he had developed a very strong relationship, asked this man to serve as "best man" at
his wedding. Being best man is a very small role in that it is extremely time-limited, but it is also
an extremely important role, because it says a great deal about how important the best man is in the
life of the groom. It is thus very image-enhancing.
*In Canada, the Johnson and Johnson Corporation has been holding an annual "Adorable
Babies Photo Contest," with winners and runner-ups winning college scholarships funds for $25,000
and $10,000 respectively. From among 12,000 entries nationwide in 1991, one of the 11 runner-ups
was--apparently unbeknownst to the judges--a child with Down's syndrome (SACL Dialect, 12/91).
*Piper Powell, who has Down's syndrome, is the daughter of our friend Patricia Powell in
Georgia. In her late teens, she developed an interest in photography, and at age 20 entered one of
her pictures into a 1997 generic travel photography contest held by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Only after she was awarded first prize in the scenery category did the newspaper learn that she had
Down's syndrome.
*The designer of three Israeli commemorative stamps of 1996 was described in the media as
"a talented artist," a costume designer, and as having completed 2.5 years of voluntary service in
the Israeli army. The person thusly described in positive roles was a young man with Down's
syndrome (Can. Jewish News, 25/9/96; source item from Judith Sandys).
*In 1989, a young assistant to President Bush founded the Earth Corps to try to enlist ghetto
youths in a quasi-military organization that would do environmental work. He "made a triangular
connection among these points: the unused energy and gifts of young blacks, the real needs of the
environment, and the motivating focus of some parts of military life" (Time, 12/2/90). The
members of the corps were to be called "cadets" and wear uniforms and insignia; and as first
director of the Earth Corps, a West Point graduate with a law degree who had served in Vietnam
was recruited.
*A physically handicapped woman has been the restaurant critic for her local newspaper.
She travelled all over the area, dropping in for surprise meals at various eating places, and then
writing reviews, also reporting whether the facility was accessible to the handicapped. We thought
that for an otherwise qualified person who might be limited in regard to certain occupations, this was
a rather positive and rewarding work role, except that unlike other restaurant critics, she would
probably be spotted right away for who she was.
*When a 5-year-old boy in Oregon fell into the rapids of an Oregon river, a 13-year-old girl
with spina bifida jumped into the water and saved him (AP, 8/83). As we pointed out in the 1998
third edition of our SRV monograph, when things like this happen, it is important to translate them
into positive role terms, e.g., "swimmer," "life-saver," etc.
*In Canada, there recently were paraplegic pilots who flew specially adapted planes, and at
least some were able to get in and out of their planes unassisted. Being a pilot is a very valued role.
*A 35-year-old man in Chicago, paralyzed from the neck down, is an avid sailor in the
difficult waters of the Great Lakes. He has himself strapped to the deck of his 4l-foot sloop and
tells the crew what to do, also giving him the role of captain. His boat came out the winner over
hundreds of boats in a 3-day race in 1986 (Indianapolis Star, 10/11/86; source item from Joe
Osburn), adding the roles of competitor, winner, etc.
*In 1991, two mountain climbers carried a paraplegic man up Yosemite Half Dome. It took
them 13 days--and was not exactly necessary. However, the media interpreted the man who got
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exaggerated.
*In Israel, 16 mentally retarded people with Down's syndrome were permitted to enlist in
the army and were integrated into a single unit, the Yehuda Brigade. Their role in this army unit
is mostly to take care of base and equipment maintenance (Israeli press release, from Ben Bonanno).
*We have noted a terrible confusion in the minds of many people between employment-that
is, a state of being hired and remunerated--and work, that is, productive labor that typically
contributes to the welfare of oneself or others, or the well-being of creation. The problem is that
many people think and act as if all handicapped people can and should be employed, rather than that
almost all handicapped people can and should do some sort of work. When employment cannot be
found for some such people, the confused parties will throw up their hands in despair. They also
will say that the person "is not working," rather than that the person "is not employed." Or, if
people think they must seek only paid employment for handicapped people, they may settle for such
employment that occupies only a very few hours out of that person's potentially productive week (a
common phenomenon in the "supported employment" culture). Without the concept of the
importance of work, even if it is not remunerated, the handicapped person thus may be directed or
channeled into a few hours a week of some paid work, but left idle the rest of the week, whereas
an emphasis on work could result in a very productive, active, intense, developmental and fulfilled
life for the person, even if no--or only a few--bours of the person's work life are remunerated.
Similarly, we have noted that many people are confused about the relationship of work (as
defined above) to other activities, such as recreation, taking care of one's body or person, and
socializing with other people. One result of this confusion is that people may be interpreted as
incapable of work even though they are capable of equivalent levels of skill and activity required for
body care, recreation, etc. Another expression of this confusion is that what is really self-care,
socialization, or recreation may be called work. This has been quite typical in many sheltered
workshops for handicapped people, where the work that the people were being said to do was really
playing, coloring, learning personal hygiene, and so on.
*Sambo (Bo) Hines was a man with Down's syndrome born ca. 1942. Orphaned early in
life, he was saved from institutionalization by being taken into the home of a pharmacist couple in
Willow Springs, Missouri. He reportedly attained a mental age of only six, but nonetheless carved
out for himself a productive life and several valued roles. He developed a daily schedule that started
at 8 am with one hour's sorting of soda bottles in a local store. At 9: 15, he did the same in another
store a few blocks away. He then proceeded to a local cafe where he earned his lunch by sweeping
the floor. In the early afternoon, he went to do chores at the drug store owned by his foster parents.
After that he helped bag candy for a couple of hours at the Willow Springs candy factory. All this
gave him a "worker" role in different settings. About 3:30 pm he started for home, but it took quite
a while because he visited many friends along the way ("friend," "socializer").
During the high school football and baseball seasons, he attended the games as an "assistant
manager." He had his own letter-jacket and travelled with the teams wherever they went. Even to
the rival teams, he was a welcome figure On Sundays, he faithfully attended church services
("parishioner").
Hines was well liked by the people of his community who appreciated his good cheer, his
friendliness toward children, and his simple but earnest efforts. In 1979, after he had died at age
46, the local high school held a "Sambo Hines Day" and set up an annual student award named for
him for the athlete who most exemplified Hines's spirit of helpfulness (Stewardship, December
1988).
*McCord, W. T., & Marshall, W. (1987). Missing the mark: Normalization as
technology. In D. Schwartz (Ed.), A story that I heard: A compendium of stories. essays, and
poet:t:yabout people with disabilities and American life (pp. 71-85). Harrisburg, PA: Pennsylvania
Developmental Disabilities Planning Council. A mentally retarded man was made a permanent
member of the prestigious Kentucky Derby festival committee because he had made an observation
to officials at the track which led to an adaptive change in certain admission procedures.
*A 19-year-old "juvenile delinquent" was sentenced to nine months in jail for assaulting a
police officer. During his incarceration, he started taking art classes, was finishing high school, and
had a public exhibit of his work. The very title of an article about him, "They saw him as an artist,
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oneself and how others think of one. The young man claimed that his newly-discovered role of artist
enabled him to leave the role of offender. While he had once thought that his desire to "find trouble
wherever I went" was "unstoppable," he says he is now focused on school and his art (Parade, 17
May 1998, p. 4).
*There are several interesting service provisions for elderly people in Australia that have been
drawn to our attention by Michael Rungie. Rather than starting with a predetermined type of
service, such as Meals on Wheels, a program in Melbourne starts by asking families the question,
"What does it take to enable a particular elderly person with memory loss to continue living at
home?" Arrangements are then made to address the needs that are identified.
Also, two organizations in Australia have joined forces to enable elderly people to take
vacations. They will help the person from the planning stage all the way to providing a companion,
and helping the person to get around. Even people residing in nursing homes are eligible. Some
of these provisions could be role-valorizing, aside from whatever other benefits they have.
*An architecture student in southern California came up with a very creative design for a
residence for the elderly in Holly Springs, Mississippi. Along one side of a street, one sees very
ordinary and highly diversified culturally normative types of connected houses, much as one sees
in many cities where houses are not separated from each other. Unperceivable from the street, the
backs of these houses can share with each other, part of it being indoor space (such as sports and
recreational areas), and part of it back in the block being open outdoor space and a garden. This
enables elderly people to live in housing which on the outside looks culturally normative, is
culturally normative on the inside private part, and yet allows for some of the commoner spaces one
might even fmd in modem apartment houses and condominiums (A2in2, No. 354, 1986).
*There has been a growing number of residential settings for people said to have Alzheimer's
syndrome. These tend to be very problematic facilities. However, we learned of one (Athol ~
~,
Mass. 22/1/99; source material from Jan Doody) that has tried to conserve vestiges of, or at
least the appearance of, some of its residents' former valued roles. For instance, a former business
executive was provided with a small office properly equipped for various office functions even
though the activities he performs within the office do not serve instrumental functions. A former
nurse was given some of the trappings of the nursing role, and nursing-type assignments. While in
this case, these sorts of things may not have done much for the image enhancement of the respective
residents, they surely must have helped to anchor such residents in the memories and activities of
their former roles, and thereby supported their competencies, and probably prevented them from
doing vastly worse things. It certainly must contribute greatly to their happiness.
*In the US, spelling bees have long been held for children, and are a wonderful social
institution in a culture that has a crazy spelling system. (They would not be very meaningful in
cultures with very simple spelling systems.) In recent decades, there has been a tendency to also
hold spelling bees for adults, with the intent to promote literacy in society (i.e., to make up for the
fact that ever since the days of Dewey, Americans have not been taught spelling, and hence fluent
reading). Since elderly people often spell better than mature ones, this has opened up valorizing
possibilities for the elderly without them having to change or do anything other than enter the
contest.
*A highly valued role that is available to many people when they retire or are forced out of
their jobs is that of independent business-owner or entrepreneur. We recently learned of an elderly
man who is a private investigator ("private eye"), and most of his staff too are at least mature, and
some are over 65. Because of his age, people are more apt to trust him, and to believe that he will
be discreet. Also, his age allows him to be less conspicuous in certain contexts, and thus to infiltrate
more easily. There are, however, some unfortunate image associations in this instance, namely,
referring to the agency as "the Gray-Power Group," and a pamphlet of articles about him called
"The Twi-light Zone." (Source material and original analysis from Ray Lemay.)
*North Carolina psychologist John Rosemond writes a weekly newspaper column that could
be characterized as culturally normative and historically embedded psychologizing. His practice is
with children, and so his column is directed entirely at parents and childrearing problems. His
writing and advice are scandalous to the liberal psychology establishment. For instance, in a 26/4/98
column, he claimed that "time out" (which is one of the most commonly used consequences in both
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It does not work with children who have developed behavior problems that are outrageous." He
recommends instead that parents act normatively, even if this is perceived as outrageous by the
shrink establishment.
*Wayne Gretzsky has been a world-famous hockey player, who holds many hockey records.
Because hockey is such a popular sport in Canada, he has been a star and hero there. He had a
young adult friend who has Down's syndrome, named Joey, who works for the Edmonton Oilers
hockey team. Gretzsky agreed to do a national poster and TV campaign for the Canadian
Association for the Mentally Retarded (now the Canadian Association for Community Living) in
which he appeared with his handicapped friend. The caption for the poster was "Pal Joey." Because
many people with Down's syndrome resemble each other, an unfortunate result has been that now,
any person with Down's syndrome encountered on the street was apt to be thought of as being the
Joey of Wayne Gretzsky fame, and people have begun to ask those who accompany people with
Down's syndrome whether this particular person with them is "the" Joey (Item submitted by Bruce
Uditsky). This is mixed news: much stereotyping, but one would not want to run afoul of Joey,
and hence Wayne.
*The limits of SRV. In a series of articles on child abuse and child welfare agencies, ~
(11 Dec. 95) observed that one deep source of frustration (for case workers certainly) is that no
solution seems adequate for the pain and suffering "that case workers see every day." We have here
a situation similar to the one constantly commented on by SRV teachers, who teach about the
wounds of devalued people but recognize that SRV measures-valid as they are+are insufficient to
the wounding that goes on. The problem here is that the overwhelming majority of modem people
cannot reconcile themselves to the inherent imperfection of the world and of humans, or to the fact
that societies can decide to destroy themselves. Also, deep down, they still believe that there is a
solution to every problem, and that if one solution is not adequate, then it is the fault of the solution
rather than the fault of the intrinsic disfunctionality of the world or even the maladaptive decisions
people have chosen to make. This of course makes people hop from one alleged and highly
trumpeted "solution" to another.
*Virtually everybody would agree that family members or service workers who have a
relevant purview to monitor a person's health should perform something akin to health checks, and
should take relevant action when something seems to be amiss. Analogously, one could think in
terms of performing periodic role value checks on a person, and taking relevant action when
opportunities for role enhancement can be identified.
The Never-Endin~ Tension Between a Ri~hts-Based Versus a Mind-Chan~in~ Approach
to Societal Chan~e. & Implications to SRV
By its very nature, SRV has tremendous importance to the shaping of public attitudes toward
persons and groups at value-risk, and there are innumerable links between SRV measures and socalled attitude change efforts, though the latter are often poorly designed due to lack of SRV
sophistication. Unfortunately, human services commonly also reinforce negative attitudes, rather
than drawing on SRV to shape positive ones.
Of all the high-order strategies to promote Social Role Valorization, and/or to change societal
behavior toward disadvantaged groups for the better, two stand out as people's major characteristic
choices. One is the legal strategy that relies on litigation, the passage of laws, concomitant
regulations, and governmental rulings. The second one is a strategy of trying to change people's
values and internal attitudes through various social influence techniques, especially education,
persuasion, use of imagery, the promotion of certain lifestyles, etc. The latter strategy is, of course,
more apt to change what is in people's minds and hearts so that they will ~
to do what they think
is the right thing. The social influence and persuasive strategy is apt to take more time, but is also
more likely to bear an abundance of fruit, though some of the outcomes and benefits of such a
strategy may not become obvious until future generations. In contrast, the legal strategy primarily
seeks compliance of people to external structures. Out of their respect for the law, and perhaps in
consequence of long-term compliance that may become habitual, some people will in time internalize
what the law requires, but such internalization is much less likely to occur. Also, the legal strategy
would take recourse to force if compliance is not forthcoming, and this could even make people
resentful of what the strategy is pursuing, and resistive to it. Thus, at least in the long run, and
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often in the short run as well, the legal route is a much inferior strategy to the social influence one.
The amazing thing is that while many people would not dispute the fact that the social
strategy is much more likely to produce internalization, and to be stronger and less resistant to
assault once established, they do, from sheer force of habit of their own lifestyles, continue
nonetheless to favor and pursue the legalistic strategy. Of course, in all likelihood, they do this not
only in regard to one issue at hand, but in regard to any number of other societal and personal issues
as well.
The best laws are those that most citizens agree with-and most political philosophers would
probably agree with that. Yet increasingly, democracies are being ruled by court decrees that have
never been voted on by citizens or their elected representatives, but handed down by unelected
judicial officials. These often dictatorial decrees have the same force as democratically established
laws. At a certain point, so much about society may be governed by court decrees that one can call
into question whether there still exists a legitimate democratic government. This is the situation now
in the US, and increasingly in Canada. Yet so many advocates of social issues today would pursue
a radical rights agenda based on court decrees if they cannot get the laws passed that they want.
*Though there may be some exceptions, and though some people who have been very badly
wounded by their society may ~ that they do not care, it is nonetheless true that the majority of
people:want to be valued by others. They especially want to be valued by those who are considered
Important, highly valued, prestigious, and powerful in their society, even if these very same people
have rejected them. As the French writer Jean de la Bruyere (1645-1696) said, "Every man... shows
by his conduct that he wishes to be valued."
Sometimes, people who want to be valued may not want to do the things they have to do in
order to become valued (e.g., they may not want to accommodate themselves to the ways of "The
Man"), but that does not negate the fact that they do want to be valued by others. One thing this
tells us is that giving people rights rather than valuation will leave the vast majority of them
dissatisfied. A good example is what the situation of Jews was in Germany prior to 1933. They
had the same formal rights as other citizens, but were still widely devalued and informally
disadvantaged.
*From SRV theory, we know that people can be devalued both because of competency
impairments (in the broadest sense) as well as for being negatively imaged for other reasons-some
of them entirely in the imagination of the beholder, having no substance in reality. People who are
competency-impaired may have gotten that way because somebody acted culpably--either they
themselves or somebody else, and perhaps even an oppressor. But some became impaired through
no one's fault+one might say, through an act of nature.
Accordingly, some people have pointed out that the "disability rights" movement has made
a fundamental error in trying to pattern itself upon the civil rights movement concerned with things
such as racial subgroups or women's rights. As one writer put it, suppose all the demands of the
"disability rights" movement were suddenly met, every building and all transportation were
accessible, and a job were made available for everyone willing and able to work. Even then, the
handicapped person will still need somebody's help "to get out of bed in the morning." "No social
revolution is going to zap us out of our wheelchairs" (Ability & Enterprise, 5&6/87). Therefore,
all the anger so commonly encountered in the "disability rights" movement is unproductive,
particularly since this anger probably would not even go away if all the demands were met. Many
people would still be angry about their lot in life, and direct this anger at non-impaired people, and
thereby elicit backlash.
One could try to pursue SRV and other goals either by a compliance-and-enforcement strategy
(using laws, court, and/or dictatorships), or by persuasion and heart-winning strategies. We believe
that the latter will be more productive at least as far as SRV-related goals are concerned.
Many vignettes presented elsewhere in this issue, especially in regards to imagery, are
relevant to the attitude issue. Some of the vignettes below illustrate lost opportunities.
*Rioux, M. H. (1993). The contradiction of kindness: The clarity of justice. Toronto: G.
A. Roeher Institute. This monograph is yet another that exalts legal rights as the salvation of
retarded people. It also insists that it is "people without intellectual disabilities" who will have to
change who they are and what they do in order to achieve full inclusion and participation for people
with "intellectual disabilities. "
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*The construct of "bureaucratic individualization." When we learned that Michael Kendrick
had coined a concept of "bureaucratic individualization" in human services, we asked him to explain
this promising insight for TIPS, and here is his response.
"I started using this phrase when I had observed that service bureaucracies created various
formalistic systems, procedures, language and the like as their response to moral pressures to attend
to the idea of individualization. Often enough, the motivation to create these essentially
'bureaucratic' expressions of regard for individuals were meritorious as to their stated 'aims.'
Nonetheless, the means chosen are often at variance to the aims. For instance, there is the curious
irony of mandatory individual program plans even for individuals who don't want or need them.
After all it's the bureaucracy that may more acutely need such plans to prove its regard for
individuals.
"Many of the acts that would authentically demonstrate a regard for persons stem from the
quality of character of a given actor. While it is true that bureaucracies can create an atmosphere
in support of a regard for persons, the expression of that regard may well need to be antibureaucratic in order to be authentic. Consequently, one may be rightfully cautious in fully
accepting any bureaucratic measure of individualization as being at all equivalent in significance or
relevance to what a person may grant. This does not mean that bureaucracies can't practically
improve individualization. Rather, it suggests that the relevance of the measures taken be examined
to see their actual pertinence to peoples' lives."
*Would you like to get people to become boiling mad at blind people? People in the
Syracuse State Office Building found out how to accomplish this. In the middle of the night, they
went around the office building and confiscated all the coffee-making appliances they could find.
When the surprised office workers arrived the next morning, they were reminded that the building
has had a long-standing agreement with the Commission on the Visually Handicapped giving the
latter exclusive rights to issue permits for selling refreshments, which it naturally had done to a blind
person (SHl, 3/83).
*The community of Long Lake in New York State has figured out yet another way of
eliciting hatred for devalued people. They did this by firing an employee of a local senior citizen
meal center and giving her job to a convicted welfare cheater who had been sentenced to public
service work. Said the dismissed employee, "Do I have to commit welfare fraud to get a job?"
*First came the sympathy-eliciting appeals to the public on behalf of handicapped people,
which now have been around a long time and probably always will be because they jerk money out
of people's pockets. Then came what some people have called "inclusion" appeals and ads,
including many concordant with SRV principles, such as ads showing handicapped people as a matter
of fact intermmgled with non-handicapped ones. In 1995, organizers of the Paralympics launched
what has been called an "in-your-face" advertising campaign in preparation for the Atlanta Summer
Olympics. An example is "AI Mead has one leg--he uses it to kick butt, " referring to a one-legged
long-jumper. A wheelchair sprinter is presented with the quotation, "It took me two years to stop
feeling sorry for myself. It will take you 8.6 seconds." We doubt seriously that this will have a
better impact than the matter-of-fact and naturalistic SRV-concordant motifs.
*For reasons not at all apparent, a public attitudinal training program developed during 1981
by the California Governor's Committee for the Employment of the Handicapped was entitled
Windmills. One of the images that is conjured up in our minds by the word "windmills" is that of
Don Quixote flailing against them. Was the finding of jobs for the handicapped like tilting at
windmills? Were the jobs themselves to be those of paid tilters? Did the Committee know that for
hundreds of years, the artistic symbol for craziness was a child's windmill (i.e., pinwheel)?
*The good news is that the Health Commission of the Australian state of Victoria mounted
a campaign against rubella. The bad news is that a major portion of the text of one of its large
publicity posters on the topic said, "Rubella during pregnancy can leave your child blind, deaf,
mentally defective. Don't run the risk of wrecking your family's life." This interpretation
reinforced the popular belief that handicapped children wreck families, and that therefore, abortion
or even infanticide of a child recognized as impaired might be worth considering. It may even imply
that if one cannot prevent the advent of such a child by the above means, then perhaps the child
should be institutionalized. In fact, the child depicted on the above poster was shown against a
background of institutional walls, and the picture was in no way designed to engender more positive
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which strongly legitimized its message.
*A Special Olympics Booster button proclaimed the message, "I am an SOB. Ask me why"
(Source item from Beth Mathers).
*On its letterhead, the Denver Association for Retarded Citizens has (or had) the slogan,
"people with mental retardation are just like you and me... "--a rather problematic way of trying to
say something positive.
*A German cartoon, apparently designed to change attitudes towards handicapped people,
showed a woman in a wheelchair chipping away at an underground minehead with a compressed air
hammer, muttering "It was all a matter of prejudice" (Band, 6/88).
*We are not sure that shirts with sexually provocative messages in "body braille" (such as
"feel the heat") are exactly the way to improve attitudes towards handicapped people, or to break
down barriers to mutual contact.
*According to an article (Fall 1988 Ability & Enterprise), the way for physically handicapped
people to acquire dignity is to quietly say to people who try to open doors for them, "Get your hands
off that (expletive) door," and then, if one really cannot open the door oneself, "Solicit their helping
hands in getting automatic doors installed" (Reprinted from the Disability Ra~). Which all goes to
prove that many handicapped people today are just as nasty and insane as non-handicapped people.
*In recent years, people have been gaga over the use of various puppet sets to convey positive
attitudes toward handicapped people. Because of the nonhuman, and even bizarre, appearance of
most of these sets, and the artificiality of the exercise, we remain skeptical as to their real and longterm impact. One of these sets is "the Kids on the Block," meant to teach children about the
meaning of being handicapped or different. Now someone got the bright idea of using the same
puppets to teach people what it is like to be elderly, thus imaging elderly people as in their second
childhood (Aging/MRIG Newsletter, Fall 88). In turn, this merely confirms our skepticism about
this puppet craze.
*Confused on the concept? In the Netherlands, a Down's syndrome foundation decided to
recruit more positive attitudes from children toward age peers who had Down's syndrome. So in
1997, the foundation started selling dolls that look like children with Down's syndrome. Among
the features of these dolls is a "moon-shaped" face, and a gaping mouth that displays the tongue.
A foundation spokesperson said that "this way, the children learn that certain other children look
different" (Das Band, January 1997, p. 22). We doubt this is a good way to teach the concept.
*In contrast to the hideous puppets used by New York State to change children's attitudes
about handicaps, there is a set of stuffed animal dolls, called Special Friends, that avoids the
problems of these puppets. The animals are designed as toys to be played with, but the bear has an
artificial leg, the otherwise frisky monkey is in a wheelchair, and so on. Children are apt to accept
these toys naturally and play with them in a fashion which takes into account their "handicap"--but
it is the parents who have been fearful of these toys, or were offended by them because of their fear
(Our Children's Voice, January 1982).
*Beginning in the International Year of Disabled Persons (which was 1981), Girl Guides and
Girl Scouts could get a badge for becoming a "friend of the disabled." We are not sure whether this
is a positive or negative development, in that it may be insulting to be interpreted as so despicable
that people will only become one's friend if they get a reward for it, but on the other hand, activities
could be designed around gaining this badge which could influence positive attitudes in the members
of a troop.
*00 23 May 1993, we saw for the first time a television commercial for Spray'n'Wash Stain
Stick, a laundry stain-remover, that focused around a little girl with Down's syndrome. The child,
called Heidi, appeared to be about 9 or 10 years old. She was shown doing very normative things
with other children--painting, playing on swings and a slide, gardening--all things that would get her
clothes dirty. Then she is shown with her mother in the laundry room putting the stain remover on
her clothes. Throughout the commercial, a woman (supposedly the child's mother) speaks about
how her child has special obstacles to face, and that the mother will try to reduce the challenges the
daughter has to face. The commercial is a very powerfully positive portrayal of a handicapped child,
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generate positive attitudes incidentally, one might say, than all sorts of theatrical plays that are
specifically mounted to change attitudes.
*Advertisements for a variety of products have suddenly begun to include children with
Down's syndrome in their ad pictures. Perhaps the popularity of the TV show, "Life Goes on" (in
which Chris Burke, who has Down's syndrome, is a major character) had something to do with this
(DSN, 11/91). E.g., a child with Down's syndrome who is reported to have a sparkling personality
was chosen as one of the models for showing clothes in a top children's catalogue in England in
1990 (Speak Out, 10/90).
*Unlike during the 1970s, it is no longer startling to see advertisers use handicapped people
unobtrusively as models, or at least people who pretend to be handicapped. A 2/95 Sears newspaper
ad in Syracuse had a young woman in a wheelchair modeling a sweater that was advertised on sale.
Poor Jud~ment in Selectin~ Measures to Address Societal Devaluation
*A person's social image, and the person's competency to address that image, are often
confused. Some devalued persons or groups in society may claim to be only image-degraded but
not competency-impaired. But they may engage in behaviors that are often a sign that they are also
significantly impaired in a competency--perhaps the very competency that is the single most
important one for addressing thcir devaluation. An example is members of some devalued minority
group who engage in all sorts of actions--public demonstrations and protests, political campaigns,
educational meetings--in which representatives of that minority group do things such as the
following. (a) They congregate together in great numbers in a way that ISperceived as threatening
by valued society. (b) They dress sloppily, or at least not conservatively. (c) In other ways, they
flaunt deviant personal appearances. (d) They yell and scream. (e) They chant slogans at passersby
that carry an implied threat. (t) They flaunt other offensive or unacceptable behaviors. Unlike some
groups that are devalued because of their competency-impairments, they may be competent to make
their needs and wishes known, to make important decisions in their lives, and to participate in the
affairs of community life, but it is quite apparent that they are not competent in the image domain.
The question here at the moment is not whether an affected party chooses to address the
image issues that affect it, or whether they should, but whether it is competent to (a) recognize how
the image issues affects it, and (b) whether it would possess the competencies to deal constructively
with them if it wanted to.
*McCord, W. T., & Marshall, W. (1987). Missing the mark: Normalization as
technology. In D. Schwartz (Ed.), A stQI)' that I heard: A compendium of stQries, essays, and
poe~ about people with disabilities and American Life (pp. 71-85). Harrisburg, PA: Pennsylvania
Deveopmental Disabilities Planning Council. The authors said the following, which is food for
thought. "The results of. ..changes in the treatment of people with mental retardation have been
beneficial to some but have hurt many others. The damage is often worse than the abuses which
these reforms were supposed to rectify. Communities across the United States are full of so-called
independent persons WIth mental retardation, who, in the name of normalization, are more lonely
and isolated from human contact than they were in institutions. Many people with severe to
profound mental retardation work and receive a paycheck but find no meaning or value in either.
Workers make these people into self-advocates so that they can demand their rights. Consequently,
people with mental retardation unknowingly accentuate their intellectual deficits, embarrass their
audiences with inarticulate demands, and move themselves farther away from the possibility of
meaningful contact with members of their community. We also see that people with mental
retardation now have the right to be victimized and exploited. Many have been allowed to squander
their money, to wander aimlessly the streets of their communities, and even to be jailed because
some advocacy groups rigidly equate a particular chronological age with a set of rights.
"In communities across North America a frightening phenomenon is being displayed. Wellmeaning people are fostering the very abuses they rail against. Their actions perpetuate the
abandonment, isolation, and lack of personal relationships which defined the institutional lives of the
people whom they claim to serve. The greatest danger may be that these injustices are unwittingly
facilitated by people who see themselves, and are perceived to be, at the vanguard of a
normalization-based advocacy movement. ...Causes interfere with and often take precedence over
service to people. If workers truly are to serve people with mental retardation they must understand
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they are intellectually impaired and devalued, and thus are among the most vulnerable citizens. They
desperately need caring people who will recognize their individuality and encourage their
independence to the maximum extent possible, but who also will realize their limitations and act on
their behalf whenever necessary. The survival of people with mental retardation primarily depends
on the security which evolves from deeply personal relationships. As paid workers, most persons
must believe that ordinary members of the community have the capacity to enter into these
relationships. In addition one must believe that people with mental retardation have something to
offer to others. . .. For many people with mental retardation, a better life, one which allows them
to make a contribution to others, may have nothing at all to do with more rights or a paying job.
It may relate far more to a sharing of their unique gifts with people who are not mentally retarded."
*Hugh Gallagher, a physically handicapped man who has written and spoken a great deal
about the killing of the handicapped in Nazi Germany, noted a few years ago that the poster child
pity image of handicapped people as perhaps lovable but basically pathetic and helpless creatures has
been replaced by a new propaganda image and message, namely the impaired person as someone just
like anybody else, perhaps to be likened to an able-bodied person who just happens to use a
prosthesis or to ride around in a wheelchair, and who is only being kept from a full and productive
life by all the obstacles that society puts in his or her way. Eliminate these barriers and other forms
of discrimination, and all the problems of such persons will be solved. Essentially, this is the image
propagated by leaders of the new disability rights movement, exemplified by the British ideologue
and university professor Michael Oliver. Gallagher pointed out several flaws with this interpretation.
(a) Being impaired is expensive even under the best of conditions. (b) Even without obstacles, it
is difficult for many impaired people to obtain an adequate standard of living. (c) Being impaired
can be extremely time-consuming and exhausting. (d) With the breakdown of the family structure,
many impaired people do not have the support that they need even more than other people. (e) Even
when there are no external obstacles, and no discrimination, being impaired changes one's
psychology, and plays havoc with one's relationships. (t) With many Impairments come pains or
other health problems. (g) In some cases, one's condition is progressive which, among other things,
makes one face up to the fact that one will become increasingly helpless and dependent rather than
less so, as would be the case with people on a growth and development curve. (h) As barriers to
employment are removed, impaired people find that it is extremely difficult to perform a real job
in any consistent manner because of the problems of one's body, and perhaps one's stresses and
difficult relationships. Many people manage well simply staying alive, and may end up being made
to feel badly by a demand implied by the new ideology that they should hold down a full-time job.
*An unpromisin2 SRV strate2Y. According to an old German joke, a cannibal chief observes
that "my son is mentally backward. It's about time I gave him a few scholars to eat" (Monkemoller,
1906).
Ima2ery & Ima2e Transfer:

Its Reality, Power, & Related Considerations

Research has found that when people are offered two pieces of chocolate fudge, one square
in shape and one shaped like a dog turd, they almost invariably will select the square one (APA
Monitor, 11/84). This demonstrates the power of imagery. When devalued people are "presented"
to the world in ways that make them look like dog turds, or anything else the world devalues, the
world will prefer something else.
The things emphasized under this heading are that (a) imagery is very real, (b) it is very
powerful, and especially under the second subheading we will show that (c), privileged or powerful
parties are very concerned to project positive imagery about themselves.
This all bears saying
because of the common denial of a and b in human services, and their cavalier attitude about the
images of their service recipients.
General Points
*In recent years, social psychologists have begun to believe that mental representations, and
particularly so-called "symbolic beliefs," or what we call imagery, are a vastly more predictive
construct than the construct of social stereotypes. In other words, the images that people associate
to certain other people or classes are more highly apt to predict how they will behave toward them
than measures of so-called stereotypes. People who are perceived by others to be violating their
more cherished norms begin to elicit "attributional processing," meaning that all sorts of negative
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become distrustful or hostile toward them.
*Roskos-Ewoldsen, B., Intons-Peterson, M. J., &
Imagery. creativity. and discovery: A cOi:nitiveper~ctive.
Science. Two aspects of imagery are particularly noteworthy
attitudes: certain types of imagery resemble dream processes,
in certain processes of creative synthesis.

Anderson, R. E. (Eds.). (1993).
Amsterdam: North-Holland/Elsevier
to issues of shaping mind content and
and elements of imagery are involved

*Clark, W. P. (1885). The Indian sii:n lan~ai:e~ with brief explanatory notes of the
i:estures taui:ht deaf mutes in our institutions for their mstruction and a description of some of the
peculiar laws. customs. myths. superstitions. ways of livini:. code of peace and war sii:nals of our
aborilPnes. Philadelphia, PA: L. R. Hamersly & Co. Signs and images are closely related. It is
believed that the sign language of the American Plains Indians came originally from Mexico. Where
the Mexican Indians got it is a big question. One possibility is that they got it from the Spanish in
the first place because the Spanish were particularly well known to have developed an elaborate sign
language to communicate in monasteries where the vow of silence had to be kept. On the other
hand, there is evidence that the Spanish themselves already encountered sign language in Mexico,
and that this sign language itself may also have been related to the elaborate picture-writing prevalent
there.
One Indian pictograph of a disabled person is the head and trunk of a person without arms
or legs. The pictograph of an old person is the torso of a person leaning forward, holding onto a
stick. Dead persons are signified by showing people upside down.
When a Cheyenne Indian in the 1800s was asked whether abortion was practiced by any tribe,
he said he had only heard of one that did. Asked which one, he said "the Whites." According to
Clark, the American Indian sign for abortion involves the three signs for a big-bellied female, giving
birth, and killing. Another sign would involve those of baby, kill, and parturition. So much for
the claim that abortion was not known to be the killing of a baby until recently. Craziness is
perceived as a "brain awhirl, " and signified by rotating the fist counterclockwise in front of one's
forehead. One American Indian sign for stupidity is to first make the sign for crazy and then the
sign for little.
*Kundera, M. (1991). Immortality (P. Kussi, Trans.). New York: Grove Weidenfeld.
Kundera has written some important things on imagery. "We can rightfully talk of a gradual,
general, planetary transformation of ideology into imagology, " imagology being what undergirds the
replacement of ideas and truth with images. "[Imagology] finally lets us put under one roof
something that goes by so many names: advertising agencies; political campaign managers;
designers who devise the shape of everything from cars to gym equipment; fashion stylists; barbers;
show-business stars dictating norms of physical beauty that all branches of imagology obey" (p.
114). Kundera says that preserving ideas in discourse will require great effort, and he is not
optimistic about the future of ideology. Referring to the same phenomenon that we have called
contemporary normative insanity, Kundera says that contemporary people "visit" the "continent of
reality" less and less, and like it less.
*The power of imagery and communication is underlined by the tremendous success of
tobacco advertisements. As one smoking opponent observed: "People don't start smoking because
it tastes good. They start because the cigarette manufacturers have succeeded in making cigarettes
the image of what young people want to be" (Newsweek, 23/12/85).
*It often happens that a common phenomenon is not widely recognized until it has been given
a distinctive name that sticks in people's minds. One reason the ubiquitous and universal
phenomenon of image transfer had been virtually ignored in the professional literature until recently
was that it did not have a distinct name. In 1963, Erving Goffman seems to have coined the first
term of some distinctiveness for at least part of this phenomenon, namely "courtesy stigma" (in his
book, Stii:ma: Notes on the Mana~ement of Spoiled Identity). However, this term only subsumed
the transfer of negative imagery (stigma) by social association, and not that of positive Imagery. It
was meant to convey that the individual who associated with a stigmatized person acquires the same
stigma in the eyes of observers. Also, this name was rather bizarre, and not as directly descriptive
as the phrase "image transfer," coined within the context of normalization theory in 1975. A term
is much more likely to be used if it has "face validity, " in good part because it is then not only more
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have a recognizable face validity, is one of those infelicitously arcane phrases of sociology, often
designed for distinctiveness, to get attention, and to require professionally-guarded expertise to
understand. However, not too much was made of it even in the professional literature.
*A school board in the Ottawa area wanted to name a regular school after Jean Vanier, but
this caused a great uproar because some people thought that this would cast a mental retardation
image on the school, because of Vanier's identification with the mentally retarded (Source
information from Ray Lemay). Note how this would be a thrice-removed courtesy stigma: first
Vanier got courtesy-stigmatized, and derivatively anyone associated with Vanier, or even merely his
name.
*Normalization was obviously in the forefront in emphasizing since the early 1970s the
relevance of image transfer before most people did. Even esoteric normalization terminology has
broken into the mainstream, with the characters in the comic strip "Zippy" talking about "image
juxtaposition" (1 Dec. 92; source item from Karen Barker).
*Various versions of image juxtapositions are now well-recognized in the communications
field. For instance, in journalism, students are warned of problems that can occur with so-called
"tombstoning" of headlines. For instance, two unrelated headlines may be so placed next to each
other that readers sometimes get them mixed up and read potentially embarrassing or even libelous
messages. Tombstoning also refers to layouts where a photograph or illustration is so placed that
it is perceived as belonging to the wrong story.
*The power of unconscious juxtapositions was strongly brought out in a study which showed,
with all sorts of other variables being held constant, that playing German music and displaying
German flags in a supermarket greatly increased the sale of German wines, while playing French
music and displaying French flags greatly increased the sale of French wines, and yet hardly any of
the customers admitted that the music influenced their choice of wines (NY Times News Service,
in SHJ, 24111/97).
*Starting apparently in the early 1980s, the big-time fashion shows began to resort more to
extravagance of the event itself than to what was actually displayed. The point is to bum the firm's
name into people's minds rather than a model's attire. In fact, the buyers may not at all pay
attention to the dresses themselves, but because of the trappings with which they are shown, they
will certainly remember the designer's name. For instance, one designer showed his new clothes
to a background of a playing of Handel's "Messiah," while smoke billowed from behind the stage
onto the runway.
*A fascinating example of some people's sensitivity to the possibility of injurious symbolism
occurred when advocates of women's liberation protested about the allegedly sexist nature of the
American Sign Language for the Deaf (Ameslan) (Arise, June 1979, pp. 29-30). For instance, the
critics claimed that many of the male nouns are signed near the upper parts of the head, thereby
associating them with the brain, while many of the female-relating nouns are formed in the lower
part of the face. Relatedly, the critics point out that the male signs are made in the same physical
region in which the signs for thinking and intelligence are made, while female signs are made closer
to the region in which the signs for talking are made. This might suggest the implication that men
think and women talk. Allegedly, the sign one would make to compliment a woman on her
intellectual ability could be interpreted into the English equivalent of "she thinks like a man. "
Defenders of the present system use the same type of arguments that one often encounters
when people defend symbols and logos that are unequivocally deviancy-imaging. Thus, one
defendant dismissed the criticism on the grounds that "the signs have been around for a long time"-as if symbolism could only be sexist if it were modem. Another defender claimed that there can be
no such thing as sexist symbolism because the signs are merely "visual representations."
The
defenders also rebut criticism with the claims that there are some signs that have no sex reference,
and yet are made either near the higher or the lower parts of the head; and that some symbolically
positive signs are made in the lower part of the head, such as those for true and good.
Perhaps vastly more important than the validity of the claims made in this argument is that
(a) symbolism cannot be dismissed as unimportant, and (b) that proponents of powerful groups that
can hardly be called handicapped have been vastly more sensitive to these issues than those who
supposedly are the advocates for clearly culturally devalued handicapped minorities. In fact, perhaps
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and mid-1970s than in all previous time as far as all societally devalued minority groups together
are concerned.
*Time (8 July 96) ran an article that revealed how the computer Internet is being used by
some people in order to undermine the image and reputation of some party they do not like. This
is done by the very simple device of adding negatively-imaged terms or phrases to a person's name,
in such a way that almost anyone who searches for the person's name or computer address, or one
of the negative terms attached to it, will run across the linkage. For instance, the term
"Scientologist," "child molester," or whatever can simply be attached to a person's home page. In
8/96, hackers even went so far as to litter the home page of the US Justice Department with
swastikas and the effigy of a naked woman (SfS, 21/8/96). Obviously, this is a classical case of
deviancy image juxtaposition, and in this case, a conscious one. It is particularly noteworthy that
the victim has no way to remove the negative message; and furthermore, the Internet has recently
received a tremendous amount of legal protection from censorship, and there may therefore be no
legal recourse for this kind of calumny. Fortunately, unlike in the 1970s, there are not many people
left who argue that a negative image juxtaposition does not tend to affect people's images negatively
in the eyes of others.
*Tobacco companies have begun a campaign to establish long-term and deeply embedded
image juxtapositions (something anyone who has studied and understood SRV should be very
familiar with) that will enable them to continue to advertise cigarettes when they are no longer
allowed to show or mention cigarettes in visual ads. For instance, Winston is spending a great deal
of money to visually show cigarettes in association with either the word "naked" or the phrase "no
bull." In a few years, all it will have to do is conjure up the words "naked" and "no bull" without
showing or mentioning tobacco or even the Winston name in order to motivate people to smoke.
*While the expression "black lung" (often acquired by coal miners from coal dust) is one of
the many things that has given blackness a negative image, this is counterbalanced by the fact that
tuberculosis has been called the white plague (which also affects the lungs).
*Here is an obviously intentional deviancy juxtaposition: an article in the 4/95 Smithsonian
reported that the odds of being attacked by a shark were one in 100 million, while the odds of being
audited by the Internal Revenue Service in the US were one in 66.
*A restaurant located near Poison Creek Summit, Stinkingwater Pass and Calamity Creek in
Oregon advertises that it serves the world's worst food, promising customers 57 varieties of
indigestion, and that its service is even worse. Reports say that it is all true, but that business is
brisk nevertheless, self-proclaimed mediocrity having become chic. Should there not be such a thing
as a "truth in human service imagery act" which would require services to reveal the truth about
themselves rather than attaching slanderous images to their clients?
*Bihm, E. G., Sigelman, C. K., & Westbrook, J. P. (1997). Social implications of
behavioral interventions for persons with mental retardation. American Journal on Mental
Retardation, 101, 567-578. This study found that a service received by a person can affect that
person's image in the eyes of others-which, of course, SRV (and normalization before it) have been
teaching for a long time. Furthermore, service recipients who were benefited by a program were
viewed more positively by observers than those who were not.
*In order to bring the claim that deviancy image juxtapositions in human services are merely
a coincidence more sharply into proper focus and locus, we may note how extraordinarily rare some
truly negative deviancy image juxtapositions are outside of the area of social devaluation. Thus, it
is a proven historical fact (Saturday Review, 3 March 1979, p. 14) that several hundred years ~
the word "crap" had acquired its current odiferous meaning, and after toilets were colloquially
referred to as "crappers , " Thomas Crapper, born as recently as 1837, invented the flushable water
closet. The commentator who ascertained these facts called this a "disastrous coincidence piled on
disastrous coincidence."
*Beth Eggleston from Western Australia pointed out to us that the art work produced by
various organizations having to do with impaired or devalued people can fall into a number of
distinct categories, such as those designed to raise money (and some of these might be designed to
raise money specifically to be spent abroad in a poorer country rather than domestically), others
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logo), and some may be designed by affected people to promote themselves. She plans to do some
research for her master's degree dealing with either historical or contemporary images and symbols
having to do with societally devalued people.
Commercial & Imperial Enterprises Take Imagery & Juxtapositions Extremely Seriously
*How seriously symbolic expression is taken by the powers of oppression was dramatically
underlined by a 1979 law of the German Democratic Republic (East Germany). Among other
things, it proscribed the spreading of "objects or symbols which encroach upon the state and public
order, disturb the socialist way of life, or make the state and public order contemptible." Violation
of the proscription carried a maximum of 3 years' imprisonment. Thus, any of the myriad of
negative image juxtapositions that human services inflict upon their clients and other devalued people
would, if perpetrated against the East German state, be considered an offense punishable by 3 years
in prison (Matchbox, November 1979, p. 4).
*The CIA has positions for "imagery analysts," whose activities are sometimes also referred
to as "imagery intelligence." Jack Yates suggested that the TIPS editor was ideally suited for this
position.
*It is not only in human services where image consciousness has increased in recent years,
but also in the corporate business world. The number of business name changes has increased
dramatically since roughly 1980, despite the fact that such changes are usually very costly. Smaller
companies may spend between $200,000-500,000, but big international ones may spend literally
several hundred million dollars. Some of the names chosen have no intrinsic meaning but are
selected almost entirely on the basis of the positive image elements they contain and the overall
image that they are apt to evoke in somebody's mind. Business recognizes that "a name is an asset
and it should be managed like an asset." (AP, in SHJ, 17/3/86).
*Almost a thousand US companies a year change their names in order to upgrade their
images. An incredible amount of time and money goes into these changes. International Harvester
spent $10 million to examine 6,000 possible alternative names, and 300 finalists, before coming up
with Navistar International Corporation. Though Navistar is not a real word, it was selected because
it sounded "futuristic" and "determined" {Newsweek, 20/l/86)--not because it refers to anything that
exists or to any product the firm makes, but merely because it was thought that the meanings of the
two terms "navigate" and "star" would be image-enhancing to the company. Its main product is
trucks, but it wants to project the image of a "stellar performance" (Time, 20/1/86).
*In the eyes of many a commercial firm, its name, or the name of its product, is its most
precious possession--even more precious than profits which, after all, as long as "its name" is still
good, can always increase again if they have sunk. Thus, imagine the consternation of the company
that distributes Ayds, an appetite-suppressing candy, since AIDS began receiving public attention.
Before changing the name of the product, the company decided to engage in an aggressive program
of redesigning, repackaging and readvertising Ayds lest the product be tainted by AIDS. So far, the
campaign has worked, but the episode should be a lesson to people in human services how image
issues are taken seriously in business.
*In Japanese, one particular word, or very minor variations of it, can have many--and totally
unrelated--meanings. The PR culture has of course taken this into account by selecting product and
corporation names where all the meanings of the name are positive or neutral, or evoke at least
unconscious interest, and none of them are negative. A good example is the name Seiko of a
Japanese watchmaker corporation. One of several meanings of the word is sexual intercourse.
Thus, this is another version of the western practice of inserting hidden sexual scenes in liquor ads.
*As firms are becoming ever more international, they also discover more pitfalls in naming
their products, and naming a product in a way that contains any negative imagery is one of the
ultimate no-no's of marketing. But try as they might, firms do not have sufficient multi-cultural
knowledge to avoid disasters such as the following, to name only a few: Mukk (for an Italian
yogurt), Poo (for an Argentine curry), Crapsy Fruit (a French cereal), Kack (for a Danish sweet,
it means feces in German), Pschitt (French lemonade), Pocari Sweat and Calpis (Japanese soft
drinks), and Kum Onit (a German pencil sharpener) (Newsweek, 17/3/97).
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Mexico was changed to the Free Trade Area of the Americas. Why? Because the acronym of the
former was AFTA, which sounds like the Latin word for the butthole, after (from which English
gets the meaning of the word "after" for something that is behind in time, i.e., later), plus AFTA
sounds like the Spanish word of a cattle disease (AP in SHJ, 11 Dec. 94).
*The tallest building in Syracuse consists of two office towers in the downtown area, known
until recently as the MONY towers, an acronym for Mutual Of New York, with the name
prominently flashed from the top floors in big neon signs. The building is considered one of the
most prestigious locations for offices, and accordingly houses some of the most prestigious
architectural, financial, etc., firms of the city, including, of course, MONY itself. One might well
ask what this high-rise building might have been named if the strategies common in human service
had prevailed. Perhaps it would have been named the POOR Towers, possibly standing for
something like Proud Organizations Overcome the Recession. Perhaps it would have been called
PENNIES, which might have stood for Private Enterprises Needing New and Innovative Executive
Style. Might they have even been named the BROKE Towers? Alas, we will probably never know
the answer. What we do know is that in Omaha, the "beef capital of the world," Mutual of Omaha
has taken pains not to name its headquarters the MOO Center.
*The Fluorocarbon Corporation became concerned that its name sounded too much like
chlorofluorocarbon, which is the substance that appears to be destroying the earth's ozone layer.
It therefore decided in 1989 to change its name to something that sounded more innocuous
(Newsweek, 14/8/89).
*The two men who developed the safety razor together around 1900 were King Camp Gillette
and William Emery Nickerson. However, NIckerson's name did not get put on the company name
(which was Gillette Safety Razor Company) because "Nickerson would be a singularly poor label
for razors" (Invention & Technol02Y, Spring 1992, p. 43), because of the expression that one nicked
oneself while shaving.
*Prior to the 1960s, advertisement of watches commonly showed them set at 8:20. Then a
new consciousness of imagery arose and it was decided that this looked like a frown, and ever since,
one sees nondigital watches in advertisements set at 10:10 in order to make the watch appear to
"smile" (CR, 6/98).
*The Coca-Cola Company withdrew 200,000 of its promotional MagiCan cans (on which it
had spent millions of dollars) because of a very few instances of a relatively minor defect in these
cans. A spokesperson said that "even a small negative perception was enough to wind it down" (AP,
in Syracuse Herald-Journal, 1 June 90). There is much to contemplate in the fact that business firms
will avoid even the tiniest of negative images while human services can be so grossly unconcerned
about the prevention, reduction or reversal of the public image of their clients.
*The airline that has a plane crash typically loses passenger traffic for some time. So since
the 1980s, when an airliner crashes, one of the very first things that the airlines do is to paint over
the name and logo of their airline on the wreckage, because they do not want either people on the
scene or any news fictures to convey to observers a juxtaposition between the name of their airlines
and the evidence 0 air disaster. For instance, this is what got done when a US Air jet slid into the
East River in 1989. One can imagine how much bigger an airline's custom losses would be if its
name and logo were juxtaposed prolongedly and/or repeatedly to gruesome crash scenes. Of course,
this is a typical imperial maneuver consistent with one of the major imperial strategies of conveying
to observers the idea that it is omnipotent and in total control, and that nothing can go wrong.
*Within a ~
few days after a terrorist blew up a yellow Ryder rental truck bomb that
demolished the federal building in Oklahoma City, killing about 170 people and injuring more than
400, the firm that rents out the Ryder trucks began to repaint them white--obviously in order to erase
the negative image created by the bad publicity that yellow Ryder rental trucks had acquired in this
disaster. However, after it appeared that the explosion had no adverse effect upon its business, the
company ceased the repainting program, which explains why we can now see both yellow and white
Ryder trucks.
*In fall 1986, an episode on a favorite children's TV program, "Little House on the Prairie,"
involved a theme about mouse feces being found in the food. By coincidence, there were four cereal
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nightmare" --yet juxtapositions of devalued people to images of discard, sewage, etc., are common
(Source item from Sandra Meucci).
*Blue Nun is a wine which has been promoted by TV commercials showing a nun in blue
doing all sorts of things. It turns out that after the series of commercials was made, the woman
portraying the blue nun shot her male friend to death and then herself as well. This could almost
turn one against Blue Nun wine.
*While human services and people in the charities business vehemently deny the importance
of imagery, the McDonald's hamburger chain has sued T-shirt makers that display McDonald's
golden arches with pro-drug messages such as "10 billion stoned" or "Over 10 billion rolled." The
company claimed that the shirts will "draw an unwholesome, distasteful and unfavorable impression
of McDonald's" (UPI, Syracuse Herald-Journal, October 6, 1982). The McDonald's corporation
also tore down the building and sold the land at its store in southern California where there had been
a mass murder in 1984 by a man with a gun. McDonald's gave the land to the city under two
conditions: that the name McDonald's would never be associated in any way with the land, and that
no other restaurant would be erected on the land. Obviously, McDonald's was concerned that
despite its own guiltlessness in the incident, its name would remain in public memory associated with
a ghastly tragedy.
*NBC carried a vignette on one of its news programs in Spring 86 reporting about drug use
among high executives in the record business. The vignette was followed by a picture of the CBS
Records President. Although he was not accused of anything, CBS was so distressed that they said
"It's not libel per se, but the juxtaposition of the images with the pictures wasn't right." (Source
item from Hank Bersani). Human services wallow in such juxtapositions, except that the people
negatively juxtaposed are almost always the clients.
*A new package for a breakfast cereal put out by General Mills contained a picture of
Dracula, with a pendant resembling a star of David hanging from the vampire's neck. Jewish news
media raised a protest, and General Mills quickly agreed to redesign the box to omit the pendant
(~,
26/ I0/87). This goes to show that some groups that have considerable clout in society take
deviancy image juxtaposition very serious, while human services continue to relentlessly deviancy
image all sorts of devalued groups--and deny that they do it, or that it means anything.
*Officially at least, the US government rejected the proposal of the manufacturer of a new
army vehicle (that is to succeed the Jeep) to call it the Hummer, because that would rhyme too much
with "bummer." Instead HMMWV, or HummVee, was chosen, which shows how much more the
empires of the world are concerned with their image than human services are with the images of
their clients.
*The funeral business is very conscious of its imagery. At a meeting of the National Catholic
Cemetery Conference, it was announced that there would be an exhibit of cemetery equipment and
supplies, as well as "live entertainment" (The Best of Cry Pax!; submitted by Susan Thomas.)
*A French federation of meat shop owners has asked the press not to refer to vicious
murderers as "butchers," asserting that "butchers are gentle peace-loving artisans" (Mouth, 5/98).
*Time (18/2/85) noted how much the name of a fish influences whether people will eat it.
Accordingly, the "fish industry" now no longer talks about "trash fish, " and has renamed the dogfish
into grayfish or salmon shark, the monkfish is sold as lotte, blowfish as sea robin or sea squab, and
so on. Who says that names are not similarly relevant in human services?
*Chinese restaurants may still list "dragon" and "tiger" on their menus, but recent research
has discovered that what is actually concealed behind these labels is snake and cat meat.
*The Container Corporation of America certainly appears to understand the dynamics of
image juxtaposition, because it ran a full-page advertisement in Time magazine which showed a big
American flag, and in the accompanying text it says, "We are not afraid to entrust the American
people with unpleasant facts, foreign ideas, alien philosophies and competitive values." Obviously,
there was an effort here to negatively image competition from abroad by juxtaposing it to unpleasant
facts, foreign ideas, and alien philosophies.
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"Warning! Your Media Image Is Hazardous To My Health!" On the other side is room for an
additional message (Source item from Zana Lutfiyya).
*Nike, the maker of sports clothes, was dismayed when Senator Dole coined the slogan "Just
Don't Do It" for an anti-drug campaign, because its own slogan was "Just Do It" (Time, 14/10/96).
*The Ottawa City Council proclaimed 17 June 1990 lesbian and gay pride day, but then
discovered to its embarrassment that the date happened to fall on Father's Day. Innumerable people
protested at the image juxtaposition (Globe & Mail, 5 May 90).
*Three American Legion posts pulled out of the St. Patrick's Day Parade in Syracuse because
not only were they placed at the end of the parade, but behind the Gay & Lesbian Alliance.
Obviously, they thought this was a double juxtaposition whammy up with which they were not going
to put. We wonder what st. Patrick would think about all this (5£5., 18/3/96).
*A reader of the Syracuse Herald Journal wrote a protest letter because the paper had placed
an item about a highway accident that claimed the life of two children next to a color photo of
butchered deer hung by their hind legs. He claimed that this page would have been suitable for the
National Lampoon. If only human services were as sensitive to image juxtaposition.
*Gregory, R., Flynn, J., & Slovic, P. (1995). Technological stigma. American Scientist,
~, 220-223. While many people in human services still do not understand that certain service
settings, buildings, service setting history, or human service worker identity can carry a stigma, and
that this stigma can transfer to service recipients, people in science and technology have also caught
on to the fact that some of their activities and places can indeed be stigmatized, and that this has
profound implications to how the public responds to them. For instance, this article points out how
nuclear power plants, high voltage electricity lines, certain kinds of experimentation, hazardous
waste storage areas, genetic engineering, and even highways on which radioactive waste is
transported, tend to be stigmatized in the eyes of the public. At the same time, some kinds of
scientific and technological endeavors and locales carry the opposite image, a good example being
astronomic observatories. These authors also point out that the stigmas can have very negative
consequences even when the public is aware that it is not likely to suffer harm. For instance, even
when the manufacturer of Tylenol took immediate and apparently fool-proof measures to avoid
tampering with Tylenol bottles from the shelves after some crazy person in 1982 had put poison in
a few bottles, the firm nonetheless lost about $1.4 billion. It is a bad reflection on human services
that the technologists can truly talk about "technological stigmas," while social stigmas continue to
be denied or ignored almost normatively in human services.
*Another powerful and also amusing example of people's awareness of the impact of negative
images upon valued people in politics took place during the 1978179Congressional hearings on the
Bert Lance (quasi-bribery) affair. The hearings were intentionally moved from the Senate caucus
room because someone pointed out that the Watergate hearings had been held there, and this might
cast a problematic image upon the Lance hearings. The issue raised is a classical example of the
kind of image juxtaposition that can be associated with the history of the locale. People did not want
to embarrass Bert Lance with any negative historic image associated with the Watergate
investigation, but the same people would probably not hesitate to inflict the negative historic image
of a site or building upon a group of devalued people.
*When President Bush decided to run for re-election, his managers rejected the campaign
name "Committee to Re-Elect the President" because it would acronymize down to CREEP.
*Yet another example of how valued people take the image issue very seriously was provided
in August 1995, when US President Clinton went on a whitewater rafting trip while he was
vacationing in Wyoming. This was at the same time that the US Congress was holding hearings into
the "Whitewater" banking-and-real-estate scheme that the presidential family was involved in.
Because the term "whitewater" was image-tainted for the President, his aides used every euphemism
they could to describe his rafting venture without mentioning whitewater. For instance, they talked
about him going through rapids, fast water, churning water, etc.
*A British infantry unit with a proud tradition protested when it was assigned to a new
barracks with the "unsoldierly" name Flowerdown, even though it was the name of a distinguished
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from Paul Williams).
*The 1988 US chess championship was carried out at a 103-year old inn in Pennsylvania,
and Chess Life (2/89) reported that "on arrival, some players groaned at seeing the inn adjacent to
a home for the aged." Apparently, the players did not cherish what they considered to be a deviancy
image juxtaposition, though human services workers still often deny the role of imaging.
*One psychologist claims that people tend to be drawn to occupations that are somehow
reflected in their names, but a lot of people have names which are grave embarrassments in light of
the kind of occupation that they hold. This includes a Dr. Bone, a Mr. Roach who is a pest control
expert, and a Ms. Buckless who is a fund-raiser. In some instances, the name is such an
embarrassment that the person goes under a false name or uses his/her first name as the last one.
This includes a licensed cemeterian, grief counselor and marketing director of a cemetery whose
name is Cramer Stiff, but lets himself be known as Mr. Cramer. A used car dealer by the name of
Crooks tries to conceal his real name. A lawyer whose name happens to be Lawyer has been
accused by clients of trying to hide his real name from them (Reader's Di~est, 2/98).
*This TIPS issue is a very appropriate one to assign to people (sentence them) to read as
penance for their imaging sins.
How the Production of Certain Ima~es or Juxtapositions Can Reveal Unconscious Assumptions or
Sentiments
A big point in SRV teaching is that what people unconsciously do for/with/about devalued
people often actually reveals dramatically what their repressed mind content about the devalued party
is. Below follow a few examples.
*So-called Freudian slips, or other perceptual or interpretive errors, can be very revealing.
In Pro~ams for the Handicapped (March/April 1981) of the US Dept. of Education, a list of
information sources on handicap was published which included the Candle Lighters Foundation,
which was listed as being located on Eye Street, in Washington. Streets in Washington are named
after the capital letters of the alphabet, but seeing the name of the organization, someone obviously
inferred that the Candle Lighters Foundation had something to do with vision, and placed it on Eye
St. instead of on I Street. The foundation is a group of parents of children with cancer, who believe
that "it is better to light one candle than to curse the darkness."
*A service coordination operation in Indiana has the unfelicitous name "Sticks and Stones,"
which not only "can break your bones," but also alludes to what poorly-behaved children get instead
of treats. In order to detoxify this obviously unconscious image, the logo of the service is a
campfrre made of sticks inside a circle of stones (source material from Joe Osburn).
*A consortium of mental retardation service agencies in the Scranton area of Pennsylvania
observed that many of the adults they served had either never been to high school, or never
graduated from one, or at least never been to a graduation ball. Accordingly, they staged a phony
semi-formal graduation ball to "allow the mentally retarded adults to experience the joy of attending
a high school prom"--with the dance music being selected from the "Beggar's Opera." Apparently
a "mental retardation recreation specialist" had thought the whole thing up. About the same time,
900 people in New York City who were either homeless or living in institutions were enabled to
attend a Broadway spectacular featuring songs from "Les Miserables" and the "Phantom of the
Opera" (Source items from Beth Mathers).
*The British government has launched a $10 million poster campaign against "disability"
discrimination, but the strategy adopted was a well-discredited one of sending huge negative
messages followed by small refutations, e.g., a poster would show a cerebrally palsied woman with
the huge message "Kathy is Hard to Control," followed by small print saying, "If it's leather I have
to have it" (we don't even get the positive element in this, but hope the British do) (Speak Out,
7/99). When selling products, we adopt effective image campaigns, and when selling devalued
people, we adopt counter-productive ones.
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Below, we will report on the casting of devalued people into various deviancy roles, and/or
having the corresponding deviancy images attached to them. The imaging/role-casting of people as
either sick, as death-related, or as waste material is closely related. We have a vast amount of
material on this, and are saving it for an upcoming issue on "deathmaking."
Also, because we
devoted the entire 2/97 issue of TIPS to animal-imaging of devalued people, we will skip that
particular topic.
In SRV teaching contexts, we distinguish between the means, media or channels by which
role and image messages are communicated: features of the physical environment, people's social
juxtapositions, their behaviors or activities, the language and other symbols used to communicate to
or about them, people's personal presentation (mostly appearance), and miscellaneous other channels,
such as the images of the laws or organizations that deal with them. Via these media, messages of
animality, subhumanity, child identity, etc., may be conveyed. We will arrange our coverage by
first specifying the message, and secondly the means used to convey it. However, omitted from the
sections below dealing with specific images and roles were almost all vignettes that conveyed more
than one kind of image or role. These will be presented later. One merit of including in either
category even some old items that we had not used before is that no one can say that the bad things
that used to get done aren't done any more. However, readers should keep in mind that even
scenarios dating back only months may have changed since then.
Readers may wish to send positive, negative, or otherwise noteworthy human service names,
acronyms, or locations for potential inclusion in a TIPS issue.
Deviancy-Ima~in~

or Role-Castin~ as a Subhuman OQject

1. Via Communication Practices
*In a New York court, a mother said to a man convicted of murdering her son during a carjacking, "I can't call you an animal, because an animal kills to eat. You're a beast. You are an
inhuman, worthless prece of flesh" (AP, in Syracuse Herald-Journal, 1 Feb. 1995).
*In Los Angeles, when police officers get a call that gang members are fighting with each
other, they also pass along a secret letter code, NHI, which means "no human involved."
Accordingly, if police officers go to the site at all, they go more slowly than they would otherwise
(SQjourners, 10/90).
*An elevator kept getting stuck between floors at an army installation in Fort Lee, Virginia.
A memo went out that the elevator should be used only for freight and the handicapped (SQjourners,
12/89).
*We heard of a case where a witness to an offense was not permitted to testify because she
was mentally retarded, but was instead accorded the identity of "exhibit," as in "Exhibit A."
*The European parliament was asked not long ago to condemn dwarf-tossing competitions.
Such contests had become verr popular in certain parts of the world. The Australians have even
imported European dwarfs as raw material. "
*On a highway in a honky-tonk neighborhood
advertised "auto parts and girls."

of Kentucky, we saw an establishment that

2. Via Locational Juxtaposition
*In November 1993, the news reported that an arson fire raged through a "residential hotel
in Los Angeles' warehouse district," housing very marginal people, with three dying and 19 getting
injured (Syracuse Herald-Journal, 16/11/93).
Note the juxtaposition of "residential hotel" to
"warehousing. "

3. Via Service Worker Juxtaposition
*The peculiarly named Glenn Ireland II Developmental Center (for the mentally retarded) in
Birmingham, Ala., advertised openings for 7 types of positions, including nurses, psychologists,
social workers, special educators and therapists, and underneath this list had a notice in small print:
"requires 5 years experience in warehouse operations and supervision" (Source item from John
Morris).
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4. Via a Mixture of Channels
*During the days of the British empire, the British depreciatingly referred to people of other-and presumedly inferior--races as "wogs." The military types would sometimes good-naturedly
encourage each other to "have a bash at the wogs," which usually meant that the highly-armed
British would end up killing a lot of barefooted spear-armed natives.
In the early 1900s, an English woman invented a "golliwog, " probably on the basis of trying
to evoke a response such as "golly, here is a wog." A golliwog was a Negro doll made of soft
flabby material, sometimes dressed in red-striped pants and a blue tail coat. In recent years
especially, the racial class thus caricatured has often taken offense at these figures, but sanitized
descendants of the golliwog doll can still be recognized in certain dolls, a number of characters in
puppet shows, in toys, children's fiction, and children's television programs.
For some years, an institution for the mentally retarded in New York State scheduled regular
"Golliwog dances" (info. from Gail Donaldson). Considering that many of the people involved
would have had physical handicaps such as cerebral palsy that made some of their movements appear
like those of a floppy cloth doll, and considering the many other associations to golliwog, one can
only wonder what to think of this.
Deviancy-Imaging or Role-Casting as a Sub-human or Non-human "Other"

1. Via Communication Practices
*In 1996, the assassin of Israeli Prime Minister Rabin was given a life sentence. On top of
it, the judge said he wanted to deny the assassin "any semblance to humanity." Rabin's widow also
called him "this non-human being" (Globe & Mail, 28/3/96; Newsweek, 10 June 96). It is utterly
un-Jewish to deny anyone's humanity, and mindful of the Nazis doing it to the Jews, the
handicapped, Russians, gypsies, etc.
*In 1948, someone discovered a new syndrome associated with mental retardation and called
it "leprechaunism"--a name that was still used into the 1970s, but has since been renamed Donohue's
syndrome, after its discoverer. To say that a child has leprechaunism plays into the very ambiguous
role that has been called "human as other," insofar as leprechauns are difficult to classify; they
resemble humans and yet are not quite human.
Naming syndromes like that is obviously extremely fanciful (i.e., it is an appellation rather
than a designation), and has deep cultural and value roots, rather than being relatively objectively
descriptive. A name such as "leprechaunism" would not be understood in cultures unfamiliar with
leprechauns. Furthermore, the name is given on the basis of what the child's appearance reminds
one of, rather than for any actually plausible reasons.
*In 1965, someone described a new syndrome related to mental retardation and called it the
"happy puppet syndrome" because, supposedly, all the children who had it were easily provoked into
prolonged paroxyms of laughter. Of course, this cast such children into the role of subhuman
objects, i.e., puppets. Also, such a name can prove to be extremely embarrassing later on if it is
shown that the observed laughter was merely a coincidence that is replicated as a normative feature
in cases discovered later. Mercifully, this syndrome was later called the Angelman syndrome.
*Books and films on autism have included such peculiar distantiating and exclusionistic titles
as the following: This Stranger My Son, Strangers Amon~ Us, The Child in the Glass Ball, The
Alien, and Autism: A World Apart. Such phrases certainly convey a role interpretation of "the
person as other. "
*Unfortunately, Les Autres is the French name for an organization that provides competitive
sports opportunities for handicapped people. The name means "the others" (NYS Advocate, 7/85).
The phrase les aunes is commonly used in France to signify outsiders.

2. Via Service Names
*Independent Living Services" sounds like a harmless enough name, as does its acronym
(ILS)--unless such a service is located in a part of the world where a significant segment of the
population speaks French, because then ILS means "they," which could have a connotation of "the
others," almost like aliens from other worlds.
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*We could hardly believe the news that the Special Olympics program has been branching
out into the impoverished Himalayan country of Nepal, and that it is being financed by selling 18inch-tall stuffed toys representing the "abominable snowman," also called Yeti (Toronto Star,
15/9/95; source item from Beth French). The headlines said "Scaling New Heights, n but is it not
closer to "scaling new lows?"
Deviancy-Imaging or Role-Casting as a Menace
Historically, societally devalued people have been highly apt to be interpreted as being a
menace to other people: as dangerous, aggressive, combative, evil, enemies, etc.
We have omitted from this section many instances of menace-imaged parties being involved
with societally devalued people in ways that are deviancy-imaging, but not necessarily menaceimaging.
*Mennonites Cleared of Abfliction. As participants of some of his workshops know, Dr.
Wolfensberger has been using the term "menacization of affliction" to refer to the common practice
of interpreting afflicted people as menaces to society. He was both startled and amused to note that
one listener interpreted the term as being "mennonization." He quickly took pains to demennonizate
menacization of any abuses or afflictions.
1. Via Personal Appearance
*A 1980s ad for the Woods Schools, a private institution for the developmentally impaired,
featured a child dressed in a horizontally zebra-striped sleeping suit that looked like the classical
image of a person in prison stripes. Interestingly, the advertisement also states that it applies
normalization in its service (Clipping submitted by Joe Ellis).
2. Via Activities
*In the 1980s, The London Daily Mail waxed poetic in its praise of TV showing of a group
of mentally retarded people putting on a dancing performance called "The Butterfly Ball" in which
they portrayed creatures such as "a sinister spider, a creepy caterpillar ... and a giant frog" (Source
item supplied by Paul Williams).
*A peculiar development in Syracuse has been the deployment of a small army of about 20
handicapped people, working for the county sheriff, to roam about the parking lots in the county and
give tickets to cars parked in slots reserved for the handicapped. This is a bit comparable to
deploying only victims of burglaries to catch burglars, etc. (SlU, 26/4/89).
3. Via Service Locations
*Now this is really hard to believe: during the 1980s, several of the Syracuse public school
districts held a public hearing to discuss new regulations on the education of handicapped children.
The greater Syracuse area has a large number of meeting places, and it is literally incredible that the
hearing was held-sin the local jail, i.e., a so-called "public safety building" which combines the local
jail and police office.
*In some US cities, at least at certain times, homeless people have been allowed to sleep
overnight in the lobbies of local jails--more humane than its alternatives, but a devastating image
juxtaposition, possibly portending where street people will eventually end up.
4. Via Setting History
*It has finally been decided what to do with the last leprasorium in the continental United
States in Carville, LA: it will be converted into a training center for ,"at-risk youths." Their image
will hardly be enhanced by being served in this facility, since lepers have millennia of menace
image attached to them. It would have been much better to put it to use for valued people
*In 1855, Fort Stanton was built in New Mexico by the US military. Outlaw killer Billy the
Kid was imprisoned there for awhile. Around 1900, it was converted into a sanatorium for sailors
who had TB. In WW II, it housed German prisoners of war. Then it became an institution for the
mentally retarded until the early 1990s (Source item from Marcia Tewell).
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debtors' prisons, was merely another way of imprisoning poor people. Amazingly, Atlanta built a
debtors' prison as late as 1897, and the facility served this function for 23 years, often incarcerating
women and children as well as men. The building survived, and hard to believe as it may be, plans
were announced in 1988 to convert the structure into a 67-unit apartment building for low income
residents, called Glenn Castle. An earlier effort to convert the prison into a luxury condominium
omplex had failed. The project was headed by a former pastor who resigned his pastorate after
confessing that he had been under the spell of a witch for 14 years (Atlanta Constitution, 717/88;
source item from Russell Henderson). She must have given him the idea.

5. Via Service Facility Appearance
*A gambling casino in rural Indiana (French Lick) was bunkered by watchtowers, and
protected by double stone archways, perhaps in order to forestall raids or robberies. When the
casino was turned into--a nursing home, it naturally looked like a fortress (Indianapolis Star, 6
March 1993).

6. Via Service Measures
*Snake venom has an anesthetic effect, and has been used in treating arthritis and terminal
cancer. In the 1980s, the National Wildlife magazine recommended that snake venom be used to
treat mental disorders--a most fascinating image juxtaposition (Source item from Chris Liuzzo).
*A toy particularly recommended for handicapped children consisted of a little monster man
who, when his batteries are turned on, swings a red-lit axe, most gruesomely distorts his already
ugly face, and all this to the tune of "When the Saints Go Marching In." Its box warns "not
recommended for children aged 3 years and under" (Shown to us by Carolyn Bardwell Wheeler).
*There is a long tradition of mental and mental retardation institutions in the US operating
a "haunted house" at Halloween, and inviting the public to it. We have clippings on this practice
from 3 states, and going back 20 years. One example from Arkansas in 1991 was a "spook house,"
with an invitation to the public from the "ghouls, demons and ghosts" of the institution (clipping
from Jack Pealer, Guy Caruso and Carol Jones).
*In some US locales, police have nets to throw over violent people in order to be able to
contain and apprehend the person without either the person or anyone else getting hurt. These "net
kits" are most apt to be used on people who are mentally disordered or drug-crazed. Unfortunately,
the nets have sometimes been shark nets, thus imaging the unruly person as a dangerous man-eating
predatory animal.
7. Via Social &: Server Juxtapositions
*We were informed by John Elias that in Paraguay, the police have been running a service
facility for street people, including derelict people dying from alcoholism, with prostitutes serving
as staff.
*The possibly well-intentioned but extremely ill-advised tendency of people to interpret sex
offenses as mental disorders has been very bad news for people with mental disorders because it
brands them as potential sexual predators. This has gone so far that the US National Mental Health
Association issued a position paper on this issue, and one MHA executive said "these criminals don't
belong with mentally ill." Another objection of NMHA was that many people who later ended up
in the shrink system were allegedly sexually abused at an earlier age, and that it was an insult to
place them into the same category as their abusers (Sm, 11 March 98). It certainly menace-images
people with mental disorders.
*The most peculiar image juxtaposition took place when the Public Broadcasting Program
"Frontline" carried documentaries of Nazi death camps, made after their liberation, with Alfred
Hitchcock serving as editor and director, known for his long association with horror films made for
entertainment.
*In 1983, a nurse at a "home for incurables" (an institution for 600 physically handicapped
adults and elderly) in South Australia was suspended on a number of charges, one of which was
carrying a cattle whip and wearing handcuffs and a jailer's key ring on her belt. Strangely enough,
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of intended brutalization (Advertiser, 3/83; news clipping supplied by Mike Rungie).
*Chop. cut and carve. When the Fernald institution for the mentally retarded near Boston
was still open, some of its volunteers were prisoners recruited from the Concord Achievement in
Rehabilitation Volunteer Experience program, in which case they are called CARVE (Item submitted
by Max Korn).

8. Via Names or Acronyms of Organizations. Services or Serving Devices
*The Research Press put out a book on Psychopathology in Persons With Mental Retardation
in which an entire appendix was devoted to the Behavioral Role-Play Activities Test, which
unfortunately is also known by the acronym BRAT.
As Hank Bersani (who provided this
information) put it, if you have a retarded kid who acts like a real brat, then what test do you apply?
The BRAT, of course.
*Tom Kohler drew our attention to a program called "Specialized Training of Military
Parents," or STOMP. This sounds like an invitation to brutalize the army brats.
*There is an electric riding cart for handicapped people, and we cannot figure out why in the
world it was given the slightly menace-imaged name of "Rascal Electric Scooter."
*A boy described as being "explosive" was sent to a segregated school named TNT, which
apparently stood for Teens in Trouble. As David Yeiter put it, perhaps the children were being sent
there in order to learn to be better explosives.
*The acronym of the British Bowls Association for the Disabled, BBAD, is pronounced "be
bad" (Speak Out, 3/98).
*We were told of a group home provider that has the name MARS. One can just imagine
the scenario, "Where are you from?" "I am from MARS--out of this world." The reply would have
poignancy if it came from a very severely physically handicapped person (Source item supplied by
Hank Bersani).
*In James Bond movies, Spectre is the name of the evil organization that strives for world
dominance, and against which the hero gives valiant battle. In the 1980s, a project in Nevada was
called SPECTRE which stands for Special Education Curricula and Training for Regular Educators.
In other words, in order for regular teachers to learn about handicapped people, they had to face
SPECTRE.
*The good news is that there is a computerized telephone service (301/593-7003, if it has not
changed) available around the clock which people can call for all kinds of information about
handicap, including organizations and devices. The bad news is that this system is called the
Handicap Educational Exchange, commonly referred to as HEX.
*Similarly unfortunately named is the Hampshire Education Consortium, or HEC, which is
a small school district in Western Massachusetts. Clearly, if people there are having problems, they
are apt to say "to HEC with it. "
*There are very few numbers that carry a negative meaning to a significant proportion of the
population, but 666 is one of these. In England, a late 1980s study package on mental retardation
tied to a self-study course, called "Mental Handicap: Patterns for Living," unfortunately received
the code number K666 (Source material from Oxana Metiuk).
*An advocacy body in Britain on behalf of handicapped people has in its web page address
the name "demon" (Source info. from Paul Williams).

9. Via Other Communication. Media Depictions d: Fiction
*The media have a long tradition of interpreting mentally disordered people as dangerous,
or even murderous.
A high proportion of them in fiction and TV get killed. This tradition
continues despite an increase in occasional positive interpretations.
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becomes a weight lifter and eventually comes to physically tower over his parents. They used to be
very controlling of him, but in the end, he rebels and through his violent behavior he fulfills the
stereotype of the oversized retarded person who becomes a menace.
*Alfred Schnittke has been said to be Russia's finest living composer. He wrote an opera,
"Life With an Idiot," based on a short story by the former underground author Victor Erofeyev.
In it, an idiot moves in with a hapless couple and destroys their hves, which is hardly an imageenhancing message about retarded people, even though the story is supposed to be a coded political
satire in which the idiot symbolizes Lenin.
*In "Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas," an animation musical film which came
out in 1993, there is a duck-billed evil scientist in a wheelchair with a flip-top head allowing him
to scratch his brains for inspiration, recapitulating a long tradition of depicting handicapped people
as evil.
*California Senator Diane Feinstein emitted a jumbo deviancy image juxtaposition by
declaring in 411994 that "Assault weapons become the weapon of choice for grievance killers, for
drive-by shooters, for gang members, for terrorists and for people who are mentally disabled"
(Disability Rai:, 7&8/94).
*For years, mental retardation institutions of the state of New York had police cars patrol
the institution grounds, with the cars marked with a prominent badge painted on the car doors that
displayed a coat of arms, and the legend "Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities Police."
*The first James Bond movie in 1963, "Dr. No," had an opening scene in which three blind
beggars with tin cups were leading each other in the most grotesque procession across the streets,
reminiscent of medieval paintings of such scenes. Concurrently, "Three Blind Mice" was being sung
on the soundtrack to a calypso beat. The fact that they turned out to be fake blind beggars on an
assassination assignment did not do much to correct the grotesque depiction of blind people.
*In early February 1986, a most incredible unintentional image juxtaposition took place on
television. The series, "The Twilight Zone," carried the story (entitled "Monsters") of a male
vampire who had been roaming the earth for 147 years, but who had been enabled by modem
medicine to give up sucking people's blood. Instead, he kept several quarts of blood from a blood
bank in his icebox, and in one scene, the door to the icebox is opened and the blood is vividly
displayed. Believe it or not, the episode was interrupted by a Red Cross plea to give blood, showing
blood in the same kinds of containers as on the program. Truly a nightmare!
10. Via Other Symbols
*The good news is that the Lincolnshire County Council in Britain co-sponsored a PASSING
workshop, but the PASSING leadership was horrified when the flyer came out and featured a onelegged, ugly, hairy gargoyle with horns on his heads. It turned out that this was the logo of the
county, taken from a gargoyle on the Lincoln Cathedral (Source item from Paul Williams).
*Apparently, Burger King has felt upstaged by the clownery of McDonald's, and so for
Halloween 1987, it distributed material that shouted, "Have a safe Halloween and help the disabled, "
with a picture of a witch flying on a broom. This exchanges the clownery imagery for menace
imagery.
*Some years ago, the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped began to
hand out--believe it or not--Purple Heart medals, like those given to wounded soldiers, to people
who had done an outstanding piece of research in service to the handicapped. Of course, this is a
most unfortunate deviancy juxtaposition in that it seems to imply that working for the handicapped
is like being wounded in battle and deserving of a medal.
11. Via Funding & Fund-Raising Measures
The good news is that a motorized wheelchair was donated to a state institution for the
retarded in New York City. The bad news is that it was donated by a motorcycle gang (or club?),
members of which, scruffy looking and dressed in leather, were photographed shaking hands with
the mayor of New York City (JOMRDD, 11&12/89, p. 17).
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captured, milked for their venom, stripped of their skins, and then have their meat sold. There are
demonstrations by rangers of how snakes will strike people and kill them. The $35,000 proceeds
from the 1986 round-up were donated to a school for the mentally retarded. (ABC News, 9 March
86; source item from Milt Baker).
*A single New York State bill introduced in 1987 was concerned exclusively with two issues:
mostly with prison construction, and tangentially, with funding for the Office of Mental Retardation
(source item from Chris Liuzzo).

12. Via Miscellaneous or Other Channels
*A mother of a child with spina bifida (Betty Pieper) was once asked whether her bumper
sticker that said "spina bifida" had something to do with promoting the Mafia. She then realized
that people with the condition had an image problem.
*In 1988, a New Jersey zoo keeper refused to admit children with Down's syndrome because
he feared that they would upset the chimpanzees (DC Update, 7/88).
Deviancy-Ima~in~ or Role-Castin~ as an Object of Ridicule or a Trivium
People understand the point here much more readily if a devalued person is made fun of and
teased to distraction than that the clown-imaging of such a person accomplishes the same thing, plus
other bad things. Especially since ca. 1970, there has been an explosion of clownery in general, and
in relation to devalued people. We have already explained elsewhere (e.g., in the 6&8/1987 issue
of TIPS) the deeply concealed destructive images in that. Among other things, clownery has
historically had long and close links with ancient idols, blasphemy, death and sexual debauchery.
When it is humorous, the humor has often been about (a) excrement, (b) illicit sex, and (c) the
infliction of injury, ridicule and misfortunes on people, including handicapped people, or on animals.
This is important even if the enactors of clownery, and/or their "beneficiaries," have no conscious
knowledge thereof, because people carry much unconscious cultural knowledge (maybe "memes"?)
with them.
By the way, if you get sick, and clowns start appearing by your bedside, then this means that
you are expected to die soon. In addition to all other reasons, there is one more why clownery
juxtaposition to mentally retarded people specifically is very negative. That is because at least since
the times of Greek clowning, hundreds of years BC, at least one of the major clown types was
always played out as being stupid, and in the Roman version of Greek comedy, this particular clown
was even called stupidus. As this clownery tradition continued to our day, and was reinforced by
similar clownery traditions from other cultures, there was a common pairing of two comic
characters, or at least characters who became the object of comedy, of which one was clever and
one was stupid. During the commedia dell arte era, there was always a stupid clown who played
a prominent role. One version of the stupid clown was created in ca. 1869 as the August, and It is
clowns in his particular costume and makeup that we often see today in juxtaposition to handicapped
and/or retarded people, thereby saying not only to devalued people that they are clowns, or that the
things pertaining to their lives are not to be taken seriously, but even that they are stupid. This is
a more particularly damaging thing to say to someone who IS naturally unintelligent than to someone
who is not.
Closely related to the role of object of ridicule is the treatment of a human as a trivium, i.e.,
as unimportant, or not to be taken seriously.

1. Via Service or Activity Locations
*In Paris, the famous old Salpetriere institution for all sorts of afflicted people, including the
mentally handicapped, has long been located on the Boulevard de l'hopital=which intersects closely
with the Rue de Buffon. While Count Buffon was a famous 18th century scientist, his name is
almost identical to bouffon, the clown.
*Jack Yates discovered that in 3/92, a conference on "Alzheimer's disease" and mentally
retarded people was being held at the Walt Disney World in Orlando, FL, which seems to trivialize
the issue.
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2. Via Activities &/ or Their Timing
*For some reason, the custom seems to have persisted for some years now to observe
handicap-related events on the 1st of April--April Fool's Day, which we certainly consider politically
incorrect, at least according to our politics.
*The TI has for years deplored the ubiquity of the clown image in juxtaposition to societally
devalued people. Now, one can even attend workshops on "therapeutic clowning" and "clown
therapy," held at prestigious universities with highly esteemed human service training programs.
The tuition for a one-day crash course on how to be a therapeutic clown can be "quite competitive."
*For literally thousands of years, many people in clown roles have been malformed or
handicapped, and have had to earn a living by performing stunts, leaping around, and tumbling. In
fact, during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, some of the court fools specialized in tumbling
in which they received intensive instruction. It is therefore most distressing to hear of an incredibly
unconscious deviancy image juxtaposition being perpetrated in a new book entitled Mastery Learnin~
of Stunts and Tumblin~ Activities for the Mentally Retarded by Jim R. Chambless (Oxford, Miss.:
North Mississippi Retardation Center, 1980).
*Clownin~ Around in Humanserviceland.
In the 1980s, the TIPS editor was told by his
optometrist that the editor's further resistance to using bifocal glasses would result in reading errors.
That did, in fact, happen, though not enough to lead to the editor's prompt capitulation. One such
error was even consciousness-raising.
Reading a headline in American Rehabilitation (July/August
82) "Utah Program Trains Mine Workers," the editor read, "Utah Program Trains Mime Workers. "
Far-fetched? Not in the least. The very same issue carried an item on helping handicapped people
to careers as performers in "theatre," movies and TV. Furthermore, the clowns and clown imagery
are everywhere in human services to devalued people. As both Seneca and the Bible already said,
"Infinitus est numerus stultorum," i.e., the number of fools is infinite. So why not add to their
numbers?
*Here is a vignette that shows again how the human service crowd can always come up with
something that is more crazy than the craziest thing that sane people could have imagined. Guy
Caruso gave us a 9/92 clipping showing a scene in a hospice for the "dying" in the Albany, NY,
area. It shows three volunteers administering pet therapy to a hospice resident, and one of the
animals that was being inflicted on the resident was a dog dressed as a clown, thus successfully
combining the crazes of animal therapy with clown therapy.

3. Via Juxtaposition to Clownery
*It is troubling that a commercial enterprise which utilizes the clown image as one of its
major advertising and decoration motifs is the one that makes special efforts to employ handicapped
people, and sponsors guest houses for families of critically ill and dying children. In 1987, the
McDonald's (hamburgers) corporation pledged to hire 10,000 handicapped young persons in the near
future. That was good news, and McDonald's made good at it; but the image association of these
workers with clownery, which has been a major advertising theme of McDonald's for years, and
with services to dying people (promoted by McDonald's) is unfortunate.
*The McDonald hamburger chain produced what is widely considered to be a very good
commercial that contains no spoken dialogue, but features two young deaf people who use American
Sign Language during an exam break to enjoy a McDonald's lunch. The commercial was captioned
for the benefit of those who cannot follow the signs (Rehab. Lit., Summer 1986). It is too bad that
McDonald's has so profoundly committed itself to clownery, thereby linking its Ronald McDonald
houses, and the handicapped people in this kind of commercial to clownery.
*The ARC-Connecticut News had long been by far the best newspaper on mental retardation
in the US. However, in its 10/85 issue, it committed a gaffe. It showed a picture of a retarded
employee of a McDonald's store incongruously next to the Ronald McDonald clown, even though
the accompanying article emphasized bona fide employment of retarded workers by the McDonald's
chain. Thus, the picture undermined the all-business nature of the accompanying message (CARC
News, 10/85, p. 17).
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for the Afro-American marker-and used clowns in some of their ads. That's the bad news; the good
news is that at least the clowns were not juxtaposed to retarded or dying persons.
*A good example of an unfortunate image juxtaposition is found in the Valley Sun (Alaska,
15/12/87): a picture of the Special Olympics is next to a picture of a clown, and both of them to
an article on job placement for the mentally retarded. The article is serious and relevant, except that
it mentions one of the job placements as being at a McDonald's hamburger store, which of course
have always been promoted through clown imagery.
*We don't mean this item below to be an advertisement, but an expose. A 1989 $25 book
($12 in paperback) of the Batman genre was entitled Arkham Asylum, and advertised as follows.
"Welcome to Arkham Asylum (Gotham City's institution for the criminally insane), where madness
makes its home and Batman faces his greatest challenge ever. The inmates (led by the Joker and
including Clayface, the Mad Hatter, Killer Crock and Two-Face) have revolted and are holding the
staff hostage." This just goes to show once more how clownery and deviant people get linked
(Source item from Hank Bersani).
*Those who still don't believe that clownery and societally devalued people are somehow
linked should have taken a very close look at the 12 May 86 issue of :rime. There was an article
on a circus that ran over 3 pages. On its ftrst page it was juxtaposed to an ad of the National Down
Syndrome Society showing the picture of a child with Down syndrome; the second page also
contained an ad of the Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind, showing a guide dog in harness; and
the third page was shared with an ad by the Committee for Food and Shelter promoting utilization
of food stamps.
*One odd phenomenon about clownery is that in the late 1800s, new clown types emerged
that were based on the image of the hobo. An additional oddity is that this led to a peculiar artistic
inversion of imagery, insofar as we now so often see hobos depicted as clowns.

4. Via Symbols
*Kristjana Kristiansen sent us a towel distributed as some sort of promotion by the Danish
National Service for the Mentally Retarded. It features a bird dressed as a clown, the abbreviation
of the name of the service, and its telephone number=presumably in case someone gets lost on the
beach. Note also that birds and feathers were symbols of folly for thousands of years.
*Until the Puritan revolt in the 17th century, all paper in England was watermarked with the
Royal Arms. Under Cromwell, Parliament made sport of all sorts of customs of the previous royal
regimes, and one of the measures it decreed was that paper should henceforth carry a fool's cap and
bells watermark. Quite obviously, this was a deliberate measure of deviancy image juxtaposition,
i.e., associating royal identity with foolery and foolishness=something human services could learn
to use in a positive instead of negative fashion. At any rate, certain kinds of papers continue to
carry the fool's cap watermark today, and it is believed that the word "foolscap" to refer to a certain
type of paper comes from this custom. However, we doubt that governmental memos would be
printed on clown paper, or that anybody having a serious message to anyone would accompany the
message with clown or fool imagery.
*One abortionist regularly put on a clown mask when entering an abortion clinic so as not
to be recognized by abortion opponents, as happened in Wichita, Kansas (LA, 9/93). This of course
once again binds death to clownery. Of course, we would recognize him right away as Death.

5. Via Activity or Program Names
*One of the most perfect examples of devalued people being cast into the role of object of
ridicule is giving the name "The Jesters" to the supposedly only drama troupe in the early 1980s in
the US made up exclusively of mentally and physically handicapped children. What is worse is that
the troupe received coaching by students of special education of St. Francis College in Indiana
(Source item submitted by Ann Giombetti).
*In one of the innumerable clown ministry programs that sprang up all over North America
since the 1970s, 60 children aged 6 to 12 from two different denominations in Syracuse were trained
and made up as clowns, and began visiting nursing homes for the elderly. The nun in charge of the
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6. Via Funding or Charity Drives

*An organization made up of mentally retarded people in Wales has unfortunately been
funded by another organization called Comic Relief, which appears to project an object of ridicule
image onto the retarded people (VIA, Winter 95196).
*Joe Osburn has challenged us to guess which famous broadway musical (later movie) the
Marion County, Indiana, Association for Retarded Citizens chose to sponsor as an annual fundraiser. For the answer, check the bottom of the page. *
*In Britain, the organization started by parents of retarded persons, MENCAP, has had a
notorious history of outlandish and image-degrading charity appeals and fund-raising enterprises.
These include recruiting people to run in outlandish costumes in "horseless horse races," such as men
running in women's underwear or ballet outfits wearing Santa Claus hats (source item from Kristjana
Kristiansen). Technically, this does not necessarily put retarded people directly into the role of
objects of ridicule, but constitutes an image juxtaposition of retarded people to ridicule and evokes
images of triviality. In turn, this tends to reinforce pre-existing negative images.
*In 1988, a new craze for raising money for "worthy causes" (including for handicap
organizations) broke out, namely "red nose day." People by the millions buy red clown nose pieces
and wear them all day, even at work. Police officers may even be seen directing traffic in red
noses. This rakes in millions every year. Not surprisingly then, red-nose-day also broke out in
Australia. The craze was described in The West Australian (919/89; source item from Darrell Wills)
as follows: "The warm response by the public to yesterday'S Red Nose Day has been welcomed by
the WA Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Foundation... She said the buying and wearing of a red
nose to raise money for SIDS research was a way of making people nonce as well as signalling to
grieving parents that the wider community cared. "
*For more than 40 consecutive years, the Lu Lu Temple of the Shriners in Philadelphia
sponsored a circus for "needy and less fortunate children ... from orphanages, retarded, physically
handicapped, partially blind, welfare homes and institutions ... " The involved Shriners call
themselves "circus daddies" (Source item from Ed Cohle).
*In the Philadelphia area, there is a group of mentally retarded men, called the Wise Guys,
who gave a song-and-dance performance several times a year. In October 1985, they performed
together with the Circus of Heaven Players. This double whammy included the mime-musical
rendition of "Send in the Clowns" (Source item from Ed Cohle).
*In Syracuse, a 6/87 fund-raising event for the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders
Association featured Le Cirque, which is merely fancy French for "the circus."
Deviancy-Ima~in~ or Role-Castin~ as an Object of Pity or Burden of Dutiful Caretakin~
Those familiar with SRV teaching will also be familiar with the ancient deviancy role of a
party as an object of pity. Another of the major historical deviancy roles has for several decades
been described as that of a party being perceived as a "burden of charity." We had accepted this
interpretation until we recently had second thoughts on it, and now feel that it needs some nuancing.
Once Europe became Christianized, the service that people rendered to each other-formally
or, more often, informally-was interpreted as one expression of Christian charity. Then, as services
became more and more formalized, and as needy persons and service recipients became more and
more devalued and negatively imaged, the early ideals and rationales became somewhat vestigial as
the service itself became less and less an expression of those ideals. Thus, the term "charity"
continued to be applied even to services, and service acts, that had little of charity about them, and
people whom one was seen as obliged to assist in some way came to be seen as a burden, and
therefore a "burden of charity. "
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obligated to attend to another person, one is not doing it out of charity. Rather, one may be doing
it out of a sense of duty--perhaps even a sense of duty to a higher morality that demands it. But
even carrying out perceived obligations to one's moral code cannot necessarily be equated with
charity, or being charitable, or performing a charitable act. Thus, when service to a person is
perceived not only as duty, but as a burdensome duty, it would be more proper to speak of the
person served being perceived as a "burden of dutiful care-taking. "
For instance, many people nowadays interpret their impaired parent, impaired spouse, or
handicapped child as a very heavy burden, to which they attend--and possibly even attend very well-but only out of a sense of obligation that they see to be part and parcel of their blood tie or other
family relationship. People without this sense of familial duty or obligation are apt to try to get rid
of the dependent person, perhaps even by making the person dead, and more and more people these
days are doing so. But such attending is much better described as the product of duty than of
charity.
Of course, it is entirely possible that people perceive that they have a duty to one or more
other persons without perceiving that duty as onerous. But what we are talking about here is when
the duty is perceived as onerous, and the person therefore as a burden that is basically unwanted.
1. Via Agency. Service. Facility or Organization Names & Acronyms
*The Dole Foundation (started by the former US Vice President) has given large sums of
money to promote employment opportunities for the handicapped, but we would feel even better
about it if its name did not remind people of "being on the dole," or "being doleful. "
*It is absolutely amazing what crazy and deviancy-imaging names the human service empire
can come up with. One facility for the elderly and handicapped poor in Syracuse has the name
Almus. An ancient street cry of English beggars was "pity, pity, palmus, please give us almus; one
for Peter, one for Paul, one for Christ who saved us all." Also, in the Almus facility, a service
program for the residents there is called ERIE (Enriched Resources for the Independent Elderly)
which does not look so bad but which sounds bad. It also strikes one as odd that a program for the
poor is imaged as enriched.
*A parent group for emotionally disturbed youngsters is called PLEA, which stands for
Parents League For Emotional Adjustment--an implication of a pity appeal (Source information from
A. J. Hildebrand).
*The acronym for the British Sports Association for the Disabled, BSAD, is pronounced "be
sad" (Speak Out, 3/98).
*At
least
until
1991,
there
existed
a South
Australian
Intellectual/Developmental
Disabilities, with the sad acronym SAAIDD.

Association

on

*Not to be outdone, the "Self-Advocacy for Intellectually Disadvantaged People" group in
Australia has the acronym SAID, which probably has to be quickly distinguished from SET or SAD.
*St. Jude, being the patron saint of hopeless causes, is often invoked in connection with
human afflictions and human services. Particularly in the SRV teaching on deviancy images and
roles, it is pointed out that when St. Jude gets thusly invoked, the message is conveyed that things
look pretty hopeless for the persons at issue. The Rochester Psychiatric Center has (had?) on its
grounds the chapel of St. Jude. In 1996, we learned that there IS an entire foundation devoted to
the invocation of St. Jude called the City of St. Jude, located in Montgomery, Alabama. One
intriguing offer it makes is to issue members a "diploma of aggregation," which brought to our mind
the question why no one has thought of issuing diplomas of aggravation.

2. Via Logos & Other Symbols
*The so-called Paralympics is an Olympic competition among handicapped people, and
although there has been almost no publicity about it, it is a big event that immediately follows the
regular Olympic event, in the same locale. The 1994 winter Paralympics in Lillehammer, Norway,
used a flag that consisted of five teardrops arranged in the same pattern as the official Olympic rings.
One interesting element is that the teardrops project a pity image on the large number of handicapped
athletes who actually project an extremely positive image on account of the competencies which they
display in their competition. However, the official Olympics did not like its symbol being imitated
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it did to three teardrops. These were scheduled to first appear at the Paralympic winter games in
1998 (Australian, 14/3/94).
*The unconscious and outright mysterious perpetuation of certain deviancy images staggers
one's mind and raises epistemological issues. For a long time, Goodwill Industries was one of the
biggest operators of sheltered workshops in the US. The person whose cut-off head appeared on its
logo was often referred to as Willy, or even "Wheelchair Willy." Wheelchair Willy was sometimes
also seen in other art work promoting the organization, as for instance rolling rapidly downhill in
his wheelchair, as depicted on street corner cast-offs collection boxes. In the 5&6/1988 issue of
Insi2hts Into Spina Biftda, we learn that a new book had come out entitled Willy On Wheels
(published by the Wishing Room Inc., Mechanicville, Virginia), written on the 2nd grade level to
evoke positive attitudes toward handicapped people from children. Willy may prove to be immortal.
It is quite conceivable to us that the author of this book may have no recollection of ever having
heard of Wheelchair Willy. Are memes at work here?

3. Via Funding Schemes & Charity Drives
*One of the most common deceptions in raising funds for "charitable" causes is to claim
falsely that the money will go for the relief of children, because children elicit compassion and pity.
Among the vignettes below, there are several such deceptive claims, as when an organization that
deals 99% with adults invokes child-pity images in its fund-raising.
This also explains that the only reason "charitable organizations" have "poster children" is
to use them as tear-jerkers to raise funds.
*Readers may recall that the Training Institute has utilized, and sold, a slide set which
illustrated all sorts of themes on which a change agent might be teaching. A number of slides
illustrated the pity/charity approach to human affliction, especially as employed in all sorts of fundraising ploys. One of the slides showed an Arthritis Foundation collection box such as one often
sees on counters at restaurant check-out desks, or near the check-out of some stores. The collection
device featured a picture of a child with arthritis, and it appealed to the public to make donations.
A clear impression is conveyed that the donation would benefit children, yet a Fact Sheet of the
same foundation reported that among people with arthritis, there are 100 adults to every child. If
one adds to that the fact that one's image of arthritis is heavily tied to middle and old age, one has
to view this type of pity appeal as one of the more blatantly distorted child image role utilizations
in the fund-raising culture.
*Some years back, the Greater Cincinnati March of Dimes Chapter issued the following
qualifications for a child to serve as its poster child: 5-8 years old with a visible disability,
photogenic with "personality plus," able to take directions and speak well for radio and TV
appearances and newspaper interviews, ability to feel at ease with strangers and unfamiliar
surroundings or situations, ability to travel within a multi-county area, and being available for public
events. Both parents must be able and willing to drive, must have reliable transportation, and be
available for travel. The description rather well fits what analysts of the image of handicapped
people in media and fictional works have called "super crip" (Source item supplied by Hank
Bersani).
*A rather pitiful defense of the poster child PR campaign strategy was what the mother of
a handicapped child said to her boy. "It's something I used to tell Georgie all the time when he was
younger: 'someday it will be alright, keep working, someday you will be a poster child'" (The
Gardner (Massachusetts) ~,
8 January 85; source item submitted by Jan Doody).
*Years ago, a handicapped girl who had become the Easter Seal Society poster child for
Rhode Island might have won the national poster child contest-but because her leg braces arrived
too late, it was decided that she did not look handicapped enough (Proyidence Journal-Bulletin,
26/9/86).
*In 1989, the Central New York Muscular Dystrophy Association hit the jackpot: its poster
child died.
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Foundation For the Blind that featured the picture of the long-dead Helen Keller and bragged that
she had been on the staff of the Foundation for 44 years.
*The Syracuse newspaper featured the story of the nationwide 1988 Arthritis Foundation
Telethon in the US with a big picture of a child, even though the vast majority of people with
arthritis are older (SHJ, 23/4/88), thus perpetuating the hoary tradition of the deceptive use of the
child pity appeal.
*Poster children have acquired some bad images, mostly in consequence of the interpretations
pioneered by the normalization movement. The March of Dimes began to try to circumvent the
poster child image by using the euphemism "March of Dimes ambassador," but we are not fooled.
*Guy Caruso drew our attention to a mail fund-raising campaign in the 1980s by the National
Federation of the Blind which employed a whole series of images and appeals in violation of the
normalization principle, SRV and positive attitude formation. It tried to seize upon the pity of the
public by showing pictures of blind children, even intimating that donations would help them to see
again. In fact, one might be led to believe that every penny donated goes to blind children whereas
the Federation probably represents primarily adults. The mailing included a shiny penny and an
elaboration on its motto "In God we Trust," and asked readers to "focus your eyes on the urgent
needs of children," but it looks like to us as if the Federation had not yet "seen the light."
*The American Cancer Society has been using a rather unfortunate appeal for funds. One
of its appeal letters shows a picture of a pretty little girl who was cured of leukemia, with the
accompanying narrative saying "hugs and kisses can't cure cancer, giving generously can" (Source
item supplied by Susan Ruff).
*In late 1984, we received a fund-raising appeal letter from the St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital for children who have cancer in Memphis, Tennessee. Its first sentence asks for "your
ur&::enthelp on behalf of all innocent little children stricken with cancer" (emphasis ours).
*The New York State Knights of Columbus announced a program in the 1980s of a
"charitable and benevolent fund-raiser to beneftt retarded children" (CS, 18/1/84).
*An advertisement in the St. Anthony Messen&::er(10/86) solicited funds for the Mount of
David Crippled Children's Hospital (in Bethlehem), "dedicated to the art of healing little 'bentwinged angels'. "
*In 1982 the Royal Society for Mentally Handicapped Children and Adults (fund-raising
association of parents of retarded people in England) ran full-page fund-raising ads showing a cute
girl with Down's syndrome that had one-half of the face in the darkness and one-half in the light (we
call this "the child in the shadows" motif that became popular in the 1950s), with a big caption
"Twenty children born on Christmas day will always have a cross to bear." The logo of the
association, a sad-looking child with the acronym MENCAP, is also shown (Source item supplied
by Gunnar Dybwad).
*Our Lady of Victory Homes of Charity (in Lackawanna, NY) appealed for funds in 1988
with an appeal to "love, care and training for God's 'special' and 'troubled' children." It has since
changed its name and language.
*In Australia, there used to be a National Mongoloid Council with the motto, "the Mongoloid
can be helped."
*Quite a few "charitable" organizations are nothing more than fronts to collect money from
citizens by means of pity appeals. Such fronts have been particularly common in the heart disease
and cancer fields.
*Palm Beach, Fla., socialite Rose Sachs complained, "We have this terrible image that we
play all the time," and then indignantly refuted this allegation by pointing out that "I went to three
balls last week, and all of them were for charity" (Time, 19 April 1982).
*There is a whole genre of picture postcards that show "freaks," especially dwarfs. One we
acquired showed a man in a custom-made cart being pulled by a goat, with the inscription, "Am
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this postcard was made from a photograph in order to elicit donations.

NY)."

Presumably,

4. Miscellaneous Points &: Concluding Observations
*The logo of the Deaf/Blind Care Association of Victoria, Australia, is (was?) a group of
four children screaming "Help!." The name of its newsletter (as well as its fund-raising campaign,
conducted in June), is Silent Night (Source item supplied by Michael Steer).
*Pity or charity roles must not be confused with behaviors designed to capitalize on one's
image as a charitable party. For instance, when something is done for people in need that may very
well be meritorious and free of image taint, business people, politicians, or other individuals may
try to take credit for it, or to somehow appear to be positively juxtaposed to the event. In 1986,
Pepsi-Cola made a big deal about donating funds for handicapped children. Next, a TV personality
and a lieutenant governor were seen on the news extolling Pepsi-Cola for their generosity. Thus,
Pepsi-Cola took credit, and the other two parties tried to achieve positive image juxtaposition.
*In one informal 1979 study, a man well-dressed in a three-piece suit, a white shirt and
polished shoes-but without a tie--approached people at New York's Grand Central terminal begging
them for 75(; for train fare. He collected about $7 in one hour. After he put on a tie, he collected
$26 in a comparable time period.
One can speculate on the meaning of a finding of this nature. One explanation might be that
people would extend more credibility to a better-dressed man. First, they might more readily
identify with him. Secondly and perhaps relatedly, they might be more willing to listen to his story
in the first place instead of waving him off. At any rate, looking "pitiful" does not necessarily elicit
charity.
*A handicapped man who had a job in a library complained bitterly that people did not
respond well when he showed up at work with a T-shirt that said "Piss on Pity"--a not very helpful
counterperversion. He further complained that they were accepting his handicap as long as he didn't
call attention to it (Mouth, 11/95).
*Largely in response to the work of the normalization culture, many of the organizations
mentioned in the vignettes above have changed their names, logos, acronyms, communications
content, fund-raising appeals, etc. One party that despite 20 years of entreaties has been notoriously
resistive to giving up a saccharine pity appeal has been the Muscular Dystrophy Association and the
Jerry Lewis MD Telethon, which one critic called a "pitithon." It seems that if there is some kind
of negative image juxtaposition, people connected with the field of muscular dystrophy, and/or who
raise funds in that area, think of it. As in previous years, the 1981 Labor Day Muscular Dystrophy
telethon, led by Jerry Lewis, was a disgraceful example. It starred a large number of show business
personalities of hedonistic identities, absolutely proliferated with sexual indecency despite its frequent
emphasis on the welfare of children, and it produced the usual juxtapositions with clowns and
monkeys. Jerry Lewis gave an utterly narcissistic performance, and as in previous years, displayed
a number of motoric behaviors which can only be interpreted as being unconscious imitations of
handicapped people, and a mockery of them. Again and again, one got the impression that even
some of the guest celebrities were puzzled and non-plussed by Jerry Lewis' bizarre behavior.
Numerous prominent personalities appeared who often said absurd and ridiculous things. Altogether,
a person schooled in the dynamics of deviancy-making would be very tempted to conclude that the
show is largely staged by people who thoroughly dislike handicapped persons and who are assuaging
their guilt by long-distance charity which raises a great deal of money without the participants having
to come too close in their personal lives to handicapped individuals. In warding off criticisms of
its telethon, MDA claimed that at least one of the major critics had tried to get money from MDA
and had been turned down. (We hasten to point out that the TI has never asked MDA for money).
Another atrocity in the fund-raising efforts of the Muscular Dystrophy Association has been the
appearance of posters that show Jerry Lewis and a cute blonde-haired little girl who presumably has
muscular dystrophy, with a caption inviting the viewer to "redeem your dog food coupons and help
my kids." The dog food coupons that can be redeemed for the welfare of children with muscular
dystrophy came from products such as Puppy Choice (Posters submitted by John Du Rand).
Now the good news about MDA. With the help of its Community Council and local
businesses, a big muscular dystrophy fund-raising dance marathon was planned for Addison, Illinois,
in early September, 1981. Nobody showed up.
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The dissemination of the normalization principle greatly raised people's consciousness that
impaired adults are adults and not eternal children. However, we suspect that the child-imaging and
role-casting of certain devalued adults will never end.

1. Via Social Juxtapositions
*In New York State, there is a rule that prohibits high school athletes from competing in
varsity sports when they become 19. A retarded pupil who had been a member of the running team
exceeded the age limit, and his family went to court to keep him on the team. The court overruled
the state and ordered that the young man should be permitted to compete. Everybody applauded the
ruling, overlooking that it brought not only SRV advantages but also SRV costs in playing into the
stereotype of the retarded as eternal children.
*A lot of child-imaging takes place by actually serving or placing impaired adults together
with impaired children. For example, there is a Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center in New
Hampshire that advertises itself as a "preparatory school and therapy center" for "children and
adults"(!) with all sorts of handicaps (Exceptional Parent, 3/92; source item from Karen Barker).
*In Massachusetts, there is a "Downey Special Needs Basketball League" which unfortunately
consists of "children and young adults with special needs ages 6-25." This is a double whammy,
consisting of child-imaging handicapped young adults, and additionally imaging them negatively with
the nefarious term "Downey" (1996 clipping from Howard Blackman).

2. Via Activities
*We heard of a case where a 17-year-old retarded youth who had to go to the hospital was
automatically put on baby food there because personnel simply assumed that he would not be able
to eat normal foods. This is a classical instance of someone being cast into the eternal child role.
*Michael Steer sent us a 1986 clipping from a Victoria, Australia, newspaper which showed
a school bus, prominently marked "school bus," lying on its side after an accident, and it turned out
that it had been used to transport mentally handicapped adults to a sheltered workshop=another
classical eternal child role message.

3. Via Communication/Interpretation
*An article on a 31-year-old man with Down's syndrome in the New York Times Ma2azine
of 18/8/85 was entitled "Manchild Coming of Age."
*The Rescue Mission overwhelmingly serves adults. The Syracuse branch lost $1.3 million
to a pyramid fraud scheme (the New Era Foundation) in which it had invested its money. Pleading
for replacement donations, its executive director wrote, "Please don't let our mistake be the kids'
misfortune ... ," invoking a child and pity image (SRI, 24/6/95).
*Scnwles is a board-card game published in 1986 by Milton Bradley. Players draw cards
which ask questions about whether they would lie, cheat, steal, even commit abortion, pose nude,
etc. Other players have to decide whether they believe the player's stated answer. One question
deals with retardation, viz, "You have a retarded brother who is a year younger than you. He acts
like an overgrown child. The alternative is an institution. Do you have him come live with you?"
*The US federal publication, AmeriCan Rehabilitation, of Summer 1985 included an article
on "supported employment" which was illustrated with a picture of a child working or playing on
a peg board. This faux pas rather aptly symbolizes the phoniness of governmental rehabilitation
policies in post-primary production societies in which high unemployment is structured right into the
economy, and in which rehabilitation policies cannot possibly afford to be vocationally habilitational.
*A 1985 article (NAMRP, Winter 85) told the story of a 20-year-old retarded man who lived
with his "foster parents." The article showed the picture of the family, and to the TIPS editor's
amazement, it seemed to have two fathers. It turned out that the "foster parents" were not much
older than the retarded man, and they had a child l-year-old (the two men in the photo were the
"foster father" and the 20-year old). To call such an arrangement a foster setting age-degrades the
handicapped adult and virtually equates him with the one-year-old in the family. A better way would
be to call this a family boarding arrangement, or simply family placement.
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persons in an unnatural tone of voice; namely, in a special melodic fashion, and perhaps a bit louder
than one would ordinarily. Recent research has brought out more clearly than before that humans
appear to have an innate tendency to speak to children in a melodic fashion, and that children, and
especially infants, respond positively to such melodic address. To this I would add the hypothesis
that the benefit of children's lullabies may lie in good part in their melodic nature that is nonthreatening. Thus, we can now state more explicitly that whenever an adult addresses another adult
in a melodic fashion that is not the ordinary mode of the speaker's speech pattern, then the speaker
is highly likely to have perceived the person being addressed as having a child identity, or to be
unconsciously attempting to put that adult into a child role.
*Connors, J. L., & Donnellan, A. M. (1993). Citizenship and culture: The role of disabled
people in Navajo society. Disability. Handicap & Society, .8(3), 265-280. The above researchers
studied Navajo culture views of handicap and mental retardation, and report that it overwhelmingly
views handicapped people generally as children-but set against the Navajo concept of childhood
which is not quite the same as the Western one. Also, this view is infinitely more benign than any
number of other interpretations of handicap or mental retardation that would be available to that
culture. For instance, the competency impediment of handicapped people may be clearly recognized,
and yet normal lifestyles might be afforded to them via the help and even supervision of extended
family members, which apparently does not entail the same stigma it has had in Western culture, and
which has become much enlarged in recent years with fanatical individualistic insistence on
constructs such as empowerment and self-determination.

4. Via Symbol Juxtaposition
In the mail, we received a 1994-95 catalog, distributed by the Shield Institute in Bayside,
NY, that on its cover proclaimed" Age-Appropriate Habilitation Supplies, " but also displayed on the
same cover a second-grade-level childish drawing, making a mockery of the fact that some of the
supplies were suitable for retarded adults. Obviously, people are trying to capitalize on trendy
concepts-such as age-appropriateness, which made its first appearance in the 1973 edition of the
PASS tool for evaluating the normalization-related quality of human services-without actually having
internalized the concepts they invoke.

5. Via Legal, Administrative,

Funding, or Fund-Raising Measures

There is a sometimes indistinguishable line between raising funds for needy adults by
claiming to raise it for children, and interpreting such adults as children in order to attract the charity
dollar.
*The 1987 New York State Drivers Manual warned drivers as follows. "Keep in mind that
vehicles transporting disabled persons may be equipped as school buses, and you must stop for these
vehicles just as you would for a school bus carrying school children" (Source item from Martin
Elks).
*In Germany, families with a handicapped child are entitled to receive a Kinder~eld (child
money). But if the child remains dependent after age 18, they continue to be entitled to Kinder~eld.
In other words, the name of the funding does not change. As a headline (Das Band, 1/97) puts it
correctly, "Kindergeld for Grown-ups. "
*Academic departments of "child development and rehabilitation," or "special education and
rehabilitation," have been contributing an image that impaired adults somehow are equivalent to, or
belong with, impaired or non-impaired children.
*A Jerry Lewis telethon (on behalf of muscular dystrophy) showed film clips of adult
handicapped people saying things such as "I am 55 years old and I am one of Jerry's kids" (MCC
Women's Concerns Report, Fall 88).
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"Child Once A2ain" Role

1. Via Communication
*A striking example of the interpretation of elderly people as "once again children," was a
newspaper headline (Catholic Sun, 8/2/89): "Mothering Elderly Children." A similar image is
evoked by the name of a Catholic organization: Christian Foundation for Children and Aging.
*It is good news that elderly people are often admitted to movies at a reduced rate because
elderly people are often on fixed incomes, and the price of admission is often high even for ordinary
people on middle class incomes. The bad news is that adults paying the senior citizen rate are
sometimes given tickets marked "child ticket" (Source item from Susan Thomas).
2. Via Settings
*Another kind of child-imaging juxtaposition can be seen in recent efforts to salvage
abandoned schools by turning them into congregate housing for elderly people. There have been at
least two such projects in Syracuse. It can thus happen that an elderly person may end up living in
the very same facility where s/he went to school decades earlier.
3. Via Social Contacts or Juxtapositions
*Hugh T. Farley had been a member of the New York State Senate, and active on the state
and national level in affairs pertaining to the elderly. In 1981, he expressed his interest in promoting
interactions between youths and the elderly. One of his proposals was very meritorious, namely to
permit senior citizens to study at the state university without having to pay tuition. His second idea
to implement his goal is a ghastly disaster: to establish joint "day care centers" for senior citizens
and young children. This latter idea is neither new nor uncommon, and much needs to be done to
educate people about the disastrous child role images which such measures impose on elderly people.
When the same human service agency operates both nursing homes and child care centers, such an
administrative structure can image the elderly clients of the nursing home as being in their "second
childhood," and may even image the youngsters in the child care center as being as "hopeless" as
old people are widely believed to be. Such image associations are especially likely to be made when
both services are given the same name--i.e., the name of the operating agency--and when the name
is very visible on a sign on the service grounds, as was the case in this instance.
One such absurd juxtaposition involved a nursing home which housed a children's nursery
and day care center. Visitors coming to visit this facility would first see the child-like decor (with
animal art, etc.) of the nursery. Some of the residents of the nursing home worked in the nursery,
and in turn, some of the children in the nursery helped with some simple tasks in the nursing home.
The publicity surrounding this project boasted that elderly residents who did not interact with other
people often interacted with the children=thereby reinforcing the image of elderly persons in their
"second childhood" interacting more readily with "their own kind."
*There has also been an increase in "inter-generational day care centers," taking care of both
children and aged people. Apparently, the first private company (the Stride Rite Corp.) to set up
this type of facility did so With $700,000 in Cambridge, Mass. (e.g., ~,
16/4/90). Working
adults often drop off both their children and their aged parents at such facilities during work hours.
Sometimes the elderly and the children are engaged jointly in the same childish activities, such as
the ubiquitous "parachute therapy." A surplus of armed forces parachutes has set a curse on services
for the elderly in both day centers and nursing homes.
Another example of the above is the placement of a "pre-school" program for handicapped
children in Perry County, PA, into the Victory Garden Nursing Home, trumpeted to provide
intergenerational programming with nursing home residents. Furthermore, in an age when devalued
people are increasingly being used as organ banks to be "harvested," one wonders whether Victory
Garden is a place for cultivating old people for an organ harvest, or whether the residents are already
vegetables. After all, Victor Gardens were the little gardens promoted during World Ward II for
home-growing of food (CPA Update, 10/88; source item from Beth Mathers).
Some such program arrangements are also called "co-location," though often deceptively so
in that the programs are not merely in the same building complex, but the children and the aged are
actually intermixed, included in at least some of the same programs, and the aged may even be
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both programs money, which may be why some clever human service type may have set it up.
Serving children and the elderly together is often accompanied with gushy interpretations of
how wonderful the mutual interactions will be that this will facilitate.
As long as a social pattern of separation of older people from the mainstream of life and from
their families continues, we will probably continue to see crazish and euphoric promotion of
programs to put old people and young children together, endlessly interpreted to be what they are
not, namely, true all-generational integration. To pretend that it is, the terms "transgenerational"
or "inter-generational" almost always crop up. However, such engagements would often be more
accurately named "age-group leap-frogging" or "catapulting."
Even where actual person-to-person juxtaposition does not take place, child imagery is often
attached to elderly people.
*An example of a very subtle negative image juxtaposition to elderly persons occurred when
a person who had studied child development, and run a day care center for children, then took a
position as director of a so-called "day care center" for elderly persons. The name "day care center"
for a service for the elderly is age-demeaning itself, compounded by its being headed by an
experienced child development specialist.

4. Via Charity Drives
*It is hard to believe, but there is an organization called Good Bears of the World, based in
Honolulu, which solicits donations so that teddy bears can be given to elderly people, the
handicapped, sick or battered children, and "children of all ages." This almost sounds like a scam
to us (source item from Guy Caruso).
*One of the worst instances of casting adults (in this case, elderly people) into a child role
that we have seen in a long time is the following. The Christian Foundation for Children appealed
(in 1986) to people to "adopt a grandmother" by paying $180 a year to meet the needs of an elderly
person in a Third World country (source material from Ann O'Connor). This is double casting into
the child-again role because we are used to seeing all sorts of appeals to sponsor a child in a Third
World country.
Miscellaneous Other Age Image or Age Role Distortions
*One age image distortion is to make a child appear much older=perhaps even to image the
child as sexually mature and sexually available. We got a strong dose of this in the Jon Benet
Ramsey case in Colorado.
*In Shelbyville, Indiana, there is a nursing home for very severely handicapped youngsters
which is run by a chain of nursing homes for the elderly (NBC "First Camera," 4/1/87; submitted
by S. Thomas).
*A very interesting normalization/SRV issue was raised at a Syracuse area nursing home
when a group of grade school children presented Easter baskets to the residents who were 8 and 9
times their ages. In our society, it is primarily children who receive Easter baskets, and it is
primarily their elders who do the presenting. To have to-year olds present Easter baskets to 9O-year
olds constitutes a dramatic reversal of roles and casts the to-year old into the role of the competent,
mature and giving adult vis-a-vis the infantile 9O-year old recipient. A much more normalizing
measure would have been (a) for people to assist the elderly residents in preparing Easter baskets,
and then invite some children to come and receive them, perhaps in a playful search for the hidden
baskets, and/or (b) to have the children prepare baskets for children in a school in a poor part of
town. Could we not assume that being enabled to be the giver would have been more satisfying to
most of the elderly people than being cast yet one more time (as they so often are in their dependent
nursing home status) as helpless recipients with nothing to give?
*In the 18th century, almost any adult who wanted to be anybody put on a white wig in order
to look older, because mature age was valued. Today, there is a vast business based on people's
efforts to look younger, because not merely old age but even the maturity of mid-years is already
extensively devalued.
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which some young adults have been engaged in infantile activities from childhood on into their late
30s and early 4Os--and then got stuck into retirement-type programs.
*Here is another interesting reason why trying to serve elders and teenagers together can be
a bad idea. At a multi-purpose community center near Syracuse where this was done, the teenagers
constantly kept tearing up the place in orgies of vandalism. This was not only costly, and distressed
the seniors who were using the same facility, but also began to constitute an Image-impairing
juxtaposition (early 1997 news items). Yet so often, when people talk glibly about arranging "intergenerational integration," or something like this, they are referring exactly to this kind of
juxtaposition.
The Specific Ima2e Messa2e of Madness Attached to Devalued People
Later, we will show how the social stereotype that adheres to a specific devalued class can
be fed and reinforced when it should be combatted. Here, we cover how the image of madness can
get attached to devalued classes that ordinarily are not viewed as insane.
*The first major book for parents of cerebrally palsied children (by Phelps et al.) in 1958
rather unfortunately recruited a woman to write the foreword who (in 1952) had launched the first
educational TV program for children too young for school. On TV, the woman was known as Miss
Frances, and the program was known as the Ding Dong School. Unfortunately, since at least 1929,
the term ding-dong in American slang meant "a fool, a scatterbrain." While this image juxtaposition
would not hurt ordinary children, it was a most unfortuitous image juxtaposition to children with
cerebral palsy.
*A home for the elderly in Denver puts out a newsletter which features a cartoon with two
old ladies as main characters, who are unfortunately called Hattie and Maddie, therebyencapturing
in one fell swoop not only an association to madness, but even more specifically to the "mad hatter."
We suspect that this was exactly what it appears to be: a deviancy image juxtaposition triggered by
unconscious devaluation (Source item from Thomas Neuville).
*An organization in Mississippi recycles old houses and gives them to the poor, but
unfortunately is called MadCAAP, pronounced madcap (Time, 30/10/89). We hope the recyclers
do not wear clown costumes.
*In Atlanta, a group of people started building movable shacks for homeless people, but they
called themselves the Mad Housers (Newsweek, 4 July 1988).
*"Mad" Anthony Wayne was one of the most prominent generals during the US
Revolutionary War, in command of the western frontier. In Indiana, there has been (as of the early
199Os)a human service agency named after him+which unfortunately includes mentally disordered
people among its clients (source info. from Joe Osburn).
*In 4/88, the Seattle Association for Jewish Disabled held a benefit performance at the
Intiman Play House featuring Avner the Eccentric (source item from Paul duParrie). What a relief!
It could have been infinitely worse.
*A 1982 book, entitled ~
Cbild, tells the story of the socialization of a profoundly
rejected child of the streets. In one of the many detention centers into which this child was placed,
he was forced to wear a shirt marked with the letters TNT, signifying that he was "explosive" (Item
submitted by Luca Conte).
*One week after the 1984 Summer Olympics, on August 18-19, 1984, Madison County, NY
held an "onion olympics." It included such events as the Pentathlonion, the Decathlonion, and
hurdling over stacks of l00-pound bags of onions. One newscaster who interviewed participants said
they were all having fun, but thought it was "just this side of madness." Who were the beneficiaries
of the monies raised by this event? Handicapped people in the county.
*A 1994 research study administered to its retarded subjects the Aberrant Behavior Checklist
and the Psychopathology Instrument for Mentally Retarded Adults. It would be very difficult to get
away with the administration of such instruments to highly valued people.
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Mendelson commented upon the deviancy-enlarging names of facilities for the elderly. One facility
was named "Walnut Hill" even though there was not a single walnut tree near the facility, and the
word "nut" in the name conjured up the very craziness image that our society tends to attach to
elderly people anyway. That the residents of Walnut Hill were indeed in image jeopardy was
underlined by the fact that the people of the locality referred to the facility as Wrinkle City--and the
fact that walnuts have a wrinkled appearance certainly did not help in this instance, though it surely
was not the major reason for this derogatory nickname.
Deviancy-Imaf:inf: or Outrif:ht Vice-Imaf:ing Via Juxtaposition to Sin. Promiscuity or Vice
There is some overlap between this kind of juxtaposition, and the practice of associating
impaired people to legal offenders and prisoners, covered later.
*In 1709, Alain-Rene LeSage wrote a satirical romance on the intrigues of love, and on
arranged marriages, entitled "Le diable boiteux." Boiteux means lame, halt or crippled, and sure
enough... the devil in the play is to be presumed to be handicapped, because he walks on two
crutches. The play was adapted to English by R. B. Peake, and named "The Devil on Two Sticks. "
This English version was first performed in London in 1836. However, no explanation is given in
the text of the play, or in the various character descriptions and stage directions, as to why the devil
has crutches, or is crippled. One possibility is an unconscious demonization of handicapped people.
The devil's costume is described as including a large feathered headdress, which may
constitute yet another connection between foolery (which often used to be signalled by feathers on
the head) and the demonic. The cover of the 1836 English script for the play (published by John
Dicks of London) depicts a scene where the devil appears as a dwarf in the above costume,
gesticulating with one of his two crutches. Such a picture would further serve to strengthen viewers'
image associations between handicap and devilry.
At the end of the play, the devil somewhat incongruously saves a young woman from a fire,
and is then introduced as a hero to the other characters, with the explanation that he is someone "not
so black as he is painted," i.e., not really so bad. This served to detoxify and legitimize sinful
behavior. At any rate, this would hardly counteract the more persistent message that handicap and
devilry are connected.
*There is a long tradition of charitable causes or services to needy people being supported
by so-called vice taxes on tobacco, liquor, gambling, etc. Some governments have used part of the
income from lotteries for such causes. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the Ontario government made
available 5 million dollars for research and evaluation in services for people with developmental
handicap, physical handicaps, and who are elderly. Unfortunately, the money was distributed by
the Ontario Mental Health Foundation, thus crazy-imaging the above needy groups.
*In the late 1980s, there was much opposition to the proposed closing of the legalized
brothels in Nevada, because in the past, they have donated so much money to local "charities" such
as the Boy Scouts and senior citizens groups.
*In the Australian state of Victoria, there actually is (or at least was until recently) a Ministry
of Sport and Recreation charged with both the development of the "racing and gaming industries"
and the delivery of human services (Source information from Mike Steer).
*In Syracuse, the state moved to open a group home for retarded people in a residence
previously owned by a big-time drug dealer (SRI, 5 Dec. 92).
*During Prohibition days, a restaurant or entertaining place that illegally sold liquor was
called a "speakeasy." In 1990, a book came out with the title SPEAKEASY: People with Mental
Handicaps Talk About Their Liyes in Institutions and in the Community. This can hardly be
expected not to associate mentally handicapped people at least moderately with the illegal sale of
liquor, and thus vice.
*Here is a humorously incoherent, as well as deviancy-imaging, fund-raiser: in 1990, a gang
of motorcycle toughs rode 80 miles through Central New York, drawing poker cards at five stops
along the way, with the riders with the best hand at the end getting a prize. The money raised by
the entrance fees was donated to a Christian organization that runs a residence for the retarded, and
the organization's acronym was PRAY.
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improvements he made in his style of performing were counterbalanced by his growing externalistic
dependency upon a whole pharmacy of drugs, from uppers to get the day going to downers to get
it over with. We hope that he rests in peace, but we certainly would not want to promote him as
a model to our children. Yet that seems to be exactly what the Elvis Fans United of Syracuse were
doing for years in sponsoring an Elvis Presley film festival to raise funds for the Pediatric Dialysis
Unit of Upstate Medical Center while also paying "tribute to the king"--a peculiarly idolatrous image
on top of the other problems mentioned above.
*A fund-raising event called "Swing for the Retarded" is not particularly image-enhancing,
considering that the term "swinging" is a slang term for spouse swapping, not to mention for
hanging.
*A high school in Los Angeles put on a fashion show in which a student with Down's
syndrome functioned as a model. So far so good, but the music for the fashion show was from the
movie, "Pretty Woman," which revolves around prostitution. The fact that this episode was reported
as "good press" by the Down Syndrome News (9/91) shows how much further we have to go in
teaching people about image issues. The same issue also reported as good news that another 17year-old high school student who had Down's syndrome went to the school prom with a boyfriend
who has "Tourette syndrome." People who are said to have this syndrome usually are foul-mouthed,
which is interpreted as a symptom of the syndrome.
*But what would the children think? For years during the 1970s and 1980s, hundreds of
ecdysiasts in Montreal dropped all at strip-o-thons to raise funds for the Tiny Tim Fund of the
Montreal Children's Hospital. One of the organizers (who had the noteworthy coincidental name
Pantmore) said, "this is our way to talk to people." Many charitable organizations turned down the
tainted money that had been offered until Montreal Children's Hospital accepted it (news item
supplied by Jane Edmunds Barken).
*In the 1980s, the Danforth Hotel in Toronto held a "Labor Day Strip-a-then for Jerry's
Kids, " noting that "if nudity offends you, this show is not for you." Promised were such performers
as Juicy Lucy, Sativa, Tigress, Chastity, Passionate Panther, "plus many, many more." In addition,
the Wonder Dog and a show called "Bizarre" were promised (source item supplied by Hank
Bersani).
*A muscular dystrophy bed race, put on by Angels and Friends, an exotic night club in
Syracuse, brought out many exotic dancers. Unfortunately, one of the "patients" in the bed named
"Devilish Angels" fell off the bed and became a fallen angel (SW, 19/7/92).
*Carla and her other go-go dancer friends at the Scarlet's Club (as well as three other clubs)
in Indianapolis pooled their tips at Christmas to buy gifts for the disturbed children at Central State
Hospital and the New Castle Children's Center (for mostly retarded children).
*Much ado about nothinl: on. In the 1980s, male exotic dancers in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
offered to take it all off in order to raise $5,000 for charity. The American Diabetes Association
was prepared to accept the offer but later changed its mind, but at least three other local charities
stepped forward and said that they were not ashamed to take it.
*1'd rather crawl. The volunteer workers at a Los Angeles county hospital surprised
everyone by putting on a fashion show of sexy women's underwear modelled by skimpily clad
women in the dining room at lunch hour=to raise money for buying crutches for destitute patients
they said. Many diners were amazed and scandalized, and some of the men admitted to being
aroused (SHJ, 1512190).
*The Gentlemen's Totally Bottomless Show Club in Syracuse has been running charity events
for some time which feature undressed or scantily dressed women entertainers, and apparently all
the charities to whom they have offered money have taken it as long as their names would not be
associated with the club--except the shameless Muscular Dystrophy Association which accepted the
money publicly and made no further attempt to distance itself from this money source than to say
that it had no involvement with the event from which the funds were raised. In contrast, none of
the area agencies having to do with food for the poor was willing to accept food collected by a local
strip joint (S£.S., 8/6/94).
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a gorgeously shaped, youthful-looking, apparently well-known, female aerobic dancer displaying an
ample well-bared bottom and leaping exuberantly into the air. Apparently, her efforts had raised
$80,000 for UCP, but there certainly is something incongruous, and possibly even offensive, about
the exaltation of the youthful well-shaped competent body beautiful on the front page of this journal
devoted to the welfare of people with crippled bodies.
*Also in the 1980s, services for people with cerebral palsy in Texas accepted $3,000 raised
in a charity motorcycle event by a gang of notorious profoundly vice-imaged motorcycle thugs whose
motto was/is "Fuck the World."
*Fornicate for those who can't? Well (or hell), why not? After all, in their various fundraising efforts, different groups raising funds for various groups of handicapped people have asked
the public to do such things as "walk for those who can't," "run for those who can't run," "climb
for those who can't climb," "swim for those who can't swim," and so on. The February/March 83
issue of UC PeQPle (of the United Cerebral Palsy Association) shows a phenomenal close-up of a
chorus line of scantily clad Rockettes sticking one leg up high and displaying almost everything, the
caption being "stepping high for UCP," and presumably those who can't. One can just imagine the
new line the young man nught try out on a young woman: "it's only for the benefit of handicapped
people--it's all for charity. "
Especially during the 1970s and 1980s (but still also in the 199Os), efforts by Syracuse
University students to raise money for charitable causes were almost universally image-tainted. A
low point was reached when the Sigma Chi (as in "the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi") fraternity
proposed to raise money for Wallace Village, a children's psychiatric institution in Colorado, by
staging a "National Condom Week," which would start on Valentine's Day, during which condoms
would be sold on campus to raise money for the village. A thousand condoms were donated by
Pharmacists Planning Services of California who were the initiators of National Condom Week. The
plans included a "condomgram campaign." A leader of the fraternity and a member of the "SU Peer
Sexuality Program" said, "We wanted a week where we could promote male responsibility in sexual
relationships. And we were trying to raise money for our national philanthropy."
The university
forbade the project on the cowardly grounds that it involved selling things on campus. The fraternity
said now it did not know what to do with all the donated condoms, but we are sure they will find
a use. A sales manager for Young's Drug in New Jersey said "I'm deeply disappointed that
Syracuse turned this down." "Condoms are to sexuality what seatbelts are to driving." All this did
come close to "fornicate for those who can't."
*Considering that retarded people are so much at risk of being viewed negatively in
connection with matters sexual, we do not think it was a particularly good idea for CBS television
("48 Hours," 12/93) to run four segments on sex and the retarded, entitled "Ready for Love." Even
though the retarded people were generally positively interpreted, the themes dealt with a retarded
woman who will need help during her entire mature life rearing her child, another retarded woman
at risk of promiscuity, and a retarded man who had committed child sex abuse. Thus, the vignettes
seemed to be a blatant refutation of the title of the show. This is also an instance of playing into
a stereotype. Furthermore, at the conclusion, Dan Rather noted somewhat unrelatedly that group
homes for the mentally retarded alone cost $11 billion a year which, juxtaposed to the sex issues,
is not apt to make viewers feel too good.

m:

*An Australian agency operated
handicapped people in order to find work for them
advertised "hand jobs from $12 .. we come to you, " with the picture of a hand making a circle. This
brought a vehement protest from the local rape crisis center which said that the advertisement
insinuated that sexual favors were part of the agency's service, accentuated by the message "we come
to you." It made the point that this ad placed handicapped workers at risk of sexual harassment and
abuse (source item from Michael Steer). This is probably all true, though we had never heard of
"hand jobs, " despite a lifetime of low-life contacts. Perhaps our low-lives are higher-lives than other
people's low-lives.
*Around 7/91, there was a great deal of favorable publicity about the wonderful progress that
had been made for and by handicapped people in the US because an 18-year-old deaf woman, Eva
Ayers, won a role in a play even though deafness was not part of its plot. In fact, in the Syracuse
Herald-Journal, this story was given almost an entire newspaper page. Only tangentially do we
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in Texas." Apparently, nobody perceived the irony.
*An excellent example of deviancy image juxtaposition is the title of a brochure, "Murder,
Violence, Homosexuality," authored by a psychologist who has been advocating quarantine of
homosexual people so as to stop the spread of AIDS (UPI, in sm, 19/8/85).
*Rather sadly, there is now an HIV prevention curriculum for mentally retarded people called
"SAFE: Stopping AIDS Through Functional Education." Yet more sadly, the curriculum is
"dedicated" to a retarded man who has AIDS who is interpreted as a "role model for others with
mental retardation." And the final sadness is that the newsletter of the Association for Retarded
Citizens (ARC) of the US announced this development with the headline "Man with AIDS Serves
as Prevention Role Model." We could only conclude that insanity had once again struck the ARC
(5&6/91).
*Unfortunately, a 1984 Australian text entitled Sex Education and the Intellectually
Handicapped was published by AIDS Health Science Press.
*A little too much stimulation? The 1982 Parliamentary White Paper on Services for
Intellectually Handicapped People in Queensland, Australia, included a section affirming the
principle of normalization--but in the midst of this section, it showed a picture of an early intensive
education program in which, in plain sight and very prominently, a child is being given tactile
stimulation with--believe it or not--an electric vibrator of the penis-substitute type made for women
to insert into their vaginas in order to masturbate to orgasm. What is one to make of this bizarre
and grotesque event? Is it possible that the juxtaposition of this device to the principle of
normalization is unconsciously negating the verbal affirmation of noble principle, with a symbolic
vulgar message, ,,---- you!"? Surely, it is not merely yet another in a string of zillions of unlikely
"coincidences"? If vibration was the idea, a massage vibrator, such as used by barbers, among
others, could have been recruited.
*Would you believe that RAPE stands for Review and Program Evaluation? At least, it can
be made to stand for it, yielding report narrative such as: "As a result of our on-site RAPE of your
district's written policies and procedures, and our other activities, we conclude ... ," "Our RAPE
team will be on your site on this date... " This is from an anonymous satire on human service
discourse, but one is surprised it is not for real.
*A Syracuse high school teacher was suspended from acting as a football coach after being
charged with possession of drugs and patronizing prostitutes--but was permitted to continue as a
special education teacher (SHl, 5 April 91).
*When the last Playboy club in the US closed, it did so with $50 a plate benefit for cystic
fibrosis (AP in SHl, 30/7/88). This was bad enough, but we hope it was not a word play alluding
to the film about a fictitious chestic fibrosis charity. Why are we so paranoid about these things?
*The Syracuse Herald 10urnal (26/2/92) reported the following verbatim: "Syracuse's police
chief resigned Tuesday to take a managerial position with a hazardous waste cleanup company that
once used illegal tactics to get jobs and was fined by the state for underpaying its workers." No one
would have difficulty recognizing the incongruency here, but they might dispute the negativity of
some of the above juxtapositions to people already devalued.
*Since we only publish vignettes we happen to haphazardly run across, imagine how many
thousands of vice-imaged fund-raisers for devalued people there must be every year that we know
nothing about. And consider how this imagery bombards millions of people for decades.
*One of the very few instances which we have ever encountered in which a very imageconscious body permitted itself to be juxtaposed to a highly image-tainted one in an explicit form
and for regulatory purposes involved the "State Board for Psychology and Massage" of the State of
New York. A further image peculiarity occurred when that State Board employed an executive
secretary known for conduct of human sexuality workshops and for publishing on topics related to
sex.
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*Innumerable projects concerned with handicapped or disadvantaged people give great
emphasis to the word "hope," as for instance in names of human service settings (Hope Haven, etc.).
Of course, this is very problematic because the word "hope" is used much less commonly in projects
and affairs involving valued people, and thus suggests that the people for whom such a project is
launched don't have much hope-and this project will bring it to them. The conflictful nature of this
message and method was dramatically underlined by the logo of a publisher which publishes
materials concerned with the handicapped. The logo consisted of a dark silhouette of a dejected
child with a head hanging miserably forward and down, while big adjacent letters proclaimed the
words "New Hope Press." Thus, the letterhead of this organization conveyed two mutually
contradictory messages.
*Hopeless Causes and st. Jude. Saint Jude is the patron saint for hopeless causes. You ask
him to intervene on your behalf if you are confronted with a situation which, in human judgment,
would have to be considered a hopeless cause. In our Training Institute workshops, we have
occasionally pointed to the deviancy image implications of naming a human service after st. Jude,
such as St. Jude Hospital for crippled children. Obviously, the message to the clients of such
services is that they are hopeless causes. One of our workshop participants pointed to an interesting
related phenomenon, and that is the naming of an obviously impaired new-born male infant as Jude.
Again, the parents' message to the child, and perhaps to the world, is that they consider their child
to be a hopeless cause. Such hopelessness may prevail about a child's acquisition or recovery of use
of a limb or function, or of surviving.
Playing Into. & Thus Reinforcing. Pre-existing Negatiye Stereotypes
People speak depreciatingly of social stereotypes as if they were all false and all negative
when, in fact, they can also be positive, and can have at least some truth. Whichever they are, it
is known that once a stereotype gets established in one's mind, (a) it takes an awful lot of evidence
to overcome it, and (b) it takes very little evidence to reinforce it; in fact, even irrelevant data are
apt to be interpreted as reinforcing evidence. Therefore, one of the worst things one can do is to
reinforce someone's negative stereotypes, and especially if the stereotypes are false.
The universality of deviant role expectancies and deviancy imageries was strikingly brought
out through a 1979 contest carried out by the British BBC TV Community Programme's unit. The
contest asked for ideas for activities that would improve the quality of life of handicapped people.
Some of the major ideas, in rank-order of the frequency suggested by the viewers, including helping
elderly people, gardening, working with animals, working with children, engaging in self-help
groups, engaging in crafts, working in plastics, recycling waste and working in thrift shops, and
decorating, especially repairing and rehabilitating derelict properties. The TV station's prize was
awarded to a couple who suggested that handicapped people build, supply and maintain flower boxes
to be put into the windows of homes of elderly pensioners and housebound people. Obviously, these
are stereotypical ideas among the public that one will generally be cautious about reinforcing.
Reinforcement of Negative Stereotypes Via Service or Organization Names
*At State College, PA, a crisis and counseling service for youngsters and adults with drug
or alcohol problems had the name On Drugs, Inc.
*A private residential agency for children in Massachusetts had a troupe of its residents begin
to give music recitals. AU the members are in wheelchairs, with conditions such as spina bifida,
multiple sclerosis and cerebral palsy. Unfortunately, the troupe was called "the Headbangers"
(Boston Globe, 15/12/96; source item from Nancy Rampulla).
*In Indiana, there is an agency called Janus Developmental Service, which as its logo
featured the head of the Roman god Janus that has faces looking in two opposite directions. It seems
to us that this is a very unsatisfactory image, projecting notions of two-facedness (hence duplicity),
or of people "not knowing whether they are coming or going" (Source item from Joe Osburn).
*Ship of Fools? A Mass. agency facilitating travel by handicapped people had the bizarre
name A Will/A Way RVers Association, which evokes images of "I will send you away down the
river." It was headed by a handicapped professional (Dr. Fol) whose name is the French version
of "fool." Not very promising imagery for those familiar with the history of human services.
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craniofacial anomalies? And that there is also a Camp Waycross in Indiana for children who are
mentally handicapped, and perhaps often cross (source information from Joe Osburn).
*The name Id-Ra-Ha-Je for a summer camp for deprived children near Syracuse, run by the
Rescue Mission, would strike most people as bizarre. The syllables stand for the words of a
children's song, "I'd Rather Have Jesus," which does not really improve things (SHA, 30/7/95).
*The good news is that a Toronto group interested in the history of mental health in Canada
started a series of seminars. The bad news is that it called itself the Luna Circle, which is bad news
because of the association with luna, the moon and hence lunacy. This vignette, and 4 more below,
enlarge the madness image of people already viewed as "mental."
*In Toronto, a group of former psychiatric clients unfortunately called themselves the
Cuckoo's Nest Collective.
*We learned of a thrift shop, run in and by a psychiatric institution, that called itself--The
Mad Market.
*In 1998, a drop-in center run and used by people who are or have been shrink system clients
in Wales had the unfortunate name 4Winds Association. Insofar as people speak of things being
scattered to the winds, going in all directions, etc., this is a rather malaprop name for a service for
mentally disordered people, and reinforces cultural stereotypes about them.
*Wrong-Way Corrigan tried to fly across the Atlantic, but got confused and flew the wrong
way, westward. It thus did not help that in Fall River, Mass., there is a Corrigan Mental Health
Center (info from Joe Osburn). A picture of Wrong-Way Corrigan was found posted to a sheltered
workshop next door to the center.
Via Or~anizational Lo~os
*Boxed-in. The logo of the Canadian Mental Health Association is (was?) a stick figure of
a human struggling to get out of a box. Strangely enough, Jumpin' Jax clothing has almost the
identical logo.
Via Service Settin~ Locations or History
*One of the most hilariously funny but sad image juxtapositions we have heard of was an
alcoholism "detox" center, located right next door to a bar. When the detox center closed, it became
converted into a group home for mentally retarded people, but it would occasionally receive inquiries
at the door from drunken people who thought it was still the detox center.
*The Ray Graham Association for People With Disabilities is unfortunately located in
Downers Grove, Illinois.
*The HI-LI Manor Home for the Aged in NY State is located (as of 1992) in a place called
Far Rockaway, yielding images of aged people rocking away their time, and/or being off their
rockers. The home was also deemed "one of the worst in the state" by a state commission (QOC,
5/92). Administrators had pilfered 40% of the revenues, plus personal monies of residents,
amounting to millions of dollars.
*American Indians have had a lot of trouble with alcohol, one reason being the stress
experienced in connection with the destruction of their existence and culture, and another one that
peoples of Mongoloid racial identity metabolize alcohol differently and are therefore less able to
tolerate it. In British Columbia, a provincial liquor board store moved into a new building, and the
old building was given over to be used by the United Native Nations Friendship Center, reinforcing
the image of a linkage between alcohol and Indians (Source item supplied by Gregor Smith).
*Most people are aware that there is such a thing as a Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation that
has promoted various projects in mental retardation. Less well known is that there is a Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr. Foundation Film Service, and that it is (or was) located on Asylum Avenue in Hartford,
Connecticut.
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Via Service ProlUams & Program Materials
*One of the more remarkable developments on the imagery scene is a scheme developed by
a Pennsylvania inventor which uses an art/photography process in order to "aid handicapped people
in producing fine imagery." Catastrophically, the process is called "Degraded Imagery," because
it involves systematic "degrading" of photographs until they take on a blurry arty look. Degraded
Imagery has been exhibited at the World Health Organization in Washington, at the annual
conference of the Association for the Severely Handicapped in New York City, and other such art
work produced by people with handicaps, including elderly people, has been exhibited in the
Philadelphia area (Source item submitted by Elizabeth Shafer).
*In the late 1980s, a firm out of Madison, Wisconsin, published a hefty little catalogue of
items meant to help old people recall the old days. There were records, videotapes, slide shows,
program kits and hands-on materials (such as yo-yes, slate pencils and marbles), etc., from a
"memory jar." Many of the materials were child-imaged. Apparently, much of this material was
meant to be used by human services that work with the elderly. Clearly, the material was all based
on the assumption that elderly people are disengaged from the present, have only interests in the
past, and that the way to reach them is through their associations to the past. Finally, the firm that
sold these things was called Bi-Folkal, which certainly sounds like bifocal-a reminder of a common
prosthesis of aging people. One might as well have called the company "The Crutches" or "The
Wheelchair." Human service people being what they are, many have apparently enthusiastically
endorsed these materials (source material from Drew Bostock).
*Guy Caruso, Chris Liuzzo, Cheryl MacNeil and Karin Bonesteel discovered at the Bowling
Hall of Fame that bowling has a long deviancy-image history. Throughout the Middle Ages,
bowling was associated with drunken and bawdy behavior, decried by the church, and often
forbidden by the state, though apparently with little success. There were various legends that
bowling was the favorite pastime of demons and underground dwarfs; that terrible ills befell people
who bowled too much, and even that the demons used human skulls as their bowling balls. No
wonder that these days, bowling gets so much promoted as one of the sports particularly suitable for
mentally retarded people, and that dwarf bowling (i.e., bowling with curled-up dwarfs) should have
achieved a degree of low-life (so-to-speak) popularity.
*Earl, C. 1. C. (1961). Subnormal personalities: Their clinical investi2ation and
assessment. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins. The peculiar title of the book is based on the author's
quite correct belief that "mentally deficient" people are not just deficient in intelligence, but are
characterized by improper development of their personalities, and the author was trying to get away
from other phrases referring to unintelligent people that inadequately conveyed that point. Among
the personality characteristics that he attributed to the mentally deficient were weakness, simplicity,
immaturity, instability, schizoidia, viscosity, neurosis, psychopathy and psychosis, all these being
his terms. Among other things, Earl developed what he called a "moron battery" in order to assess
certain personality factors of mentally deficient persons. Actually, this was merely a conglomerate
of already existing tests: a vocabulary test, an absurdities test, the Kohs block design test, and the
Dearborn formboard test. It is a peculiar notion that morons need their own "battery" of tests, not
to mention that the term could conjure up images that morons need to be battered, or do the
battering. This test was a bit idiosyncratic--to say the least--and never achieved popularity.
*Here is one of the most subtle and funny deviancy image juxtapositions we have ever found.
In England, there is (or was) a St. Ebba's Hospital that served mentally handicapped people. It had
a padded cell called the "secure rumpus room." Never having heard of St. Ebba, we looked her up,
and found that she was an abbess who was noted for her personal holiness, but that the convents she
founded were "infamous for their lack of discipline,." i.e., for their rumpus.
Via Fund-Raisin2 Schemes
*One of the funnier image violations that we have recently run across is a fund-raising effort
on behalf of Alzheimer's Disease Research that sends people greeting cards with forget-me-not
flowers on them (some also saying "get well"), and soliciting donations thereby, and Alzheimer's
organizations adopting the forget-me-not as their emblem.
*In Stratford, Ontario, the Alzheimer Society advertised in a local newspaper with the slogan,
"Please Help Fight the Mindless Disease" (Source item from Barry Wever).
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dances that were popular decades earlier. If one staged a benefit dance for the Alzheimer's
Association attended by people of normal memory, it is not only a deviancy image juxtaposition, but
almost an insult, and certainly in bad taste, to base the theme of the dance on "Memories," with
dancers coming in the garb of 40 years ago and playing the dances of then, as happened in Syracuse
in 2/91.
*People who are undergoing treatment for cancer often lose all of their hair. One is therefore
absolutely baffled to learn that the New Hampshire chapter of the American Cancer Society would
hold its annual fund-raising gala at Bald Peak: Colony Club. Furthermore, the announcement
promised that a "special surprise will cap off this year's festivities" (Laconia Evenini: Citizen,
26/4/91; source item from Karen Barker).
*A most peculiar and deviancy-imaging fund-raising event for the blind was held in upstate
New York: a chamber orchestra played in total darkness in an underground cave (source item from
Linda LeTendre). This of course reinforced the popular image of the blind "living in darkness."
*People with cystic fibrosis have a hard time getting enough air, and if they do not, they can
get dotty. In the 1980s, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation in Syracuse held a fund-raiser based on
competitive stair-climbing in a high-rise building. Even more incredible is that the program
coordinator of the foundation, prominently featured in the news for this event, was a person by the
name Dotterer. How are all these coincidences arranged?
*When an attempt was made on President Reagan's life in 1981, his press secretary, James
Brady, had part of his head practically shot off. In July 1984, President Reagan launched a fundraising drive for the James S. Brady Foundation to aid Brady and other federal officials and
candidates wounded in assassination attempts. Amazingly, funds were being raised by selling, for
$500 each, a specially designed drinking jug, produced by the Royal Doulton factory in England,
and made in the shape of President Reagan's head--except that the head had no top to it and was
empty (Source item supplied by Joni Fritz).
Via Miscellaneous Communications
*A classical example of the violation of the conservatism corollary of normalization and SRV
involves the establishment of 7 large-scale modem sculptures on the lawns of the Manhattan
Psychiatric Center which is/was located in a conglomerate of all sorts of services and institutions for
devalued people on Ward's Island in New York City. The 7 sculptures were modernistic free-form
structures which undulate in relatively meaningless shapes. Such art forms have become more
common within Western society, although they bemuse or even infuriate many ordinary citizens,
especially if they have to pay the bill. Many such citizens consider these forms of art as being
products of mentally disordered artists, or of artistic deception, or of the anomie of the upper
classes. To place such art forms in juxtaposition to a mental health service setting is much more apt
to exaggerate than to enhance the image of craziness of the people being served m the eyes of most
people.
*In the 1980s, there emerged a new male comedy team in the style of the traditional male
clown pair (the two Zannis) who enacted all sorts of slapstick routines. They were called Cheech
and Chong. Among other things, they appeared in a movie called "Nice Dreams." In it, there was
a psychiatric facility, called Casa Del Whacko, where the residents literally turned into animals. Not
inappropriately for this theme, Newsweek (29 June 1981) referred to this facility as a "funnyfarm."
*To most people, being autistic means being crazy, and being crazy means being nuts. It
is thus amazing that the Texas Society for Autistic Citizens, a branch of the National Society for
Autistic Children, put out a brochure that includes a prominent headline "Autism in Nutshells."
Such a headline may be alright in TIPS, but is hardly suitable for a public relations brochure (Source
item submitted by Joe Osburn).
*A British voluntary association that supports mentally disordered people had their web page
designed by an agency with the web address m.a.d.net (Speak Out, 7/99).
*In the 1980s, one of our friends discovered a poster for the film, "The In-laws,"
prominently displayed on a ward of a psychiatric center in New York. The poster promoted the film
with the big headline, "The First Certified Crazy Person's Comedy," and showed one of the actors
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teeth.
*Two juveniles assaulted and overpowered a staff member at a Syracuse juvenile detention
center, and escaped. Unfortunately, one of them, though not retarded, got captured again at the
local state institution for the mentally retarded-as the local newspaper explicitly reported. This is
a good example of a damaging (stereotype-reinforcing) deviancy image juxtaposition for the residents
at the institution, regardless of the fact that nobody was at fault except perhaps the newspaper for
spelling it out.
*Apparently trying to cash in on the current craze of discourse about" dummies," a California
firm has been marketing Retardo skateboards. Advertisements in 1998 showed a child's drawing
of a head with the tongue hanging out of the mouth, and the inscription "Retardo refuse to be
smart .. duh" (Source information from the Denver Arc).
*Helen Keller was deaf and blind. Unfortunately, the Helen Keller National Center for DeafBlind Youths and Adults (in Sands Point, NY) uses the motto "Share Helen Keller's Vision," and
also advertises with the question, "In the Dark About People Who Are Deaf-Blind?" (Time, 3 Nov.
97). All this PR was thought up by a New York Fifth Avenue ad agency.
*We received a 1988 flyer on hydrocephaly put out jointly by the Guardians of
Hydrocephalus Research Foundation and the NY Dept. of Health. On the cover was the picture of
a baby, with a river of water gushing forth from the child's neck.
*A rehabilitation center of a hospital in the Ft. Wayne area held a special "rehab day" in a
park right behind the hospital to "honor the people of our community with disabilities, " but judging
from the program, it was mostly somewhat of a showcase of what was going on in rehabilitation of
physically and neurologically handicapped people. One of the features of the day's program was
"Meet Vince and Larry, Famous Crash Dummies" (8/93 clipping from Joe Osburn).
*Quel malheur! Handicapped people have commonly been imaged as "not put together
right," "contrefait," "incomplete," "unfinished," "broken up," etc. The following 1980s ad in a
Winnipeg (Manitoba, Canada) newspaper certainly did not help this image (Ad furnished by David
Wetherow). "Rehabilitation/ Contract Officer--sheltered woFkshopfoV tAe handicapped seeks
contract officer to procuVe and manage sub" contracts. Similar exper aN80V degKee. SaidAv &
beN & eMpS. Send resume to: DfrectoF P.O. Rox 528 Rfmington, 4a 22734"
*The Devo rock group is yet another one that has sung psychotic songs at a backward rocking
beat with lyrics that were, thank goodness, generally unintelligible. On its "Are We Not Men"
album, it had a song entitled Mon~oloid that iterates a few phrases such as:
"mongoloid, he was a mongoloid,
happier than you and me...
One chromosome too many
and it determined what he could see
and he wore a hat... had a job ... brought in the bacon
so no one knew, his friends were unaware,
no one even cared!"
The very next song (Jocko Homo) proclaims "we are pinheads now, we are not whole, jocko
homo, monkey men." (Jocko is what orang utans used to be called.) The same album also had Too
Much Paranoias, Uncontrollable Urge, Shrivel up, and Slap Your Mammy. Apparently, Devo
stands for "de-evolution" (an interesting euphemism for decadence) and was tied, of all things, to
Virgin Music Ltd. The performers variously wore baggy suits, crazy sunglasses or imitation space
hats. (Raw material supplied by Doris Fillmore).
*In the late 1950s, the film, "A Hole in the Head," featured a song, "High Hopes," that
became a great hit and, in 1959, won an Oscar award for its lyricist, Sammy Cabo (died 1993), who
had also written "Let it Snow," "Three Coins in the Fountain," and "Call Me Irresponsible" (which
also won an Oscar). Years later--apparently in the late 1960s or early 1970s--special education
teacher Doris Walker founded the High Hopes singing-and-playing group. It was an outgrowth of
the Hope High School (for the "trainable mentally retarded") in Anaheim, California. Over the
years, its members have been more or less retarded, and sometimes have included people who were
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dare not to applaud them thunderously?)--and made several records. In more recent years (ca.
1986), Hope High School spawned Hope University-Unico National College for the Gifted Mentally
Retarded--two cramped rooms behind a shopping center--and the High Hopes became the Hi Hopes.
It is somewhat unfortunate that the Hi Hopes are image-associated with "A Hole In the Head. "
*Someone showed us an expensive (over a dollar apiece) set of birthday cards by California
Dreamers. One displayed an old woman with the caption "Old people shouldn't eat healthy
food... they need all the preservatives they can get!" The same company puts out other weird cards.
One of them says, "Reality is a crutch ... for people who can't cope with drugs."
*For decades, one of the most widely prevalent toothpastes in Asia was Darkie Toothpaste,
manufactured in Hong Kong, which featured a very black face, said to be based on that of singer
Al Jolson, with a big-toothed grin and wearing a high hat. This reinforced the stereotype of the
African as a minstrel. In 1990, the name of the toothpaste was changed to Darlie, but in Chinese,
its name still means "black man toothpaste" (Source clipping from Michael Steer).
*At a 1996 "celebration of cultural diversity" in Australia, a troop composed of 9
handicapped and 4 non-handicapped members gave a performance entitled "Snow White and the
Seven Dysfunctional Dwarfs" (Source item from Jenny Kelly). The title at least can hardly be
expected to do anything image-wise on behalf of short people.
*A writer claimed that prior to the revolution, the film "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
was advertised in Shanghai by 200 hunchbacks being paraded through the street.
Imail,e & Messail,eTransmissions Via Various Channels
Above, we illustrated how specific messages could convey that a party occupied a deviant
role. In the sections below, it is less the role and more the deviancy image that will be illustrated,
and how a deviancy image can be conveyed by various means or channels. However, there will also
be a few contrasting positive examples at the end of various sections.
The History of a Settinil,as a Carrier of Imail,esto its Later UserS/Occupants
*In 1777, the General Assembly of the state of Maryland had some barracks built in
Fredericks to confine the Hessian soldiers that had been captured during the War of Independence.
These barracks served this purpose until 1782. In 1799, they were used once more as a prison camp
for crews of ships of other nations brought in by the new American navy for various offenses.
During the War of 1812-1814, American troops took over the barracks which by that time had
become commonly known as the Hessian Barracks. Between 1840 and 1860, the facilities were
given over to various commercial and agricultural purposes. During the Civil War, they were used
as a hospital for the wounded of both sides. Finally, in 1868, they were made part of Maryland
(residential) School for the Deaf, and though part of the barracks were eventually razed, one building
remains as part of the institution to this day. This little vignette is a good illustration of what would
be assessed by the rating entitled "Image Projection of Setting--History" in the evaluation tool,
PASSING.
*There is an institution building constructed in the 1800s on Ward's Island in New York
City's East River that more recently was called the Keener Unit. It first served as the city's charity
hospital, then became part of the Manhattan State (psychiatric) Hospital, and then a shelter for
homeless men. Thereafter, it was used for 80 retarded persons who formerly resided at the state's
Willowbrook institution for the retarded, but was declared "grossly inadequate" for its purpose by
the courts. One can easily see how injurious the history of a human service facility can be to later
clients.
*Welfare Island in the East River between Manhattan and Queens has one of the most
melancholic histories of juxtaposition of services to devalued people. At various times, it was the
site of prisons, a smallpox hospital, a TB hospital, an almshouse, an asylum for the insane, other
deviancy services, and recently, two long-term custodial hospitals. Almost always, there were
several deviancy services at a time on the island. When it was more or less gentrified some years
ago, it was renamed Roosevelt Island.
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their previous uses is that it is very difficult-or even impossible--to overcome or replace the negative
imagery. An example occurred in a sheltered workshop for handicapped people located in a former
school. The wallpaper in one of the rooms of the school had the Garfield cartoon character (a cat),
which was recognized by the staff of the work program as age-demeaning for their clients. But
rather than stripping the wallpaper and either replacing it or painting over it, the staff tried to cover
up the characters by putting cut-out flowers over the Garfields, with the result that all over the walls
were flowers with little paws sticking out behind them (Vignette submitted by Ed Cohle).
*Lucius Robinson became governor of New York State in 1877. After his death, his home
in Elmira was used as a YMCA, and then for 10 years as a home for polio victims. This is one of
the relatively rare instances of a facility for devalued people having had a distinctly positive history
(SID, 24/6/85).
*An outstanding example of how the history of a setting can bequeath positive images to later
users is the history of the federal mint in New Orleans, that served as a mint from 1838 to ca. 1910.
Mints generally carry very positive images, though the idea of a bunch of crooks being imprisoned
in a mint might elicit mirth from observers. In 1931, it was converted to a federal prison and then
eventually handed over to the Coast Guard in 1950.
Ima&es/Messa&esFrom the Settin&Location & Setting Juxtaposition
*In Hartford, Connecticut, there is an area called "Asylum Hill" where not long ago, there
were 256 human services! As one enters the neighborhood from the city center, there was a large
sign saying "Welcome to Asylum Hill," and the sign showed the tragedy and comedy Greek drama
masks. About two miles down Asylum Avenue from the city center is the old psychiatric institution,
easily recognizable by its screened-in porches and institutional ambience. It is now the "educational
center" of a school district-quite possibly, a special educational site for programs for handicapped
children. Next to the former institution are two nursing homes, and across the street from it is a
segregated school run by the state department of mental retardation.
*An actual set of instructions issued by the Whitby Psychiatric Hospital in Ontario, Canada,
on how to attend the opening of one of its new services contained the following elements: "from
Toronto, take Expressway 401 East until you come to Brock Street where you turn right. You pass
over the railroad tracks until you come to a corner where there is a cemetery and a used car lot.
This is where you turn right, and pass the county jail and recreational complex until you come to
Hospital Road, where you turn left. You then pass a hospital and a 'regional center' until you come
to the psychiatric hospital administration building, facing Lake Ontario." Why would you want to
go there? Well, you are being cordially invited to the official opening of the "Psychiatric Retarded
Evaluation Module (PREM-Cottage 9)." And all this after the principle of normalization had been
taught for almost 10 years in Ontario human service circles!
*In the small town of Hornell, NY, state offices took over five downtown buildings side-byside, that had 9 storefront office spaces and 26 low-income apartments. The storefronts were to be
rented, among others, to a tavern, a youth service group, a poverty agency, a "hair zoo," and the
United Way. Of the apartments, nine were to be rented to people on welfare, with four of these
being in the mental health system. All this was interpreted by the Office of Mental Health as its
"new approach to integrated housing" (OMH News, 8/91).
*A group home run by the Association for Children With Retarded Mental Development in
Brooklyn is located across the street from a store called Brain Damage Comics (Harper's Magazine,
6/90). Note how such a juxtaposition can convey that an impaired party has multiple impairments.
*For 12 years, a man said to have Tourette's syndrome, and to be tyrannizing his neighbors
by "foot-stomping, hooting and barking," and keeping them from sleeping at night, has lived in
Downer's Grove in Chicago (AP in SID, 20/7/99). We fervently hope that there are no people with
Down or Down's syndrome in Downer's Grove.
*A respite and vacation home for handicapped people not far from Boston has an extremely
image-enhancing address: 1 High Street (Source information from James Cashen). This is the only
item of this caliber that we found in our as yet unpublished copy.
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Some juxtapositions project negativeness more by their incongruency than by a specific
message. This can often happen due to the appearance or history of a service setting that is not
harmonious with its use, but that would not be inharmonious for other uses.
*The good news is that in Pittsfield, Mass., a 11O-year-old round building with a conical roof
which looks amazingly like a Narrenturm (the medieval city towers into which mentally handicapped
people got locked) has been preserved and put back into use. The bad news is that the building,
initially containing the city gas works, was acquired and renovated for $200,000 to serve as the
headquarters of the Berkshire County Association for Retarded Citizens (Springfield Union, 2 July
82; news item submitted by Elizabeth Shafer).
*From the basement to the spire Innumerable services for handicapped people started in
church basements, particularly during the 1950s and 1960s. With more and more churches being
abandoned by their congregations, human service agencies have begun to buy up such churches and
take over the whole building. Of course, the use of churches by human services constitutes a clear,
though not extreme, violation of what was called Function Congruity Image in PASS, and Setting
Appearance Congruity With Culturally Valued Analogue in PASSING (Source information from Guy
Caruso).
Images From Setting Appearances
*Another, and relatively modem, deviancy image juxtaposition that we have noticed lately
is physical settings for people who are devalued or socially marginalized that have no, or only very
few, windows. This can be found in some of the newer high schools, especially those that are
constructed in poverty and high crime areas, as well as in prisons and in centers for people who have
serious diseases. For instance, a cancer clinic in Victoria, Australia, consists of an entirely black
building with only a few windows. And further, a nurse in an intensive care unit at a public hospital
in Syracuse, NY, said that even very very ill people become very anxious to get out of the intensive
care unit within only a few days of their being there, which she attributed in part to the fact that
there are no windows in that unit. We thus perceive the lack of windows in such settings as
conveying several potential messages: (a) that the people inside are dead or dying, and therefore
have no interest in or need to know what is going on in the outside world; (b) that outsiders should
be protected from what is going on within; (c) that the people inside are menaces and that the
presence of glass should be kept to a minimum so as to reduce the likelihood that they would destroy
that vulnerable part of the environment. The first message would be particularly relevant where sick
people are served, and the last to such settings as prisons and high schools.
*In the 1980s, the Upstate Medical Center of the State University of New York (in Syracuse)
built a new Oncology (cancer) Center. The center was built as a separate building on the grounds
of the existing hospital. It had a poured cement exterior, and only three windows of dark smoked
glass right next to the entrance. What was one to make of the fact that a stark, windowless, bunkerlike building was constructed in which to serve people who have cancer, and many of whom were
dying? Especially, what is one to make of the fact that the rest of the hospital is full of windows--in
fact, its sides look like almost nothing but windows. Undoubtedly, the official explanation is very
reasonable (Item supplied by Susan Thomas).
*00 private family homes, ramps for handicapped people often look rather unaesthetic, for
which there are two common reasons: they were tacked on to the houses long after they were built,
and therefore clash architecturally with the respective house style; and they were rather shabbily and
unaesthetically constructed. Such a problem is of course magnified when there are such ramps for
many houses in a specific neighborhood, or perhaps on the same block; and when two houses
adjacent to each other both have such ramps. The only time we have encountered this phenomenon
was in jurisdictions where the government paid people-usually relatively poor ones--to take in
handicapped boarders, and also paid for the installation of the ramps. To ordinary citizen observers,
seeing a number of ramped homes near each other may suggest (possibly incorrectly) an undue
congregation of physically impaired people, but it is certainly an issue of the external aesthetics of
a dwelling of such persons, and may also violate what in SRV language is called "buildingneighborhood harmony. "
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*In the 1980s a new magazine came out called Bazaar Gift Handicrafts. One of its covers
announced that the issue was devoted to "creative crafts for nursing home fairs," and the cover
picture showed nine aged people, three of them in wheelchairs, sitting around a table working on
crafts which almost inevitably involved the making of at least two clowns and several animals, which
included (believe it or not) a turtle (a slow animal) and a pig. This cover picture certainly
symbolized so much of what is wrong with nursing homes, crafts, deviancy images, the public's
perception, and clown imagery. By the way, being engaged in such activities is one issue, and being
prominently shown engaging in them is another. As PASSING teaches, negative juxtapositions count
for less if they do not become known.
*In 1994, a high school "Students Against Drugs" near Syracuse brought in a punk rock
group for a dance at which teacher chaperons constantly had to break up shoving, performers diving
off the stage into the crowd, and "surfing" (people being passed over the crowd's heads). One
stupid student said it was the best dance ever, the music he liked was fmally played, and "too bad
teachers think that students can get hurt from dancing." (Earlier in the year, a student being surfed
was badly hurt) (SW, 8 March 94).
*Prisoners training service and companion animals for handicapped, sick or lonely people (as
in a prison and legal offender rehabilitation program in South Australia) is certainly a triple
juxtaposition whammy (4/97 clipping from Peter Millier). This has been going on for many years
and in many countries, in prisons for men and for women. Often, the animals are from the local
shelters, which adds a fourth whammy. Note that the activity has high social and moral merit, but
is still deviancy-imaging.
*A person's activities as indicators of what the person's devalued identity is. Since ca. 1970,
in parts of the United States, certain people riding certain kinds of bicycles in certain ways became
strong indicators that the persons were mentally retarded. One such indication was an adult riding
a 3-wheeled cycle. Another was males (usually middle-aged) riding--usually slowly--an oldfashioned upright bicycle that had a large number of gadgets and decorations attached to it--and
especially if the male wore a key chain on his belt. These bicycle riders were almost invariably
more mildly retarded persons who had been dumped in the 1970s and who were leading a marginal
life in the community.
Linkin2 2 or More DeYalued Conditions, Thereby Associating Them in the Minds of Beholders
*A few years ago, two institutions located in England about 3 miles apart were Manor House
State Hospital (for the retarded) and St. John's Psychiatric Hospital (in Stone, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamsire). Both institutions shared the same phone number, and the phone was answered at
St. John's Psychiatric Hospital. So when someone called Manor House, the phone rang at St. John's
and was answered "St. John's Psychiatric Hospital." This peculiar practice certainly juxtaposed
mentally retarded people with mentally disordered ones.
*A British firm running eating/drinkingjoints all over the country advertised for staff: "you
may be required to deal with undesirables, under-age, racial or sexual discrimination, drunkenness
and the disabled ... " (Speak Out, 7/97).
Ima2es & Value Transfer Via Social Associations or Close Juxtaposition of PeQPle
*Some time after he began heading the Perkins Institute for the Blind in Boston, Samuel
Gridley Howe also installed the second residential school for mentally retarded children in the US
in the same facility. However, he soon discovered that his blind students deeply resented the
presence of mentally retarded pupils, because they were afraid that they themselves might then be
assumed to be mentally retarded as well. Laura Bridgman, who was one of Howe's students, and
was not only blind but also deaf, expressed the same apprehension in her journal (Smith & Anton,
1997).
*A great many female entertainment stars, especially older ones, and especially actresses, are
dating or marrying much younger men. By being seen with much younger men, they try (relatively
successfully) to fool producers and casting directors into believing that they are younger than they
are. The younger men also get many advantages, such as economic security, a glamorous life, and
often a very grateful wife who will try much harder not to lose him than many younger wives would
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(SRI, 2 Oct. 97). The image of men who go out with much younger women is usually also
enhanced, though less than the other way around.
The Problematic Messages in Having Deviant People Serve. or Do Favors For, Other Deviant
Persons
People at value-risk are not only affected by the roles and images of their peers with whom
they associate, or to whom they are juxtaposed, but also by the roles and images of people who
serve upon them, or are trying to do them favors. However, it is not uncommon to find a very high
percentage of workers in a human service who are devalued or of marginal status themselves. We
refer to this pattern as deviant staff juxtaposition, and it is one of the big contributors to the negative
social imaging of devalued people.
For instance, people sometimes misunderstand why the personal appearance of service
workers, and other ways in which they present themselves to the public (e.g., manner of speech,
civility of behavior, etc.), is important in SRV theory. The reason is because the image that the
public has of servers will become associated, via juxtaposition, to the people served. If servers have
a positive image, then the image of recipients is apt to be enhanced, or at least will not be
diminished. But some people have thought that server image is important because they represent the
service agency. The Image of the service agency itself is only important because it too will be
associated to that of recipients; it is not important for its own sake, unless the object is to make
money by being in the service business. Thus, when servers think of themselves as representatives
of the agency, or even of a particular profession (e.g., nurses), they should really recognize that it
is ultimately the image of service recipients that these images will impact upon.
If deviancy-imaged people are to do favors to other deviancy-imaged people, the image
damage could be held to a minimum if this were done at a distance, as some of the vignettes below
illustrate.

1. Felons Being Sentenced to Serve Devalued People
One aspect of deviant staff juxtaposition--i.e., people who are themselves devalued serving
upon other people who are devalued-vis when people are sentenced to human service work with
devalued or marginal people as a punishment for some (criminal) offense.
*A particularly problematic such incident was the 1992 sentencing (in New York) of a young
man convicted of a misdemeanor sex offence to volunteer work with ... battered and abused women.
Perhaps the judge thought he was making "the punishment fit the crime, " but the image is certainly
not a good one (Source item from Chris Ringwald).
*When a Rolling Stone band member was given a one-year suspended sentence for heroin
possession, he was also sentenced to give a benefit performance for the bIind--a terrible fate to inflict
upon poor defenseless blind people. In the good old days, he would have been sentenced to crushing
stones.
*In the 1980s, two Connecticut men who had been involved in a drug-related kidnapping
were sentenced to give 360 hours of volunteer work to mentally retarded and handicapped people.
*By explicit order, one of America's wealthiest citizens, Mary Hudson Vandergrift, had her
Hudson Oil Companies' gas pumps so fixed that they overcharged customers. In 1983, a court
sentenced her to a mere $5,000 fine--and 200 hours of service to mentally retarded people.
*When John Zaccaro, husband of Geraldine Ferraro (the first woman candidate for the US
vice presidency), was convicted of real estate fraud in 1985, he was sentenced to 150 hours work
of community service, especially helping juvenile delinquents, former mental patients, and a home
for the aged (AP, in SRI, 2112/85).
*The good news is that in the 1980s, there was a genius in Port Credit, Ontario, Gene
Walser, who made gadgets that enable handicapped people to function in their own homes. The
work was done out of a small cabinet making shop in Walser's backyard. The bad news was that
he had an army of helpers who had been sentenced to do this in lieu of jail terms (UPI, in Syracuse
Herald-Journal, 15 February 82).
*In Port Lavaca, Texas, young adult legal offenders were sentenced to community work for
elderly people, supervised by a senior citizens' association (Aging, No. 354, 1986).
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arrested in a 1980s drug raid, bailed out the same day, and caught selling drugs again only 4 days
later. A well-meaning but naive report by a group called Alternatives to Incarceration suggested that
he be allowed to return to his native Puerto Rico and sentenced to coach a Little League there. The
judge happened to be a Little League coach and said he wouldn't want the drug dealer anywhere near
the kids on his team. We wonder whether anyone has yet thought of sentencing him to coach
handicapped children instead.

2. Convicted Criminals or Prisoners Providing Human Services
or Favors For Devalued People
When criminal or sexual offenders are deployed as human service workers, this could send
a variety of messages: that the people served are not very important, and therefore can be sacrificed
to the ministrations of these criminal types; that the offenders have characteristics that make them
suitable as servers to a particular clientele; that the people served are menaces, and that it is
appropriate for them to be served by other menaces; that servers and served are alike in other ways;
that the people served do not deserve a better type of server; and that doing service will rehabilitate
the offenders, and that if they do harm in the process, not much is lost. Of course, a juxtaposition
of a particular type of offender with a particular type of service recipient may convey a more specific
message that rules out most of the others. Some such juxtapositions can scare off other people
*During the late 1980s, at least 21 of the US states employed prisoners in their state mental,
or mental retardation, services.
*A Los Angeles school system thought it had the answer to juvenile gangs: it put gang
members to work in its special education program for physically handicapped students (Yi ashin~ton
~,
7 Nov. 90; source item from Rachel Janney).
*One of Canada's most infamous prisons has been in Kingston, Ontario. For many years,
that prison hosted Special Olympics events at the prison. The events were usually very well-planned
and conducted, and the prisoners probably benefitted greatly from their engagement. Usually, each
retarded participant was assigned a "god-brother" inmate "for guidance and moral support."
However, the images of the retarded participants were certainly not enhanced by the location (behind
barbed wire and very high walls, often shown prominently in PR photos) and the social
juxtaposition.
One prisoner coordinator said that "This event gives these kids a challenge to get
away from their institutions and group homes, perhaps for the only time in the year," which was a
curious observation considering that they had to come inside the prison walls for the event.
*In Alberta, Canada, 6 prison inmates, prominently dressed in striped suits, walked 80 miles
to raise money for the Kidney Foundation. All six were members of the Badlands Jaycees (which
didn't help any), and their feat was publicly billed as a "con walk." The walkers were supported
on their route by a panel truck with huge placards celebrating Badlands Con Walk, the Kidney
Foundation of Canada, and the Calgary Lion's Club.
*In the 1980s, a religious residential institution that had been established for terminally ill
young people, severely retarded children, and physically handicapped children, was supported by
the raffling off of an antique automobile reconditioned by the inmates of a penitentiary (Winnipe~
Free Press, 18112/84; clipping sent by David Wetherow).
*During the 1980s, inmates at the Brooklyn Correctional Center produced tape-recorded
stories for blind children. The stories ran about 15 minutes each and were all original, though they
may incorporate material from classical fables and fairy tales of various countries. From 30-40
hours of preparation goes into every recording, including research, script writing, rehearsals and
final production. Prior to TV, radio programs carried plenty of story material, but this has become
almost non-existent in contemporary radio. Thus, these stories serve an extremely valuable function,
though at a small cost of deviancy image juxtaposition involved in the production.
Note that in the two last vignettes, the favors were done without personal juxtaposition.

3. People With Criminal or Prison Records Serving on Devalued People
*An amazing number of people working as orderlies and nurses' aides, and even nurses, have
criminal records. Some get officially licensed even though they have convictions for rape and
murder (Amer. Med. News, 24/6/97; source item from Dr. Nancy O'Connor).
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former prisoners to find work and to become productive and contributory members of society was,
once again, given a deviancy-imaging name: HELP. It was run entirely by people who themselves
were at one time in prison. The program was associated with Frontier College, the oldest adult
education institution In Canada. It was located in a downtown neighborhood but in a rather seedy
establishment. The 100% deviancy staff juxtaposition pattern was justified with the argument that
ex-offenders are "tired of bureaucracies," and that the staff are "credible with their fellow-offenders
in a way that no... straight Johns can ever be. n Could not the same or at least near-same benefits
be attained if only a proportion-say 50%--of the workers were former prisoners? Unfortunately
also, the name was drawn so that the vertical lines of the letters look like prison bars, and indeed
hands are shown clasped around the bars (Toronto Star, March 4, 1986).
*Now here is a splendid example of deviant staff juxtaposition. n A former bank robber who
committed offenses against two teenage girls while (he was) a social worker was jailed for 5
years ... n The court was also told that men with criminal convictions were not infrequently employed
as social workers by the Kent County Council in Britain (Guardian, 8 April 88).
4. Menace-111IIlgedPeople Serving on Devalued Persons
*Annually since 1981, leather-clad, chain-wearing and bandana-sporting tough-looking
members of a motorcycle club have been roaring in huge gangs into a state mental retardation
institution in New York to bring stuffed animals to the children there, and they later also began to
sponsor various kinds of outings for and with the retarded institution residents (Reader's Di~est,
5/98). This is not likely to menace-image the retarded children, or even the retarded adults at the
institution, but is likely to make other people stay away, especially while the gang is on the
premises, or is believed to be on its way.
5. Human Service Workers Committing Crimes
Sometimes, one learns that a current or former human service worker has committed a crime,
which is apt to raise all sorts of questions: had this been a bad person all along? Had this person
gone into human service to prey upon service recipients who are often defenseless? Did human
service corrupt this person, and if so, what does this say about human service? Etc.
*A Syracuse psychiatrist who specializes in the treatment of anxiety and depression tried to
stab his wife to death but did not quite succeed. He blamed his wife's divorce lawyer for not
advising her to move out before the stabbing. Amazingly, he was sentenced to only five years'
probation and=believe it or not--520 hours of free community service for the County Mental Health
Department (SID, 29/7/92).
*A digruntled former male nurse of Pennsylvania's largest mental institution in Norristown
went to the institution (that also had a unit for the criminally insane) and took two nursing
supervisors hostage, shot and killed one and wounded the other (AP in SH1, 18/6/99).
*A volunteer at a proprietary Wisconsin group home for people with various impairments
shot (in the head) and wounded 6 residents there, 5 critically. Apparently he had a delusion that
they were stealing from him (AP in SH1, 14/11194). Note that in this case, it was particularly
problematic that the crime was committed against the people served.
6. People 111IIlgedas Incompetent Serving on Devalued Persons
*At workshops where the PASS and PASSING tools for evaluating human services in relation
to normalization/Social Role Valorization criteria are taught, one of the most difficult issues for
participants to accept as valid is that the image projected on clients by the identity and appearance
of staff matters. In fact, many people deny that the phenomenon of chent juxtaposition to societally
devalued staff is widely prevalent. However, a dramatic example occurred when the US Veterans
Administration said that 87 physicians at its facilities in 1985 were working with revoked, suspended
or restricted medical licenses. Of course, even more dramatic have been New York State institutions
where in some of them, virtually 100% of the medical staff (up to 40 at some institutions) worked
under restricted licenses, in most cases because they were foreign-born or trained abroad, and
sometimes because their English was not functional (AP, in SHA, 8 September 85).
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SRV issues. A major article in the 29/4/96 issue of the Syracuse Herald-Journal has brought out
vividly the problematic message that is sent out when societally devalued people announce their
aspirations to become human service workers. The story was about a 24-year-old man who was said
to have "a learning disability" and "attention deficit disorder." He was described as having difficulty
keeping one eye open and one shut (or vice versa), that his mother has to tell him 5-6 times before
he will feed his cat, that he cannot hold down a job very long or live on his own, and has problems
with organization. He also reported himself that he cannot cut a straight line with a pair of scissors.
Despite these facts, he somehow graduated from a community college, which is bound to raise
questions about its standards and the meaning of a degree from that college. And despite all of the
above problems, he did find a job finally as a substitute teaching assistant(!), and announced that he
would like to get a degree in special education, though he himself is still a client of the human
service system, being worked with in a group of 20 adults with "learning disability." The same
article tells us about a learning disability specialist who was "diagnosed with reading and writing
disabilities at age 30" and who now works for the US Department of Health & Human Services.
*A most extreme and almost ludicrous example of this kind of negative juxtaposition occurred
in a residential service for non-verbal mentally retarded people who were also deaf and blind. The
social worker in this home was himself a person who had a significant hearing impairment and
difficulty in speaking. So a person who had difficulty communicating was hired to guide and teach
people who need to learn how to communicate. This is just one example of some of the insanities
of our human services, which are then compounded when service workers and providers present us
with challenges or questions as to what they are to do to serve such persons. For instance, this
particular service worker wanted to know how to teach such multiply impaired people to
communicate. One of the answers one would be tempted to give would be to first of all find new
service workers.
*How deviant staff juxtaposition can hurt the image of societally devalued people was
underlined by an episode in Syracuse (Sl::U, 19/2/90) when a woman with a history of mental
problems was employed in a psychiatric center, and then one day anesthetized herself, stabbed
herself, and reported to the police that a male assailant had done it. When the story was unravelled,
she was committed to another local psychiatric center, reinforcing to the public a perception that
crazy people work with crazy people, and that there may not be much difference between staff and
clients in mental facilities+to which, unfortunately, there may be much truth.
*A terrible example of what deviant staff juxtaposition can lead to took place in Syracuse.
Its only independent drug rehabilitation program as of 1986 had persistently been staffed by people
with a history of deviancy themselves, presumably on the assumption that they were in a better
situation to work with addicted persons. Quite aside from the image issue, there were reports that
these staff members were really not able to maintain control of the facility, that clients there held
drug, drinking and sex parties, the director was charged with murder at one point, staff may have
engaged in all sorts of improprieties, at least one was in psychiatric treatment himself, an employee
brought drugs into the facility, and the funds were mismanaged. One observer noted that people
formerly addicted to drugs generally are poor administrators and supervisors. In seven years, the
county has funded three different drug rehabilitation programs, and all of them have been problemridden. The county mental health director noted, "These are very difficult programs to run"--which
we would think get more difficult if one does not put competent people in charge. We have further
clippings of this problem in Syracuse continuing in the 1990s.
*An Australian woman highly honored for her work with drug addicts was shortly thereafter
arrested with 16 bags of heroin in her possession, and found out to be a big dealer in a drug ring
(Sydney Mornin~ Herald, 31/12/98).
*The editor of the religion division newsletter of the American Association on Mental
Retardation (Fall 1992) observed that he gets a lot of inquiries for job openings for ministry with
handicapped persons from ministers who are themselves handicapped, and that at least one big reason
is that they find great difficulty in obtaining employment in other kinds of ministries. We thus have
here yet another instance of a juxtaposition of devalued servers with a devalued served group-not
because this was the servers' first choice but because the servers were squeezed in that direction by
their own social marginalization.
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7. Miscellaneous Other Problematic Server Images or Identities
*America's literatus of the homeless scene (Travels With Lizbeth), Lars Eighner, who
recently died, had been severely overweight, had innumerable health problems, and was a
homosexual who published homosexual erotica. His most steady employment during his bad years
had been in a state mental institution.
*In the 1980s, a California teacher's aide working with handicapped children was found to
run a dungeon house of kinky sex prostitution, with chains, whips, leather straps, and implements
of torture. Thank goodness, her husband was the coach of a valued high school football team.
*In our opinion, the inmates of a geriatric unit of a mental institution are not exactly imageenhanced when the chief of their service dies of AIDS contracted from homosexual activities, as we
learned from a 1992 clipping.
*In Norfolk, Virginia, a Vietnam veteran who had been shot in the head and could no longer
use his left arm and leg started a retarded Boy Scouts group. Aside from the juxtaposition of a
handicapped scout master with handicapped scouts, the scouts are no longer boys: they are aged 21
to 42. Unfortunately, this little perversion received much acclaim in the local news, and may give
an impetus to the establishment of similar groups elsewhere. The problem is: where will they find
enough scout masters who have holes in their heads and/or paralysis on one side of their bodies?
(Source item from Milt Baker).
*An employment service in Australia, called Spectrum, sank extremely low image-wise when
it advertised its key employees as "the Spectrum Seven," depicting them as people of the Wild West,
and in the roles of the happy drunk, the bad guy, the greedy gambler, the lusty barmaid, the boss
of the brothel, etc. (Source material received 7/97). It is bad enough to surround deviant clients
with deviant workers, but is it really necessary to even make nondeviant workers appear to be
deviant?
*Congressman Tony Coelho from California resigned his seat in 1989 under a cloud of
questionable financial dealings. It was thus not very image-enhancing for handicapped people for
him to be appointed chairperson of the President's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities in 1994.
*As of 1989, a ranch home for abused children in Alabama was operated by a former weightlifter and strong-arm physical stunt man, which if not outright negative is probably not an optimal
image situation (AP, in SW, 9 March 89).
*In 1992, Lulu Ballou Bubp died in Florida. Unfortunately, she had been a welfare case
worker in Syracuse, though this was less worse than if she had been in shrinkery or mental
retardation.
*A nearly-worst-case image scenario occurred in 1992 when a woman with the last name
Bimbo ran for the vice presidency of the NE region of the Amer. Assoc. on Mental Retardation.
*The Social Services department at the county in which Syracuse is located has employed so
many bodily handicapped people who, in turn, serve upon other poor or handicapped people, that
special procedures had to be instituted on what to do if there should be a fire alarm, because during
such alarms, the elevators get deactivated. On one floor of the building alone, there are 20 such
handicapped employees who would need help in any building evacuation, with similar such
concentrations on yet other floors.
*10 1993, a federal court ruled (under the Americans With Disabilities Act) that a 320 lb.
woman be hired as an attendant at a mental retardation facility (Time, 6 Dec. 93). It was not clear
why it was not mandated that she be hired at a physical fitness club.
*An Australian weight loss center advertised for lecturers, making clear that only people who
were slim, bright, vivacious, friendly and sincere needed to apply (clipping from Martin Elks).
*10contrast to all the above, a woman told us in 1197that a retired US Navy admiral became
a personal advocate for her mentally retarded brother. First of all, one can assume that a former
admiral would be a highly competent person, and secondly, that this is an extremely valuing social
juxtaposition=almost the kind of thing that Citizen Advocacy offices dream about.
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*In Syracuse, the downtown corner where all the major bus lines converge has become
something like an "ambulatory institution." Almost any time during the day, huge numbers of
handicapped, deinstitutionalized, or homeless people, and other members of the most devalued
classes, congregate there. One survey found that 93% of people at this bus stop were not waiting
for a bus but were "hanging out with friends." The fact that so many of these people once resided
in institutions certainly does not help things, contributing to many problems of personal appearance
and behavior. People who actually work downtown have complained, as have the store owners
nearby. In response, it has been proposed to construct a "main transfer point" somewhere out of
the way, though this would be several blocks away from the most central location and much less
convenient to the vast majority of riders.
Images/Messa~es Via Service Names
*Robert Jackson has informed us of several peculiar names of services for the elderly in the
West Australian city of Perth. These include the Sterling Ethnic Aged Homes, the Ebenezer Homes
(which evokes images of Ebenezer Scrooge), the Etwell (where, we hope, they eat well), the
Guilford Village Dementia Hostels, the Frail Aged Lodge, the Ladybird Lodge, and several settings
that contain distinct death images: Autumn Centre, Dial An Angel, Elimata (which is too close for
comfort to eliminate), the Sundowner Centre, and Sunset Hospital. There is also the rather bizarre
"Springvale Relocatable Village." One setting called Parkland Villas, located in Woodlands, is
unfortunately managed by Fini Corporation, and most people know that Fini in French actually
means "finished."
*In 1987 (and possibly still), there existed in New York a Precious Hearts Association for
exceptional adults.
*There is a human service organization providing mostly residential services, operating in
five US states, with the name Normal Life, Inc. We hope it scores high on PASSING.
Positive. Negatiye & EQuivocal Ima~es/Messages From Acronyms
Prior to World War II, it was extremely uncommon for people to use acronyms. Apparently,
military communication then began to use a great many acronyms for the sake of efficiency, and this
eventually spilled over into civilian life, first in the US and then across the world. The very word
"acronym" was not coined until the 194Os.
Also, it was not until the advent of the North American version of normalization theory that
the negative image impact of so many acronyms relating to devalued people and human services was
systematically analyzed and brought to people's consciousness. For instance, before people began
to pay much attention to acronyms, what is now the American Sociological Association was called
the American Sociological Society--and then changed its name because of the image issue. The
Training Institute has long collected human service names and acronyms and used them in its
teaching of how these may project images upon the clients or members of these programs. The
general experience in the normalization and SRV culture has been that it is very difficult to strike
a pronounceable acronym that does not run a serious (but often unrecognized) risk of containing a
negative message; and that when one tries to deliberately strike a positively-imaged acronym, one
often falls into a trap. Sometimes, a name and its acronym may be neutral or even positive, but still
simply incongruous. An example is Project CLASP, which stands for Children Learning About
Aging in a Structured Program.
Some acronyms are intentionally negatively imaged, and this is mostly the case when the
acronym represents something against which an organization is fighting. For instance, ASH is the
acronym for Action on Smoking and Health, which opposes smoking, and certainly smoking in
public places.
*The Partnership Against Substance Abuse in Syracuse discovered that its acronym PASA
meant as much as kink-yin the Latino community. So it renamed itself the Syracuse/Onondaga Drug
and Alcohol Abuse Commission, and employees began to lament how hard it was for them to answer
phone calls by announcing that name which does not lend itself to being acronymized (SW,
19/4/90).
Even though our teaching has never really been acknowledged in the Syracuse
community, for years after the TIPS editor came to Syracuse, he was roundly denounced as absurd
for criticizing image-impairing service names and acronyms.
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*We were told that during the late 1940s and early 1950s, the provincial "directors of
psychiatry" in Canada came to be known as the DOPes, and members of the "Canadian Association
of Professors of Psychiatry" became known as the CAPPS, hence CRAPPS. In those days, the field
of mental health was not quite as bad as it is now, especially in Canada, but these acronyms rather
accurately foreshadowed things to come.
*Oblivious to acronym and image issues, but otherwise very appropriately, an organization
in Britain called itself the Free Association of Radical Therapists (Speak Out, 3/98). Amazing here
is that we are dealing with people who claim to be experts in unconsciousness. So how much less
can one expect of others?
*Would you believe that in the 1980s, a half-fare taxi service for elderly people in the
Wilmington (Delaware) area was called Senior Citizen Affordable Taxi+or SCAT. Without as much
as commenting on this incredibly poor choice of name, the US Department of Health and Human
Services prominently and positively featured this service in its newsletter. Aside from conjuring up
images of scatter, or "scat" as in "git, n SCAT also means excrement, mostly by animals.
*There is a sex education program for handicapped people which unfortunately has the
acronym SSKAT (standing for Socio-Sexual Knowledge and Attitudes Test), pronounced "scat, n
which links sex to excrement-very unappetizing.
*In Lewiston, Maine, there was (is?) a Family Advocacy Project which adopted the most
unfortunate acronym FAC--rather than the more natural FAP. One also cannot help but wonder who
would get facced: those advocated for or those advocated against.
*The good news is that a computer software program for blind people will tell them aloud
what is displayed on the screen. The bad news is that an announcement of this development showed
a blind man in front of a computer screen that in huge letters proclaimed FAQs (SHI, 4 Feb. 97).
*A self-help group of former clients of the mental health system in California adopted the
awful name "Schizophrenics In Transition," with the acronym SIT. One can only be grateful that
they did not call themselves Self-Helpers In Transition, or something like that (Constructive Action
Newsletter, 8/83).
*At the time Professor Johnny L. Matson was president of the Psychology Division of the
American Association of Mental Retardation, he published a social skills measure for handicapped
children (also usable with nonbandicapped ones) with the name Matson's Evaluation of Social Skills
with Youngsters, which unfortunately acronyms down to MESSY (Source item from Joe Osburn).
Apparently the scale is still being used. In fact, things have gotten even messier when Matson
invented yet another scale, the Matson Evaluation of Social Skills for Persons with Severe
Retardation, known as MESSIER, and still used in 1998.
*We can only hope that groups such as FART, SCAT, SIT, FAC, FAQ, etc., never get
together, as perhaps in a consortium. This could become rather MESSY.
*Snap. crackle and poop. Unfortunately, a food pantry for the hungry and poor in
Schenectady, NY, had the acronym SICM, obviously pronounced "sickem. n A New York State
food supplement program at that time was called SNAP. It is sometimes administered in connection
with a "frail elderly program," whose recipients often qualified under a low-income energy assistance
program called HEAP (as in heap of so-and-so) (Source item from Ann O'Connor).
*In 1990, the American Association on Mental Retardation approved the formation of a
special interest group which unfortunately was given the name SIG/SOC/SEX,
which stands for
Special Interest Group on Social and Sexual Concerns. The announcement of the formation of the
group included the following Psy-Pop-Mo-Bab (which stands for "psychopop modernistic babble"):
"The purpose of SIG/SOC/SEX is to increase awareness of the role of the social/sexual continuum
in the lives of people with intellectual challenges by providing a chance for national networking, by
offering a forum for information exchange in both formal presentations and informal face-to-face
diSCUSSIon,
and by stimulating effective services within the sociallsexual field" (Source info. from
Rod Braun). The AAMR board is hereby sentenced to read this TIPS issue, plus some basic SRV
literature.
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prostitutes had a name that acronymed down to PIMP, which in French has the same meaning as
in English. Coincidence??
*At the University of Illinois, there was in the 1980s an early education program for gifted
and talented, but handicapped, children. It was called Retrieval and Acceleration of Promising
Young Handicapped and Talented, which yielded the terrible acronym RAPYHT which might
conceivably be pronounced something like either "rape it" or "rapid," but one might assume that if
the program had been for gifted people who were oot handicapped, it would probably have had an
acronym that would not have permitted the auditory construction of "rape it. "
*Fortunately, there is (to our knowledge) no Feldenkrais Activation Group or Feldenkrais
Undertakings Group-but unfortunately there is (at least in Australia) a Feldenkrais Interest Group,
or FIG. Feldenkrais was the inventor and promotor of a bodily movement system used both in
human services and beyond.
*In Connecticut, there used to be the Southeastern Conn. Association for the Retarded, or
SCAR--the last thing wounded people need.
*In New Zealand, there exists (as of 1997 at least) an organization called Friends of Brain
Injured Children, which has the unfortunate acronym FOBle.
*There is a test called TONI (Test Of Non-verbal Intelligence). Tony has long been a term
referring=among other things=to craziness. This could image the test as intended for nonverbal
crazy people. When one sets out to coin acronyms, one better first look up the word in an
unabridged dictionary.
*In England, there is an Association For All Speech-Impaired children, which amusingly but
somewhat accurately yields the acronym AFASIC.
*The Sexual Offender Treatment program does not yield a very helpful acronym, SOT,
because that is the French as well as archaic English term for a fool.
*Unfortunately, the US Civil Rights of Institutionalized Person's Act acronyms down to
CRIPA, which comes comfortably close phonetically to the word cripple.
*A social group constituted of mentally retarded adolescents under the auspices of the Dakota
County ARC (DARC) in west Saint Paul, Minnesota, was called the Darkettes. It is rare to fmd a
more striking image evocation of darkness and blackness in opposition to the culturally positive
image of light.
*In Britain, the length of stay in a mental facility has come to be abbreviated with the
acronym LOS, very appropriately pronounced "loss" (Source information from Victor Levenson).
*A guardianship, advocacy and protective services program has the infelicitous acronym
GAPS, which one would think is the very thing they would want to obliterate, not create. However,
it is certainly a mite better than GASPS.
*SOS is the acronym for the Survivors of Stroke.
*Yes, this too is hard to believe, but what these days isn't? An independent corporation runs
a Home Instruction Program for Pre-School Youngsters, known as HIPPY, which serves mostly
children from poor homes. Plus, some groups who subsidize HIPPY also raise funds for the
homeless (SHJ, 18/11/93).
*As recently as 1996 (and possibly still), the Catholic Diocese of Syracuse ran a
"parishioners' assistance program" with the acronym PAP for church members with drug problems.
Perhaps the program substituted PAP instead of methadone against addiction.
*After 1976, California used a program to control hospital costs which had the acronym
CON, standing for Certificate of Need. Then, perhaps, the acronym may be appropriate, because
hospitals in the US had been expanding irrationally well beyond population need.
*Listen well! Incorporated in 1979, Self Help for Hard of Hearing People, Inc., had its
headquarters in Washington. Unfortunately, its acronym was the utterly hilarious SHHH. It
developed many local chapters which years later still had that acronym.
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in South Australia because that word would be associated by most people with the Loch Ness
monster, often called Nessie, or even old Nessie.
*Paintin~ syndromes with a broad brush. Unfortunately, someone has given a terrible name
to what may be a relatively newly-discovered disorder. (In this age of illnesses invented to make
human service jobs, one must be skeptical.)
The" disease "has been named Thrombocytopenia
Absent Radius Syndrome. Even worse, it is referred to as TAR, children affected with it are "TAR
syndrome children," and their parents have formed TARSA (TAR Syndrome Association).
*In the 1980s, a Catholic parish in Syracuse assisted in the initiation of an appliance repair
service called HELP, which stood for Helping Ex-offenders and Low Income People, carrying on
500 years of tradition of equating poverty with vice, such as documented in the Training Institute's
day-long slide show on the history of human services.
*We learned that in a human service program that includes prisoners among its clientele, the
prisoners are referred to as "DOC people." DOC stands for Department of Corrections. And of
course, malefactors got into prison after having been in the dock.
*The word "bumble" meant originally "to make a hollow noise," hence "bumble bees"
because of their loud hum when they fly. Bumble also means to bungle or botch, or it refers to an
awkward person or bungler, hence "bumbling fool." A few years ago, along came BUMBLE, the
acronym for a system of print consisting of raised (so-called moon) letters that can be read by the
blind without having to learn braille. The lettering system itself is old, but what is new is that it can
be written out by a computer. We can be lucky that it was not something like BLIND, MICE, or
LUNATIC (Source item from Carolyn Bardwell Wheeler).
*One of the latest established (late 1980s) divisions of the Council for Exceptional Children
was the Division of International Special Education and Services which, unfortunately, is acronymed
to DISES, which might easily be pronounced as "disease," or "disses" (i.e., shows disrespect).
*A project that trained retarded people to take care of physically handicapped and elderly
ones was called Association In Disability, or AID. The acronym AID was never a very good one
for a human service to devalued people because it projected an image of helplessness and
dependency. Since ca. 1980, it has become even worse because of the deadly image of AIDS. Can
the Association in Determined Succour to the Sick be far behind?
*Plenty of LIP. At the Ohio State University in Columbus, there was a program for the
visually handicapped with the terrible name "low incidence program."
*In Syracuse, there is an organization that calls itself PRA Y, which stands for Parents for
Retarded Adults and Youths. It is concerned with funding and operating community residences,
largely for their own sons and daughters. Could be worse: see below.
*A community service project in Quebec has had the acronym FRASQUE which, in French,
has the meaning of a "devil's hole." If you don't PRAY, you'll go down the FRASQUE.
*Mal means bad and evil in the Romance language family, yet MALDEF, adding the sound
of "deaf" to mal, is the proudly-displayed acronym of the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund.
*PEN Products (from Prison Enterprises Network) may be an honest name for prison-made
merchandise, but not a very enhancing one--unless they make and sell pens (1995 Indiana Dept. of
Corrections material). At least, the acronym was conscious.
*In the 1980s, several states had (and many still have) associations, mostly of residential
service providers, that are acronymized to CLAMR, as for Community Living Alliance for the
Mentally Retarded. On the one hand, this might evoke images of glamour but on the other hand,
it could also become associated with clams, and clamouring.
This shows how tricky naming,
acronymizing and logoizing can be.
*Only a few years ago, the Associations for the Mentally Retarded in Canada (once founded
by parents) changed their names to Associations for Community Living (ACL). The Canadian
Association for Community Living (CACL) was sometimes sounded out as "cackle." The ACLs
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in Mental Health (ACLAIMH) in both Canada and the US changed its name to the Association for
Community Living (OMH News, 1/93).
*A most unusual acronym is Frie.A.N.D.S. which stands for Friedreich's Ataxia and
Neurological Disorders Syndrome, which happens to be a voluntary association in Australia. This
shows how a potentially positive acronym (FRIENDS) can be ruined.
*Sometimes, acronyms get into trouble because the word they form can mean several things,
only one of which is intended and the other(s) can be bad. For instance, the word "flash" has
several meanings. Unfortunately, one of them is to exhibit one's private parts to others in public,
and it is mostly mentally handicapped people and college students who have the image of being
inclined to flash. Therefore, the acronym FLASH for Finger Lakes Association for Persons with
Severe Handicaps is not a particular felicitous one. This also goes to show how quickly images can
change meaning these days. At one time, "flash" might have evoked the (generally positive) idea
of "as quick as a flash of lightning. "
*To nod can mean either to move one's head affmnatively, or to be sleeping. Thus, the
National Organization on Disability, a private organization that became a successor to the US
Council for the International Year of Disabled Persons, had a somewhat ambivalent acronym NOD.
Let us hope that they never nod a wink.
*A somewhat problematic acronym is FAST, which stands for Functional Academic and
Survival Training. FAST can have the meaning of quick, but also of famine, or at least of not
getting as much to eat as one would like.
*We learned of a program called HI-HATS in east Tennessee, which is not bad but stands
for the hideous name Handicapped Individuals and Horses/Horticulture as a Therapeutic Source.
We call on the people who had something to do with this name to repent.
*We learned that there is such a thing as a Communicating About Loss & Mourning
curriculum that is supposed to prepare retarded persons for the death of a loved one. The acronym
for the curriculum is CALM (MR, 6/93). Considering that some agencies endlessly prepare their
clients for their own death (a form of dead-talking them), maybe they would consider doing CALM
once in a while as a diversion.
*Someone's Freudian slip is showing. Some acronyms are relatively neutral in meaning, but
are so constructed that the human mind is apt to degrade them. An example is SILP, for SemiIndependent Living Program, which got going in the mid-1980s. However, an article about these
programs in the newsletter of the Association for Retarded Citizens of the US (Summer 86) was
headed "Book examines SLIP programs," which may very well have augured their future.
*A group of 20 handicapped people who were put to work checking that no one unqualified
used the handicap parking slots in the county in which Syracuse is located called themselves SHAPE
(as in shape-up or else) after Sheriff's Handicapped Ambulatory Parking Enforcement--again, with
the acronym being more positive than the peculiar name.
*The acronym for the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons in Western Australia,
AIHP, was unfortunately pronounced "ape," and therefore, this particular agency dropped the letter
P from its acronym. Something similar happened when the Victoria Office of Intellectual
Disabilities Services (VOIDS) interpreted itself as OIDS, bringing to our mind such peculiar
expressions as "OlD man out," which we have commented on before; not to mention that it suggest
hemorrhoids, schizoids, humanoids, and all sorts of other oids, which generally do not have positive
connotations (Source material from Bob Jackson). Maybe best is to generate an utterly
unpronounceable acronym that will only be used in written texts, making sure it cannot be easily
degraded into something awful.
*Unfortunately, in New York State, there is such a thing as "Self-Advocacy Training and
Information and Referral Network" which yields the acronym SATIRN. Phonetically, this might
make one think of saturnalia.
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and permanently mentally ill," acronymed as SPMI, pronounced Spimmi (Source item from Susan
Thomas).
*Since the early 1980s, some people have demanded that bodily non-impaired persons be
called TABs, for "temporarily able-bodied." A bit hostile and threatening (also evocative of taps),
but clever and consciousness-raising.
*A test (sold as recently as 1999) for early childhood indicators of "developmental
dysfunction" is called Temperament and Atypical Behavior Scale, or TABS, which also comes
uncomfortably close to TAPS.
*A personal futures planning scheme (one of many!) currently being used has the acronym
AVICTORY, from ability, values, ideas, circumstances, timing, obligation, resistance and yield.
This is not a negative acronym, but a jarring one by declaring victory before one knows what
happened to the people planned for.
*The acronym PASSING was developed tongue-in-cheek. A columnist in The Union Leader,
Manchester, NH (l Nov. 89), observed the following (source item from Ed Burke): "Acronyms
continue to boggle the mind. The latest across our desk is PASSING. This the Program Analysis
of Service Systems Implementation of Normalization Goals. It's a workshop sponsored by the N.H.
Alliance for Community Living and the state Division of Mental Health and Developmental Services,
Nov. 11-17 in Manchester. It's to familiarize people with a values-based approach to analyzing and
developing human services for people with developmental disabilities and other devalued conditions. "
*Very unusual is the acronym LISP for a computer language that enjoys great popularity in
research on artificial intelligence (Science, 24/2/84). It is extremely rare for imperial enterprises
to end up with negatively-imaged acronyms. Some genius nerd slipped up!
*We were amused by an evil organization depicted in the 1987 comedy film "Dragnet,"
named "People Against Goodness and Normalcy," which yields the acronym PAGAN. Obviously,
this was a conscious intent to create an ill-imaged acronym.
*Eastern Idaho Special Services, formed in the 1980s, had an acronym (EISS) very
appropriate to one of its missions, namely the prevention of hypothermia in elderly people. Iowa
is heavily German-settled, and in German, Eis (pronounced "ice") means ice.
*A horticultural work program for handicapped people in Northern New York, located in a
greenhouse, had the name HHOTT House, and the name is also prominently attached to its vans
(Source item from Doug Mouncey). The name is apt to be considered whimsical rather than
negative, and we hope that the HHOTT people can get together with the EISS people.
*A Parent Advocacy Coalition for Education Rights in Minneapolis has the enhancing
acronym PACER.
*A relatively positive acronym is SENSES, which stands for Statewide Emergency Network
for Social and Economic Security in New York State.
*A very positive acronym is STRETCH, standing for Strategies for Training Regular
Educators to Teach Children with Handicaps.
*In California, there is a group called Parents' Regional Outreach for Understanding Down's
with the acronym PROUD. Down's here refers to Down's syndrome. This is an example of an
acronym being vastly better than the name it stands for.
*Special Children's Individualized Learning System is a school in the Houston, Texas, area
which tries to integrate handicapped and non-handicapped (even gifted) children, and which has the
enhancing acronym SCILS (pronounced skills).
*LIFT is a non-profit corporation which trains and hires severely handicapped people in
telecommunications in major metropolitan areas around the US (CARC News, 10/85).
*An Australian scheme designed to encourage employers to hire workers who had earlier
suffered work injuries and were not able to get back into their earlier jobs has a name
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12/91).
*There is a body in California called Advocates with Persons who are Developmentally
Disabled that has adopted the acronym ADD. This is a very positive in light of the fact that it
counteracts the image of "subtract" from devalued people (e.g., as in "minus" children). ADD also
has a very positive logo.
*There is a state-wide effort by a group in New York to bring tennis to all "disabled people."
This program has the acronym HERO, but we do not know what this stands for, if anything (Spring
1993 clipping).
*A group called Organization of People Undaunted by Stroke uses their acronym OPUS,
which is Latin and means work.
*The Society on Aging of New York has the enhancing acronym SAGE.
*Are acronyms really that important? Well, for what it is worth, a study by aU. of
California professor conftrms that men whose initials have negative messages such as PIG, ASS,
BUM, RIP, RAT, DUD or APE die 2.8 years earlier than the average, and those whose initials spell
something uplifting like WIN, VIP, WOW, GOD, JOY, or ACE live an average of 4.48 years
longer. While we fmd such a study amusing, and a strong example of the PPP economy at work
in the university, the ftndings are consistent with SRV teaching on the power of imagery (The
Australian, 30/3/98; source item from Peter Millier; Newsweek, 13/4/98; Item written by Kathryn
Smith).
*In fine ironic recognition of the peculiar dynamics of acronym, C. S. Lewis called the
Satanic front organization in his novel, That Hideous Stren~, NICE, which stands for the National
Institute of Coordinated Experiments. Similarly, with a poet's eye of recognition, he also named
the mental institution referred to in the book (p. 187) Edgestow Asylum.
Miscellaneous Imai:es/Messai:es Via Loi:0s
*The 11th World Congress of the International Association for the Scientific Study of
Intellectual Disabilities, to be held 1-6 Aug. 2000 in Seattle, Washington, chose as its logo a crosssection of the human brain filled with animals, com cobs, and Indian symbols of water and land.
*Some logos intentionally say something negative about a reality which an organization is
trying to combat. For instance, Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) show the international
traffic sign for "Forbidden" (a red circle with a red slash from the lower left to the top right)
superimposed on a liquor bottle and an automobile. The same traffic sign superimposed on a
smoking cigarette is used by ASH (Action on Smoking and Health), an organization trying to combat
smoking.
*The Prostate Cancer Cure Foundation has as its logo a very realistic picture of a prostate.
Gosh! What kind of logo would the Genital Cancer Cure Foundation, or the Rectal Cancer Cure
Foundation have?
Nei:ative or Positive Imai:es/Messa~es From Fund-Raisin~
*The expression that someone will "do anything for money" certainly applies to human
service and "charitable" organizations. In few enterprises are human services and "charities" more
willing to sacriftce the image enhancement and image defense of their alleged beneficiaries as in the
pursuit of money. No wonder this is where it often comes down to "them or us," i.e., recipient
image versus agency survival and thus also staff employment.
*Among various "charities" on behalf of physically impaired people (mostly children), it has
long been a practice to raise funds via contests, raffles, etc., to identify the ugliest so-and-so.
One culprit has been the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. For instance, its collection boxes have
been put up in bars for voting on the ugliest bartender. In high schools, there have been similar
schemes to identify the ugliest teacher. At one Syracuse high school, pictures of six candidates were
posted on the bulletin board with cans mounted below into which students could throw a coin and
ballot.
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a contest as to who could make the ugliest face (Source item supplied by John Morris).
In some parts of the US, people have been raising funds for multiple sclerosis by means of
an "ugliest bartender contest." For instance, a major beer brewing company reportedly sponsored
a fund-raising project on behalf of multiple sclerosis under which patrons in bars voted for the
ugliest bartenders, and backed their vote with money. A promotional button said "think ugly," and
the winning bartender was to get a free trip to Las Vegas. One such contest in Syracuse in the
1980s raised $10,000. This has been going on for many years, and joins the image of ugliness with
that of the bar room scene, and attaches both of these to people with multiple sclerosis (Sources from
David Woodlock and A. J. Hildebrand).
One fund-raising campaign featured the picture of a very ugly man who looked almost like
the devil with the caption "Fight cerebral palsy, support your ugly bartender" (submitted by Curt
Wittwer). This adds the images of evil, VIceand menace.
Need we say how utterly deviancy-imaging such schemes are, linking ugliness and bodily
impairment? The continued popularity of such schemes merely underlines the deep-seated
devaluation harbored both by the population for the recipients of these "charities," and by the
"charities" at issue, or else they would repudiate them.
*Two men from Vancouver have spent years accumulating oil or acrylic paintings of "awful
art," mostly for $5 or less. When the collection reached 200 items, they arranged for the British
Columbia Paraplegic Foundation to hold "awful art auctions," which unfortunately raised $75,000
(New York Times, 5/5/85). This strikes us as the art equivalent of the ugliest so-and-so.
*There is something very bizarre about the fund-raising events where one is challenged to
do a certain thing for those who can't, such as "walk for those who can't," "run for those who
can't," etc. A 1990 muscular dystrophy dance marathon put on by the fraternities and sororities at
Syracuse University promoted itself with the slogan, "Dance For Those Who Can't," and recruited
an advertising company, called Image Promoters, to generate this image and others of equally
dubious merit. We can readily imagine all sorts of grosser perversions of these themes, such as "eat
for those who can't" (and after all, banquets to raise money for starving people are not that
uncommon), "eat for those who won't" (i.e., for bulimia research), or how about "fornicate for
those who can't," in order to raise money for impoverished eunuchs or for people with cancer of
their genitals, or to buy Viagra for men.
*A Syracuse area high school staged a dance-a-then in 1991 for the benefit of the local Rape
Crisis Center, with the music being provided by a band with the name Barefoot Grave Diggers.
(This conjures up images of rape-murders.) (SHJ, 18/5/91). By the way, if a dance for muscular
dystrophy is advertised as "dance for those who can't," then what would be the equivalent slogan
for a rape benefit dance? (SW, 18/5/91).
*In the 1980s, St. Sophia's Greek Orthodox Church in Syracuse scheduled a special evening
benefit affair for "Kids Who Don't Have a Lot of Fun," i.e., to enable terminally ill children to
fulfill their dreams, and to support a summer camp for children with leukemia and other forms of
cancer. The brochures invited charitable souls to "enjoy an elegant banquet featuring succulent Coq
au Vin--then surrender yourself to the delight of homemade Baklava," and then to "sit back and
relax" for a fashion show. The affair might as well have been named "Eat and Drink Yourself Sick
for Dying Children," or "have fun for those who don't." The good part is that with enough money
raised, the camp could be developed to accommodate children with cancer and their entire families
anytime during the year.
*In light of the fact that there is a foot and mouth disease that is dreaded by husbandry
people, it is regrettable that the Association of Handicapped Artists (headquartered in Buffalo, New
York) put out a flyer with a big headline "Art by Mouth and Foot. "
*In Annapolis, a local beer distributor sponsored a bed race in the 1980s in order to raise
funds for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. A 38-year-old woman was riding one of the beds
when it hit a curb, threw her against a light pole, and she ended up at least temporarily paralyzed
from the neck down--though, thank goodness, not from muscular dystrophy! The Washington Post
called it an "off-beat charity fund-raiser," and Hank Bersani, who submitted the item, noted that
deviancy is stranger than fiction.
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area held a "great bed race" and invited businesses and organizations to "join the bedlam." Beds
are not exactly a positive image association to people who have muscular dystrophy--nor of course
is bedlam, which is another name for madness.
*The Australian Crippled Children's Association had been using (into at least 1989) a "golden
wheelbarrow" as a fund-raising image. Unfortunately, based on a comedy motif going back to the
Middle Ages, wheelbarrows are what one goes to hell in. Maybe there is also a link to bed races.
*It has been drawn to our attention that a fund-raising campaign for programs for the
physically handicapped, though developed by people who had been to SRV and PASSING training,
included such activities as "escaping" from an historic local jail, being dressed in prison garb or an
"outrageous costume," and utilizing "the most unusual means of transport (e.g., camel team)." As
Peter Millier, who submitted the source item said, "Just when you think the message about imagery
is getting across ... " If people start putting on such campaigns after having attended SRV and
PASSING, then what had they done before that?
*A punkish motorcycle club in Houston held a fund-raiser for "neglected kids and animals,"
which is certainly a triple deviancy image juxtaposition (Newsweek, 14/2/94).
*One institution mounted a fund-raising campaign a few years back on behalf of so-called
"minus children," i.e., children of impaired intellect. The substantial sums of money raised by this
campaign were then used to construct new cottages on the institution grounds; and because of the
felt need to legitimize the preceding campaign, the cottages were called "the minus children
cottages"--even though the residents were mostly adults, some of them up to 85 years of age.
*The Wizard of Oz was chosen as the theme for a fund-raiser for a Syracuse sheltered
workshop and vocational rehabilitation agency because Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and Lion "were
each overcoming a disability," according to a spokesperson (SHA, 2112/93).
*In 1986, Johnson & Johnson entered into a partnership with the (National) Association for
Retarded Citizens (now The Arc) which is not without its drawbacks. Johnson & Johnson is rather
prominently imaged as a manufacturer of band-aids, and the proceeds from band-aids sold with a
certain coupon were to be partially given to The Arc. One of the drawbacks is that we have an
idiomatic image of band-aid approaches to human problems (the ARC, Winter 86).
*One of the bands playing at a Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon staged by Syracuse
University students in the 1980s was named Poison Ivy.
*In the 1980s, the Greater Los Angeles Gray Panthers put on a "rock-a-thon" on the steps
of City Hall. It was co-sponsored by a local rock station with the unfortunate acronym KROQ (as
in "a crock of so-and-so"), and was promoted with slogans such as "rock to eliminate ageism," "rock
for Social Security," etc.
*In 7/92, we received a fund-raising appeal from a new agency in California with the name
Down Home Ranch. The first thing we said was, "surely, this is not a facility for people with what
they now call Down syndrome!" But oy veh, it was. And its logo shows a ranch gate with a black
dog running through It.
*Head salad. anyone? A Goodwill executive director once boasted that he could sell anything
that anybody would donate. Through the years, such donations included coffins, gravestones, and
a severed human head (item submitted by Max Kom). One wonders what they sold it for?
*The March of Dimes is one of the organizations that, much like the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, constantly gets itself into image trouble by its fund-raising. Yet another example (sent
to us by Joel Yeager) was spotted in 1990 in an Ohio Big Boy Restaurant which sold Runts candy
pieces to benefit the local March of Dimes.
*A church conducted a "clothing drive," thereby raised $120--and used it to buy "plants for
shut-ins." Again, it could have been so much worse.
*Kristjana Kristiansen informed us that it is a common custom in Iceland for people to make
contributions to institutions in honor or memory of a recently deceased person. Well-wishers send
the family of the deceased postcards specially printed for this purpose by, and/or on behalf of, the
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donation, but also as a condolence card. A great deal of money is raised through this juxtaposition
of charity and death.
Kristiansen sent us an example of such a card.
It showed a very
modernistically-designed institution with a name that in English would be rendered as Sun Mountain,
which had a large golden sun directly behind it and a hand extended in a sheltering fashion above
it. Further above was a cross which threw a shadow in the shape of a palm branch. (Palm branches
are symbols of martyrdom.) The entire card was bordered in gold.
*A benefit Easter bunny pancake breakfast was held in Syracuse in 1991 in order to raise
funds for an operation on a deaf child+but unfortunately it was held on Palm Sunday, the initiation
of Passion Week, a week before Easter--a relatively serious violation of culture-appropriate rhythms,
but a relatively minor image offense.
*St. Vincent
apologize to them.
gimmick of placing
Thanksgiving dinner

de Paul used to say that when one gives something to the poor, one should
Not the Rescue Mission of Syracuse that in 1988 solicited donations with the
a card with the name of a donor in front of every poor person eating at its
table.

*Hollywood-type charity. A sad commentary on the type of "charity event" so often put on
within the culture of American show business is that such an event to raise a certain sum of money
to start a nursing home or some similar "worthy cause" may cost double the amount to produce.
Even Iime has caught on to this in observing that despite its advertising, Hollywood's Night of 100
Stars was no more about charity than the Oscars were about merit, but that the real point of such
occasions is the allocation and distribution of fame, and the celebration of celebrity (Time, 1 March
82).
*Jane Addams was very much aware of at least one facet of deviancy image juxtaposition,
as evidenced by the fact that she consistently refused any donations of tainted money for her
projects, such as money from crooked politicians, people who ran brothels, embezzlers, etc. In
refusing such money, Hull House was often brought into great financial straits, which she found to
be an evil lesser than selling out morally.
*Peter Worland from Australia spent some weeks traveling in North America in 1983 and
attending workshops, including the first workshop with the 1983 PASSING edition. Upon his
return, he formulated a set of principles to govern the imagery of fund-raising and public relations
activities associated therewith on behalf of human service agencies, and amazingly, the management
committee of the organization for which he worked (Wesley Central Mission) adopted the statement
as policy. The statement was also published in Options, the newsletter of the Mental Retardation
Division of the Health Commission of the Australian state of Victoria. The statement succinctly lays
out the image issues that need to be either incorporated or avoided in fund-raising efforts. Because
the statement is so well framed, the issue is such an important one, and adoption of these principles
would move a human service mightily toward greater role-valorization of devalued people, the TI
will make a copy available to anyone who sends $3, or a stamped self-addressed envelope and $1.
*For years, the Ontario Association for the Mentally Retarded operated a relatively nonstigmatized lottery called "Cash For Life." It was very successful in raising money, and enabled
the organization to achieve a relatively independent strong stance vis-A-vis the provincial government.
No sooner was this accomplished than the government officials began to attempt to outlaw lotteries
by voluntary associations. It is in this connection that we discovered to our distress that the Catholic
Church in Canada also had a lottery, called "pot of gold. n The suspicion was raised that this lottery
was started by an Irish leprechaun who had migrated to Canada and there became a priest.
*A relatively positive way of raising funds is an auction of important historical science
artifacts, once owned by some of the best-known figures in British science, first held in 1989 by a
private organization set up 5 years earlier to promote interest in science among young people. The
proceeds were used to subsidize visits of handicapped children from around the world to science
institutions in the United Kingdom=another positively-imaged activity (Science, 12 May 89).
*Since the 1950s, the Queensland (Australia) Sub-normal Children's Welfare Association has
been raising funds to support services for mentally retarded people. One of its annual fund-raisers
has been something like a raffle or lottery that brings in so much money that the foundation could
afford to give away fabulous prizes, such as a million-dollar home with swimming pool near the
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boats, and air trips abroad. Around 1980, the Association changed its name to the Endeavor
Foundation (Source item from Michael Steer).
*An example of an extremely high-imaged fund-raising event was the raffling-off of a
Mercedes Benz luxury car by a Syracuse Lions Club on behalf of an equipment drive for a local
hospital. Tickets sold at $100 each, and the chances of winning were held to a low 1:500 by
limiting sales to 1,000 tickets (Source item from Carolyn Bardwell Wheeler).
*Some years ago, the Syracuse area Citizen Advocacy office held a wine-tasting fund-raiser
in the local museum. This was about as positively-imaged as such fund-raising events can be.
Images/Messages Via Miscellaneous Communications
*In 1983, Indiana University put out several books with problematic image juxtapositions.
One, very well-known, and titled We Can Speak for Ourselves, was on self-advocacy, but its cover
pictured a man who appeared to be hanging from a chain and gesturing desperately in a fashion that
is apt to give the viewer the idea that the words he is trying to speak are his last, or "yes, we can
speak for ourselves, but not very well," that he is gasping for air. Another title is Disabled We
Stand, which makes one wonder who is doing the falling. Or, the third one, on Disability, Theatre
and Education, shows a man in a wheelchair who wears on his head what appears to be a dunce's
cap, most likely a part of his "theatre" costume. For "when the end comes," Connecticut planned
to house 171,000 evacuees from the cities at the University of Conn., and 300,000 at its Mansfield
Training School for the mentally retarded (ARC-Conn. News, 7/83). Perhaps this would have given
services for retarded people a positive image.
*In 1995, we learned of an AIDS camp being run by a "developmental disabilities" service,
which is not image-enhancing for people interpreted as "developmentally disabled" (CBS "60
Minutes," 5 Feb. 95).
*The vast majority of at least public negative imaging of devalued people is unconscious, but
sometimes, the intent is a conscious one. For instance, in the 1980s, a man was selling Lo-Q Dumb
Pills (in an allusion to jokes about "smart pills") at $5 a bottle, promoting his product with so-called
"dumb jokes" that used to be called moron jokes in the 1950s. It includes gems such as the one
about the bear-hunters who ran into a road sign that said "bear left, " so they went home.
*As late as 1985, the British Research Campaign released a film on smoking, entitled The
Seven Ages of Moron (in allusion to "the seven ages of man"), thereby, among other things, linking
smoking to mental retardation (CMHERA Newsletter).
*Body Guard (which is not connected to the Medic Alert Foundation) puts out medical alert
tags that can be worn either as necklaces or bracelets, and that identify the wearer as being allergic
to certain drugs, having to take certain drugs, or having certain afflictions such as diabetes or
epilepsy. Unfortunately, one of the options being offered is the announcement that the wearer is
mentally retarded (Source item from Mel Knowlton).
*In England, at least until recently, one could buy Nigroids--a licorice.
*The intent to degrade people by juxtaposing them with images of impairment. In the wellselling 1993 novel Strip Tease, a character is interpreted as so low-level and inept that he has to sell
wheelchairs rather than automobiles for a living--an interpretation not likely to constitute a positive
message about handicapped people.
*The peculiar transfer to animals of negative ideas or stereotypes associated with handicawed
people. Retarded people are sometimes said to be so naive or trusting that they do not recognize
certain dangers, and may therefore suffer mishap or even injury because they either fail to withdraw
from them, or may even approach such situations out of curiosity. For instance, mentally retarded
people sometimes are said to be "too stupid to come in out of the rain." In fact, some tests of social
maturity or adaptive behavior actually do contain items that ask questions whether a person has
enough judgment to come in out of inclement weather. Unfortunately, these characteristics that are
occasionally, and with some justification, attributed to people who are not very intelligent have led
to the nammg of a certain type of grouse (a bird), known as Franklin's Grouse, as the "fool-hen."
The fool-hen is said to be very tame and unsuspicious to the verge of stupidity, and therefore very
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Indians in British Columbia have refused to eat the heart of the fool-hen, and even prevented their
dogs from devouring the bird, lest they should all grow as foolish as the bird (see various versions
of Frazer's The Golden Bough).
*Paul Williams has pointed out (Speak Out, 3/97) that while the medical and bioethics
establishments are waging a war of extermination against people with Down's syndrome, the public
media carry an increasing number of items that give highly positive accounts of such people, and
he gave numerous examples thereof.
*Down Syndrome News regularly publishes a column entitled "Good Press," which contains
reports of news items in which people with Down's syndrome were positively interpreted. Many
of these items are good examples of social role-valorization of such persons.
*Like most news media today, the Syracuse Herald-Journal, one of the two major daily
newspapers in Syracuse, NY, consistently and deceptively promotes all sorts of deathmaking.
However, it has also consistently selected some of society's most devalued people as the most
honored and most prominent persons on its obituary page. One obituary is usually made much more
prominent in terms of size, positioning, and boxing than all the others, and someone with a very
special gift has written some moving and very valuing obituaries for all sorts of devalued people,
such as homeless street persons and handicapped people, including one so retarded that he never
went to school and never spoke in his life (e.g., 5/5/93). We were also very impressed with one
such obituary (SHJ., 4 Feb. 91) of considerable length that characterized a woman who had died at
age 79 as a "Rescue Mission Volunteer," and which said a great many very positive things about
her, mentioning only in passing that she had "spent the early years of her life in a state school,"
meaning that she had been mentally retarded. It was also moving to read that despite the many
accomplishments that were listed, "there are no known survivors." Such good press will not do
much for the deceased, but can teach something about role valorization to the living.
Imagin~ or Role-Castin2: Mixed, Multiple or Miscellaneous Forms &/Or Messa2es
Most of the vignettes covered so far consisted of single images or messages, but sometimes,
people manage to send out multiple negative messages about a party all at the same time.
*Deviancy ima~e dense-pack contest & award. The nuclear arms culture has a concept of
"dense pack." Well, we should have one too, namely a "deviancy image dense pack," and we
herewith announce a contest for the "Most Densely-Packed Deviancy Appeal," i.e., the service
announcement, advertisement, or fund-raising appeal that packs the greatest number and variety of
nefarious deviancy images together with the fewest number of settings, practices or words.
Unfortunately, this contest can have no closing date, because deviancy-imaging goes on and on and
on and on and on
.
The award in this TIPS issue goes to the city of Holyoke, Mass. In 1888, the city had
established a poor farm, which was converted into a municipal home for the elderly in 1956. In
1971, the facility was handed over to the private Geriatric Authority of Holyoke (GAH) as a nursing
home for the elderly. In 1988, it was decided to celebrate 100 years of service to dependent people
on the site, which was done by burying a time capsule on the grounds, containing, among other
things, an adult diaper, a urine specimen cup, a set of dentures, a book on hug therapy and a sing-along with Mitch record. A child's coffin was used as the container. At the celebration, the
residents--mostly in wheelchairs--were put into two adjacent circles, a photo of which was taken
from a window above, and published. This looked like the sign 00, long used in Europe on toilet
doors. Mary Lou Sullivan, who sent us the newspaper clipping on this, told us that if we had tried
to "make this up," people would not have believed it. Holyoke is in an area in which there had been
intensive normalization/SRV training for many years.
*Another dense pack candidate. A few years ago, we learned of a day treatment service
where adults with severe and profound mental retardation spent their day. The building was newly
constructed at great expense with funds from the New York State Office of Mental Retardation,
operated with Medicaid monies, and run by an Association for Retarded Children (as these
organizations were called in NY). The service was located on a street with a dead end sign at its
beginning, across from the new county home for the elderly, where the "old folks" home used to
be, and where there was an entire county complex of human services. At the end of the relatively
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walking areas. Across from the detention center was an old cemetery, with a dump close by.
Adjacent to the dead end sign and the building closest to the day treatment building was an animal
control center. Finally, yellow school buses transported clients to the day treatment site. The above
did not even include the negative imagery inside of the building. Upon seeing all the deviancy
images close to the site, someone remarked that an SRV trainer must have planted all this evidence
for students to see (Source info. from Guy Caruso).
*One of the most serious negative image juxtapositions we have run across was drawn to our
attention by friends in Virginia. An Association for Retarded Citizens was to be listed in the
"services" category of a directory put out by the local Chamber of Commerce. The other entries
in this category were: a manufacturer of portable toilets; two cemeteries; three funeral homes; a
hospital; a dog kennel; and a pest exterminator who had the additionally negative-imaging name of
"Perdue," French for "lost." There were only three other entries on the list which had a positive
or neutral image association, namely, a tailor, a marketing firm, and an "environmental services"
company, which may not even be neutral because such firms often deal with pollution, spills,
garbage collection, etc. Happily, staff at the Association made efforts to have it listed under a
different category!
*The Australian National Film Board made the film "Stepping Out" for the 1981/82
International Year of Disabled Persons. It features residents of a large New South Wales institution
named the Sunshine Home, and though they appeared in a theatrical production at the Sydney opera
house, Michael Steer reported that the film was bizarre and contained a record number of deviancy
image juxtapositions.
*The prize for the largest number of deviancy images squeezed onto one side of a three-inch
square piece of paper (an admission ticket) goes to the People for Autistic Citizens (PAC) who held
a benefit dance in 1982 with music by PAWNZ, in Michaelangelo Hall (Michelangelo was
misspelled), with a notation to BYOB, in Merrillville (Source item submitted by Joe Osburn).
*The image juxtaposition of the month (that of the year would perhaps be a little pretentious)
was discovered by Sam Zamarripa. It involved the Southeastern Hearts and Hands Foundation for
the Handicapped which was sponsoring an awareness week which featured a different event every
day for a week. For instance, one day, there was an international Vegas review, the next day there
was a gospel, jazz, and rock talent night and song. The logo of the organization shows a white hand
shaking a black hand, with the inscription "help the handicapped help themselves." If one assumes
that the white hand belongs to the handicapped, then the message would be that the Caucasians are
helping those poor little handicapped racial minority members; if the other way around, it might very
well mean that only members of a racial minority would have sufficient understanding to help the
poor handicapped Caucasians. All kinds of meanings might be conveyed if both hands were meant
to be those of handicapped people--especially in the South.
*One conference held at the Suffolk Developmental Center for the mentally retarded in New
York State in 1979 was called HOPE (for Honesty, Optimism, and Persistent Effort in Confusion);
the opening address was given by the director of "Shell of HOPE." In order to reach the
conference, one had to travel along Half Hollow Road, as the flyer for the conference prominently
announced; one of the co-sponsors was listed as the American Association on Mental Defficiency
(sic) Membership; and of the 15 sessions, some had titles such as "Death Education: Preparing the
Mentally Retarded Child for Loss," "Death and Dying or Life and Living," "LOSS--Looking at Our
Similarities and Strengths," "What to Do With Your Mind When Faced With Loss," etc.
*On just one page of one edition of a newspaper of the Canadian Department of Corrections
(Let's Talk, Volume 11, No.3, February 15, 1986, p. 2), there appeared 5 separate stories of
negative image associations between prisoners or prison services, and other handicapped or devalued
groups. For instance, one story told of a group of prison inmates who made toys to give as
Christmas gifts to needy children. Another story told of another prison which also made toys, but
this time for distribution to not just needy children in its area, but also to poor and needy children
in other parts of the world. A third story told of inmates from another prison who entertained
mentally retarded residents of a group home by singing carols, and presenting gifts and a turkey to
the residents. The residents were adults, but the gifts included, among other things, Cabbage Patch
dolls. The fourth article told of donations by an administrative corrections office to charity
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and by far the most negatively imaging story, told of a Christmas party for corrections office staff
and their spouses at which were featured "outlandish skits, with outlandish staff disguised as Elvis
Presley, chipmunks, transvestites and benign hookers ... the presentation was a riot. "
*An
services for
main office
combination

agency in Albany, NY, called Living Resources Corporation, that runs community
retarded people had as its logo what looks like a human being in a box. It also had its
in the campus arts center of the Academy of the Holy Names. Altogether, a strange
of images that does not inspire confidence (Source item from Linda Letendre).

*An institution in England bussed all of its 280 handicapped residents to the zoo at one time,
(animality image) with a police escort on the highway (menace image) (Campaiim for Mentally
Handicapped People Newsletter, Autumn 83).
*In a residential service (not in the US) for physically handicapped adult women, the major
means of transportation for the women from the residence into town was a donkey cart. Practically
the only time these residents would go down their driveway in a dignified fashion was when the
hearse comes to take away their corpses. In addition, this residence also had some peculiar military
overtones: It had been founded by parents of an officer in the armed forces who was killed in battle
in WW II, and the residence was administered by the Red Cross, an organization strongly associated
with disasters and emergency wartime relief.
*A community center in Syracuse sponsored a dance for handicapped people. In order to
signify that participants had paid admission, a plastic hospital band (the kind of band that can only
be removed with a pair of SCISSOrsor a similar tool) was clamped on their wrist. The bands had the
name of the local county hospital on it, which itself was a death-imaged name (Van Duyn,
pronounced very similar to Van Dyin'), and which serves mostly as a segregated nursing home for
older citizens. Apparently, the bands had either been donated or discarded. Even worse, some of
the people later kept on this band for at least some days, apparently deeming it a sort of decoration
(Source item supplied by Guy Caruso).
*On a 19 March 1991 TV broadcast of the film "The Wizard of Oz," one of the sponsors
was McDonald's (the hamburger chain with the clown motif), and its first commercial was about
a retarded man who has Down's syndrome, and works at a McDonald's restaurant behind the
counter, taking orders and preparing food. The commercial was a mix of the positive and negative:
he was shown with a generally positive appearance, as a very warm and engaging person, and as
competently performing various tasks of his job. Unfortunately, he was also shown bowling (an
activity stereotypically associated with retarded people, as if they could play no other sport), and
riding in a yellow school bus. The commercial concluded with a plug for its so-called "McJobs"
program of providing employment to handicapped people; more enhancing and less trivializing would
have it been to call it simply a jobs program, without the "Mc" prefix. It was unfortunate too that
this was the first commercial in a film that is strongly imaged as a children's story.
*The 31 Oct. 1995 evening broadcast--yes, on Halloween eve--of the CBS TV series "The
Client" concerned a mentally retarded man who was falsely accused, and confessed, to killing a
married young woman. The program was a peculiar mix of some good but mostly bad elements and
interpretations. The man was often portrayed as gaping; as speaking in that peculiar slow and stilted
way in which actors so often portray mentally retarded people, but is not how the vast majority of
such people speak; and as childlike, e.g., he was playing with a jack-in-the-box toy during one
session with a counsellor. The character was also revealed to have had consensual sex with the
woman moments before someone else killed her. However, when it was proposed to put him into
an institution for life, there were several statements protesting this, and the young man was defended
as having made a life for himself in the community (he held down a job at a lawn and garden shop,
and lived with his grandmother).
Also, apparently the writers or producers were under the
misapprehension that giving people "the facts" would improve attitudes, as they filled the program
with one character after another giving the facts about mental retardation and people in this man's
IQ range. Immediately following this program, the film "Edward Scissorhands" was shown which
featured an artificially-produced human who had only huge scissors as hands which often went into
uncontrollable action when he got upset. Obviously, the combination of the two programs was
considered to constitute suitable Halloween eve fare, informing us that having a mentally retarded
person in the program qualifies it as a horror show.
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homosexuality in its advertisements and donations has launched an ad campaign on behalf of mental
retardation for 1998-99--a not very enhancing juxtaposition. Furthermore, and not surprisingly, the
campaign contains the usual perversions that advertising people tend to promote, such as the retarded
as eternal children and special angels who should be segregated in institutions up in the mountains
(SACL Dialect, 12/98). One also wonders how angelic eternal children and sexual promiscuity got
together.
*Stanfield Publishing in Santa Monica, CA, brought out a series of educational materials that
were very unfortunately imaged. One of these was a set of sex education materials which were
allegedly the most widely used of their kind for the mentally handicapped in America. The set
consisted of three programs, the first one for the "higher functioning," the second for "middle
functioning," and the third for "the lower functioning." The first one showed a normal looking
smiling young couple standing up, the second one showed two obese younger looking youths of the
opposite sex sitting down, and the third, for the "lower functioning," showed a y'oung man wearing
nothing but his shirt and underpants standing in front of a toilet. Other pictures Illustrating the third
program in the advertising brochure showed a young man pulling down his trousers to expose
himself while a young woman (presumably an instructor) is pointing at his genitals; and a third
illustration showed a young man positioned at a urinal with another young man touching his butt.
These programs were not inexpensive, at $200, $400 and $300 respectively.
*In Australia, they have horse races that are called "handicaps." One race day in the 1980s
had 8 races, with names such as Midland Handicap and Golden Dollar Handicap. Unfortunately,
one of them was called New South Wales Crippled Children Handicap, and among the horses that
ran in it were Therapy, Always Flushed, Quiet Little Drink, Dib, and Great Chance (Source item
submitted by Michael Steer).
*A national organization for the blind ran a large ad in Time (10 Feb. 97) (and possibly other
publications) that contained multiple unfortunate image messages in addition to problematic factual
statements. In big letters, it announced that "hiring a person who is deaf-blind can be so
rewarding ... some might call it a golden opportunity," which is certainly not true for a very large
proportion of such instances, at least in terms of employer profitability. Further, it showed a nail
being hit by a hammer and a caption, "Strike Gold!" One could get the impression that a golden
nail was the deaf-blind person being hit by the hammer.
*The title of a newspaper article pinned to a bulletin board of an elders day program was
"Animals, Kids Humanizing Nursing Homes" (Jan. 98; submitted by Kathryn Smith).
*Here is another one that is hard to believe. The TIPS editor was driving along in an
obscure part of New York State between the towns of Kripplebush and Krumville (aside from
""crummy," krumm also means crooked in German) when suddenly, the road was prominently
marked "deaf child area. "
*There is (was?) a rock band that calls itself the Down Syndrome, though none of its
members have OS. Its posters feature a man's head that looks a bit like Frankenstein's monster.
*A 5 July 95 NBC TV program featured the Special Olympics, and projected some terrible
images. People with Down's syndrome were very disproportionately represented. Oodles of
celebrities that some of us had never heard of made their appearances, and the deaf Miss America
at that time was also featured who could speak, but in a peculiar fashion. Many of these media
figures looked very decadent and some of them looked bimboish and even outright whorish. Some
of the rap singers looked menacing--even like potential rapists, considering that rape is so often
celebrated in rap. Retarded people (said to "have a mental challenge") were also shown in rap music
and other performances that made them look very bad, and their lyrics could not be understood.
*The name Forestville Nursing Center implies that the facility is "out in the woods." Also,
its logo shows (or showed) a forest of dead trees without leaves.
*Unfortunately, Abbey's Geri Wash is a liquid soap intended for elderly people, who
presumably do not get clean enough using the soaps other people use. If only the soap were
intended for export to Germany. Doubly unfortunately, the Ontario County Assoc. for Retarded
Children in NY State bottles this soap under contract (Q.CY, 1/88).
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Dolly Downs, a $25 girl doll with Down's syndrome made since 1992 by retarded people working-incongruously--for Camp Venture in NY State. (Camps do not usually make items for the
commercial market. Furthermore, the V in Venture was made to look like a butterfly.) Dolly sings,
tells stories, and promotes group homes for the retarded.
*Here is something in the 90th percentile or so of inappropriateness. An agency in Australia
is (or was) named Aid Retarded Persons (ARP). Among other things, this invites an association to
AIDS. Further, the logo of the organization, is (or was) a square peg going into a round hole.
Additionally, the ftrst letters of the name of the organization were inscribed on this peg in a
triangular fashion that they would be read by many people as RAP instead of ARP. Since the peg
is going down a hole, this could easily be misperceived as RIP (Source item from Robert Jackson).
*In Pennsylvania, there is a residential home for retarded adults on a piece of land where the
residents run a horticultural program. Unfortunately, its logo is a chicken, and its bookkeeper works
for an association for the blind (Source package received 8/98). In 1998, it held a fund-raising golf
tournament, the flyer asking potential participants, "Have you ever roostered?" This is an allusion
to eagles and birdies in golf, but suggests (at least to some lascivious minds) having sex with many
females.
*At some so-called "leisure parks" in Britain in the mid-1980s, visitors were given cards with
a big black circle printed on them. The card is called a "black spot," and the message on the card
instructed the recipient to exchange the card for a free drink. The card was signed with a big black
X over the name "Blind Pugh." This sort of practice constitutes a most peculiar but very negative
deviancy image juxtaposition to handicapped persons, and the whole thing being given to visitors
with no explanation (Item submitted by Paul Williams). Blind Pew was a deformed pirate in Robert
Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island who delivered the Black Spot death notice, and got trampled to
death. What was he doing here?
*Certain circles in the area of physical handicap staged a national physical access awareness
day in 1986 that was drenched in negative imagery. First of all, it was called Barrier Awareness
Day (BAD), the logo was created by the Peanuts cartoonist, and the event was promoted by six exMouseketeers and actors from the TV programs "T. J. Hooker," "Moonlighting," and "MASH"
(Source item from Nashville friends).
*An American female singer is bald, a lesbian and a mother, "black," .and has the name Me'
Shell Ndege Oullo (Time, 28/3/94). What an SRV image nightmare, but probably a PC celebrity.
*Here is an interesting juxtaposition. An ad in The Episcopalian (May 1982) for the Villa
de Tejas Treatment Centers promising psychotherapy, relaxation therapy, and counseling for people
with addictions gave the Speedway in San Antonio as the address to contact. Interestingly, the ad
also depicted a delicate goblet tipping over and falling off a surface. Presumedly, once its fall is
completed, it would be a cracked pot (News item submitted by Doug Mouncey).
*A 1980s catalogue of C. C. Publications, publisher of educational materials aimed largely
at the market for young children, handicapped children, and parents, was a phenomenal contrast in
use of imagery. Some of their materials have strikingly attractive and image-enhancing art work.
For instance, a program package on auditory discrimination training featured a beautiful conch sea
shell on its cover, which can be taken as a positive way of conveying the enhancement of hearing
capacity. A set of materials for auditory memory enhancement showed one Hummel-like ftgurine
listening to another one playing the flute. However, other images ranged from careless to atrocious.
For one auditory rehabilitation package, the cover featured a dog listening to a record player, an
aphasia package cover showed a puzzle of somebody's head, with pieces missing, while another one
showed three talking people growing out of a man's head. Several packages featured clowns, clown
masks and circus imagery.
*A man on Cape Cod who had been long active in theater productions, and who worked in
a group home for the mentally retarded, received fmancial support from a residential service funder
(not so good) to start an art gallery and theater partially staffed by the retarded adults (positive) of
his residence (not so positive: an intertwining of one's residence and job) under the aegis of Orleans
Center For Excellence in Arts Now, OCEAN (good name and acronym especially in a seaside
context). The theater was put into the "Underground Mall" (not so good for imagery), next to a
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The above vignette
(from Jack Yates) lends itself well to teaching how multi-dimensional an analysis based on SRV can
be.
*We thought it was funny to read of a TV program entitled "In the Wild: The Elephants of
India With Goldie Hawn," a movie comedienne known mostly for light-headed blonde bimbo roles.
That got us to thinking about other, equally funny (to us) juxtapositions:
"The Way of the Cross
With Dr. Jack Kevorkian," "A German Christmas With Boris Yelstin," "The Great Wall of China
With Brian Mulroney," "A Day in the Life of a Prisoner With Jerry Lewis," "The History of the
IRS With Pope Paul II." Obviously, a discordant juxtaposition, all by itself, can ruin everything,
even if everything else about the message is good.
Freak:ery as a Special Domain of Deviancy Roles & Images
There is a life domain, and a genre of literature, that one could subsume under the heading
of "freakery." The word freak is of unknown origin, but we suspect that it has the same root as the
Latin frangere, whence the n got dropped, as in fragor, fragilis, fragosus, fractus, etc., all pertaining
to breaking. Thus, a freak could mean a rend, tear or break in or of things, hence in nature, much
as a birth defect was called ludus naturae, i.e., a joke of nature.
*Freak shows aren't what they used to be. There used to be hundreds of travelling circuses
in the US, even into ca. 1980, but few are left. With them gone, freak shows have fallen on hard
times. For instance, in one of the traveling carnivals of the early 1980s, the Fat Man had a heart
attack, the Giant was in the hospital, the Elephant Lady couldn't walk anymore, the Two-faced Man
and Freddy the Hermaphrodite had died, the Alligator Woman had left, and the midget's wife was
so sick that the midget had to give up traveling (Parade, 1 March 1981, p. 4-5). And just as this
is going to press we learn that the Half Girl (born without legs) died. However, there are still
versions of the side show at state and county fairs--and perhaps always will be, even if changed in
form.
*We finally had an opportunity to view the 1932 MGM film classic "Freaks," now available
on video. It runs in black and white for an hour and 6 minutes. The plot revolves mostly around
the freak members of a circus. Some of the classic freaks either play themselves, or are depicted
or imitated by others, such as the Living Skeleton, the Seal Boy, a (female) Zip-type, some "Aztec
children," Siamese twins enacting a motif of a famous earlier twin sister set, the Bearded Lady, Bozo
the Clown, the Armless Girl, the Half-Woman-Half-Man,
the Cuckoo, the Bird Girls, etc.
At the beginning of the film, a very long introduction is scrolled across the screen which
today would strike us as utterly inane and incoherent. It appears to justify the film but conveys an
extremely confused message. So does the film which has an ending in which the freaks gang up,
and in a very animalistic scene which is reminiscent of the fantasy figures and scenes of
Hieronymous Bosch and to some degree Peter Breughel, butcher and mutilate two of their
adversaries.
*In Germany, dwarfs are entitled to certain benefits and privileges in proportion to their
shortness. Among these are tax advantages, longer paid vacations, and greater protection against
being fired from a job. Anyone shorter than 1.3 meters is classified as "heavily handicapped," but
now the German Association for Short-Grown Humans has demanded that dwarfs be classified as
heavily handicapped if they are less than 1.5 meters (AW, 5 Aug. 95).
*We have previously mentioned one of our friends who has very little motion in her body
and spends most of her day in a wheelchair, and of whom the welfare officials act afraid. (Sorry
about juxtaposing this item to items on freakery. We had good intentions, but couldn't handle all
the coincidences, on which more later). Little kids sometimes have their curiosity aroused by her
appearance and may ask her questions about it. One day, a child was passing by on a bicycle, saw
her, turned and pedaled back, went by again more slowly, and then called out "What's wrong with
you?" Replied the woman, rather appropriately, "Nothing." The child commented "Oh," and rode
on. On similar occasions the woman has sometimes said, "I didn't eat my spinach when I was a
child," which is apt to elicit a very serious wide-eyed expression. Sometimes, they say, "Lady, is
what you got catchy?" She answers truthfully "No," although we would be anxious to learn the
effect of a "Yes" answer.
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As we keep saying in respect to other TIPS themes, sometimes it is only by the very massing
of evidence, and evidence from diverse sources (up with diversity!), that a certain point will get
across to certain people, or that the magnitude and relentlessness of a problem will sink in.
Deviancy--Miscellaneous
*Boydell, C. L., Grindstaff, C. F., & Whitehead, P. C. (1972). Deviant behaviour and
societal reaction. Toronto: Holt, Rinehart & Winston. This can almost be called a rare book in
being a scientific text written specifically for the Canadian scene, consisting of over forty
contributions, nearly all relating directly to the Canadian experience, and a third of which were
written especially for this book. Here are some things we learn from this book. Nowadays,
multiple executions on the same day in US prisons elicit horror, but they were quite common in
Canada. The record was four hangings on the same day in 1924 at the Bordeaux jail in Montreal.
One rationale for multiple hangings was that for many years, there was just one executioner in
Canada who had to travel by rail, and it was more expeditious to have all hangings on the same day
than to pay him to come several times in a row. For some unknown reason, hangmen in Canada
were traditionally given the pseudonym Ellis as their alleged last name. During his career, he put
to death a staggering total of 549 Canadians. Once, in order to satisfy the sentence that a man be
hanged by the neck, he hung a man who had already died from fright shortly before his scheduled
execution. He considered his job "the most sacred calling any man could have." At his 549th
hanging, the victim was a woman and her head came off, after which he was replaced.
Miscellaneous SRV News
*It is rather peculiarly interesting that it was in the late 1990s, and especially it seemed to
me in 1999, that there was a flood of acknowledgements that the normalization theory underlay
almost all the service developments that were then considered positive. We consider the advent of
normalization as having been the trigger for many of these developments, but believe that some
version or other of them would probably have arisen eventually anyway. Furthermore, we view
some of the developments that are now considered positive as actually having been perversions of
normalization or Social Role Valorization, rather than actualizations thereof.
*The National Historic Preservation Trust on Mental Retardation selected 36 persons or
parties as having had the most significant impact in mental retardation in the world in the 20th
century. Most of these persons are deceased, but among the still living ones are Eunice Kennedy
Shriver (who has long-guided the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation, and who launched the Special
Olympics); Raymond Broderick (the US federal judge who rendered a landmark class action
deinstitutionalization ruling); Gunnar Dybwad (who was executive director of the National
Association for Retarded Children in its key years in the 1950s and 1960s, and who has played a
large leadership role ever since); and the TIPS editor, in good part because of his role in the
evolution and implementation of the normalization principle, the forerunner of SRV. Each living
honoree received an elegant lO-inch (26cm) high silver cup. The members of the consortium that
selected the honorees were the American Association on Mental Retardation; the President's
Committee on Mental Retardation; the Arc/US; the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation; the American
Association of University-Affiliated Programs (in developmental disabilities); the National
Association of State Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services; and the American Network
of Community Options and Resources.
*There are very few overarching human service conceptual schemas on the current scene.
Among the few are Social Role Valorization, and radical self-determination. People who do not
know about SRV and are also not aware of any other satisfying high-order theoretical schema are
highly apt to be tempted to embrace some form of radical self-determination, which may then also
go under (or with) slogans such as rights, empowerment, autonomy, self-determination, selfadvocacy, and choice.
*According to a report on National Public Radio on 4 February 1996, there is in New York
City a National Theater Workshop of the Handicapped. It was founded in the late 1970s by a Jesuit
lay brother and actor, Rick Curry, after he was excluded from even auditioning for parts in
television commercials because he was born with an incomplete right arm. The members of the
troupe are apparently all (only) physically handicapped. Almost all have other jobs (e.g., one
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supported by a bread-baking and sales operation in which all the members participate. They
acknowledge that not every person can play every role (for instance, said one member, "we don't
think a blind person has to playa sharpshooter"), but they think that having a handicapped actor play
ordinary roles could add depth to characters, as well as change attitudes. Some of the actors have
had work, such as in daytime television soap operas, but almost always they are cast in patient roles
(e.g., a hospitalized person)--which is an interesting carry-over of the sick role from real life to the
pretend world. Some directors and producers have said they would like to cast some of these actors,
but that theaters are very inaccessible for people in wheelchairs, especially backstage. But the actors
say that if they get a part, then it is their problem to get themselves there, to cope with any barriers,
etc., and that the inaccessibility issue should not be used as an obstacle to their acting (Source item
from Susan Thomas).
*A combination of good and bad news was a story that appeared in a nationwide newspaper
supplement (~,
22 April 1996) about high schools hosting two proms: their own regular one,
and a second one for neglected, abandoned or handicapped people. The good news is that the
students are concerned about these others, including elderly people in nursing homes, and mentally
handicapped citizens (the article is unclear whether these are adults or adolescents like the students
themselves). Also, the proms they put on for these others are lavish, with a five-course meal, live
music, flowers, etc. The bad news is that the proms are semi-segregated; one was actually held in
a nursing home, rather than combined with the students' own prom.
*The good news is that in Boston, there is a day care center that provides a place for children
of homeless families to be safe during the day while their parents look for work or a place to live.
The bad news is that the day care center serves only such children--a peculiar kind of segregation.
Further good-and-bad news is that many parents of such children receive parenting and job training
at the center--but then, many of them are hired to teach at the day care center (Parade, 21 Sept.
1997).
*The good news is that a number of travel agencies now offer package tours intended for
grandparents and their grandchildren.
*Goin~ overboard. It is not really particularly important that anybody sail a small boat
around the world, and therefore it is also not particularly important that a crew of handicapped
people do it--but insist on doing it they did (Sunday Mail, 20/7/97). In fact, the skipper, who had
had eight heart operations, made it his business to fmd a deaf sailor, one who had lost one leg, and
one who had severe asthma.
*Jack Pealer has perspicasiously pointed out (Speak Out, 7/99) that the behavior modification
practice of popping edible reinforcers into the mouths of handicapped children being toilet trained,
and while they are sitting on potties, may have desensitized human service workers to doing weird
things such as serving old ladies their tea while the latter are sitting on the john.
*The first SRV workshop ever held in Norway (in 1990) was held in the town of Hell, which
however means something like luck (similar to heil, health or weal) in Norwegian (Source
information from Kristjana Kristiansen).
*Now here is a story that is hard to believe. In 1996, St. Coletta, a private Wisconsin
institution (often calling itself a "school") for 460 mentally retarded people between ages 10-90, run
by the Franciscan Sisters, instituted a "Moral Principles Regarding Sexual Behavior" policy that
required staff to facilitate sexual relations (either homosexual or heterosexual) between unmarried
residents, to teach residents how to masturbate, to distribute contraceptives to them, and to refer
them for sterilization. This came on top of much earlier policies requiring staff to administer
contraceptives to female residents of child-bearing age. Also, some of the dormitories were sexintegrated, including even the toilets. A Catholic staff member refused to implement the policies
and was fired, and sued for not having been given allowance for her religious beliefs (According to
~.
13/2/97). Apparently, all this was being done in the name of normalization, which is a worst
case scenario of normalization being made into a religion, rather than higher values dictating how
normalization should be used.
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an

Empirical Base

This claim keeps arising no matter how much research one points to. It is thus obviously a
"religious" attack on SRV, since it is adamantly resistive to empirical evidence. Every TIPS issue
on SRV presents research studies, as does every column that the TIPS editor writes in the
International SRV Journal, not to mention other contexts.
*One of the biggest adversaries of SRV has been academia. There are of course several
good--but not valid--reasons for this. We have even been told that one academician was forbidden
to teach SRV because it was "not scientific enough." The fact is that if someone wants to teach SRV
and encounters this kind of resistance, elements of SRV could be taught as part of any number of
courses, or bodies of theory and research, in sociology, psychology, social psychology, education,
and other fields. It could be taught in connection with: psychological theories dealing with social
expectancy; the sociology of deviancy; group dynamics; ecological theories; role theory; pedagogy
and theories of education; psychology of self-image; the facts and theories of human
(un)consciousness; so-called "labelling" or attribution theory; and several other topic headings. All
of these address some part of SRV, and it takes a major act of intellectual dishonesty to deny the
theoretical and empirical support in these scientific bodies for a great deal of SRV content.
*In the July 1990 issue of the American Journal on Mental Retardation, there was a
"symposium" of eight articles on the theme of "From Theory to Practice in the Care and Education
of Mentally Retarded Individuals." There was one major article by Zigler, Hodapp and Edison, six
articles commenting on the major article (Bruininks; Gottlieb; Heal; Wyngaarden Krauss;
Menolascino & Stark; and Landesman Ramey), and one rejoinder by the authors of the major article
(Zigler, Hodapp & Edison). Much of this symposium revolved around normalization, as noted in
the abstract of the major article: "The adequacy and implications of the normalization concept were
discussed in relation to both deinstitutionalization and mainstreaming, with the conclusion that mental
retardation workers must pay more attention to bettering the lives of retarded individuals and less
to the 'social address' at which interventions take place." For a series of eight articles spanning 31
pages, closely related to normalization, it was highly revealing--but also so typical of the
normalization debate--that so little of the basic normalization literature was cited. Five articles cited
none of it, and of the remainder, the major article cited Nirje (1969, but miscited as 1968),
Wolfensberger (1972), and Wolfensberger and Glenn (1975). One of the responders cited Nitje
(1972) and Wolfensberger (1972). Another cited Wolfensberger (1983)--the only one who took note
that since 1982-1983, Wolfensberger had reconceptualized the principle of normalization as Social
Role Valorization.
Further, the major article was very pejorative of normalization, though also evidencing a
failure to have understood it, and apparently even to have read the core normalization literature other
than perhaps Nirje's 1969 chapter.
Finally, the article constituted a continued defense of large asylums for retarded people as
part of efforts to give them "a better quality of life" (p. 7)--indeed, that "large mental institutions"-even with "several hundred people in one building "--should be able to serve to "oversee a centralized
network of services to retarded persons throughout their lifespans"--in effect, that these institutions
be in charge of community services. Zigler had been a leader in claiming that normalization/SRV
had no evidence behind them--but cited no evidence that institutions are the best places for retarded
people, or for running community services.
*Mayer, J. E., & Timms, N. (1970). The client speaks: worP»f class impressions of
casework. New York: Atherton Press. One really, really wearies 0 the uninformed and
unintelligent criticism that normalization and SRV have no research behind them. What is true is
that innumerable studies that support normalization/SRV may not mention either, or even social
roles. As an example, we point to the above (and long-ago) study that can be milked for a large
number of results concordant with normalization/SRV.
Normalization and SRV emphasize the importance of the culturally normative, and even
culturally valued, medium for conveying what service recipients need, or what is called the
"culturally valued analogue." In this connection, Mayer and Timms found that when clients
responded positively to counseling, they were often responding (a) because they had no one to talk
to, and (b) to whatever culturally normative elements it possessed (such as confidentiality), rather
than to anything specific to the counseling or the training that preceded it. Clients who lack
confidants in their personal lives were very happy when they found a professional worker to whom
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friends with whom they had close ties if these were able to maintain discretion. Findings such as
these suggest strongly that professional helping is often an exceedingly inefficient and expensive way
of replacing or substituting for free, informal, culturally normative relationship processes; and that
the successes which human service workers claim for themselves may quite often actually be not so
much a result of their doing a great deal that is positive, as they are a result of the lack of certain
positive experiences in the lives of clients, and the counselors' use of a method that has a culturally
valued analogue. Such voids in the lives of clients might lend merit to even a very modest service.
We might draw an analogy here with the kinds of things that happen in the lives of derelict men and
women of the streets. On a cold winter night when they are freezing and starving, a bowl of hot
soup, a slice of bread and a cup of hot coffee will be a godsend even if it is served under the most
de-dignifying circumstances in a run-down soup kitchen.
Mayer and Timms (1970) also found that clients generally had considerable difficulty placing
the helping relationship into some culturally familiar conceptual framework. The professional
workers had been trained to view their relationships with clients as circumscribed, focused narrowly
on the problem at hand, and exclusive of reciprocity such as revealing to clients' aspects of their own
personal life or problems. In contrast, the major culturally embedded interpretive framework
available to clients was that of a friendship relationship. If the client actually felt helped by the
worker, then the client often felt a great desire to somehow repay the worker for what the worker
had done. If the worker maintained the usual professional attitude in such situations, it might very
well leave the client with feelings of frustration, non-fulfillment, and even rejection. How much
more culturally normative it would be if the worker could suggest to such a client what the worker
would genuinely appreciate in the way of a small gift or other favor. The important emphasis here
would be on "genuine appreciation, " i.e., something which would elicit unfeigned joy or thanks from
the human service worker, no matter how small the client's act of gratitude might be. This issue
appears to be particularly important where clients are very devalued people who are always on the
receiving end of things, and who are rarely or never able to give joys, satisfactions, gifts,
benefactions, etc. Being able to graciously and gladly accept a gift or favor from such a devalued
and/or poor person can indeed be the greatest service that the human service worker can render to
such a person.
Relatedly, Mayer and Timms (1970) found that clients generally felt more comfortable with
"supportive-directive" caseworkers because these employed a less ambiguous approach and structure
which was less likely to lead to misunderstandings. Furthermore, such approaches were generally
interpreted by clients in ways which we would call culturally normative, while clients generally
lacked the experience or frame of reference to respond meaningfully to an insight-oriented approach.
This finding once more underlines that helping forms should capitalize upon positive relevant cultural
values, and that helping forms that violate such values will rarely work. These insights may also
help us understand why members of the middle and upper classes may find insight-oriented helping
forms more meaningful. It is quite likely that such individuals are more verbal and cosmopolitan,
and/or more willing and capable to transcend their historical cultural norms than people from lower
socio-economic strata, rural backgrounds, etc. All these findings underline the importance of
having, and capitalizing upon, culturally valued analogues for service. In this instance, the clients
saw the culturally valued analogue as friendship, and whatever analogue the servers saw for their
service, it was certainly not friendship.
Such a discrepancy between clients' perceptions and expectations, and those of servers, was
not the only discrepancy. Another analyzed by Mayer and Timms (1970) was that between clients'
own view of what they need, and human service workers' perceptions of how they should serve.
For instance, a very common mismatch occurs when a client with material needs meets up with an
insight-oriented human service worker. The client may come with the full expectation that his/her
genuine material needs would be addressed by the provision of material goods. When such clients
are offered "insight" instead, they may first be perplexed, then consternated, and finally angry. The
clients may infer that the workers were not interested in them, did not trust them, misunderstood
them, lacked the authority to take proper action, etc. In the end, even whatever gains might have
been achieved are vitiated by these divergent human service perceptions.
The work of Mayer and Timms (1970) also underlined the importance of normative
interactions between servers and recipients, and that interactions, reactions, and responses by a server
to a recipient that the recipient perceived as non-normative could negate any potential benefit of the
service. For instance, when clients had done things which would ordinarily be judged contemptible
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When these workers responded in the neutral accepting fashion which is commonly trained into them
during their professionalization, the clients assumed that the workers were lukewarm and not really
interested in their welfare. This suggests that a human service worker would often be more effective
if s/he displayed at least some culturally normative reactions to a client, even if these were negative,
perhaps then following up with continued acceptance and support for the person.
A study such as the one by Mayer and Timms (1970) is not only highly useful in shedding
light on the human service process, but also in helping to explicate some of the implications of
normalization and SRV to service paradigms of the verbal counseling and psychotherapy type. (The
above item was written in part by Susan Thomas.)
*Grinker, R. R., & Spiegel, J. P. (1945). War neuroses. Philadelphia: Blakiston. Until
the advent of normalization, a great many works in psychiatry and clinical psychology at least
touched on-even if not saying as much unequivocally=the importance of surrounding disturbed or
distressed people with what normalization would have called normalized and normalizing conditions
and circumstances. For instance, in their classical study of "war neuroses," Grinker and Spiegel
brought out the importance of surrounding shell-shocked soldiers with normalized conditions, but
under the cover of concepts such as "occupational therapy," and common sense measures such as
adequate sleep, food and warmth, feedback from peers rather than discipline from superiors,
continued contact with fellow soldiers of one's own unit, and so on.
*Belcher, T. L.
(1994, April).
Behavioral change with environmental change.
Psycholo~ical Re.ports, 72(2), 362. This study found that within 3 months of community
employment, there was a 94 % decline in the inappropriate behaviors of a group of adults "with
developmental disabilities."
*We are sometimes told that Social Role Valorization or normalization are invalid because
the people to whom it might be applied do not want what it would offer. Just how wrong such a
position is was underlined by a survey conducted in 9/90 by the Massachusetts Department of Mental
Health when it asked a random sample of people with long-term mental disorders, and their family
members, what they wanted out of life and the service system. Eighty percent opted for a normative
living situation, 82% for full or part-time work, and most wanted little or no staff support in contrast
to the lot that they were getting. In other words, the overwhelming majority of respondents wanted,
either for themselves or their family members, ordinary normal life conditions (Source item
furnished by Michael Kendrick).
*Sigafoos, J., & Kerr, M. (1994, January). Provisions ofleisure activities for the reduction
of challenging behavior. Behavioral Interventions, 9(1), 43-54. Social scientists have referred to
the process whereby bad behaviors or habits are transmitted from one or more persons to one or
more others as "behavioral contagion." Many conduct disorders are believed to be the result of such
behavioral contagion. It is believed that behavioral contagion can take place even where other
people have not had the opportunity to observe it directly. For instance, brothers of boys with antisocial behavior commonly show a higher level of anti-social behavior themselves than do members
of a comparable control group. Of course, SRV theory would handle these kinds of phenomena
under the broader category of social learning that is transmitted particularly through modeling,
imitation, and the establishment of negative role circularities through all sorts of mechanisms,
including environmental and language cues, that convey that a particular person is expected to emit
maladaptive behavior+in this case, maladaptive behavior observed in and learned from others.
*Collins, B. D., Gast, D. L., Ault, M. J., & Wolery, M. (1991). Small group instruction:
Guidelines for teachers of students with moderate to severe handicaps. Education & Trainin~ in
Mental Retardation, 26 (1), 18-32. In the mainstream of educational and human service practice,
very few claims have ever been validated by research. For instance, we ran across the above that
pointed out that the assumption that moderately to severely handicapped students would benefit the
most if taught on a one-to-one basis had never been research-validated. Of course, because of the
known benefits of certain group arrangements, SRV theory would not automatically endorse tutorial
teaching.
*According to various authorities, only about 25% of medical practice today has a solid
research foundation. The rest is art or outright mythology.
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involvement in activities is due to something that one might call "distraction" (i.e., filling a person's
time with behaviors that are not maladaptive so as to displace maladaptive ones), and to what degree
improvements are due to people having entered valued social roles, are proud of it, and are trying
to live up to it. Theoretically, this question could be addressed empirically by involving some
subjects in substitute behaviors that are not associated with valued social roles, while involving others
in equivalent activities that are associated with valued roles, and yet others in valued roles of various
kinds that carry relatively little time-filling behavior demands. To the degree that the subjects
understand the significance of valued roles, we would expect improvements in all conditions
compared to a control group, but the most improvement in the group that engages in time-filling
activities that are associated with valued roles.
*McGrath, M., & Grant, G. (1993). The life cycle and support networks of families with
a person with a learning difficulty. Disability. Handicap & Society. 8(1), 25-41. The more behavior
problems a handicapped person had, the smaller was that person's family support system. This is
not exactly new news, in that behavior problems are often both the cause of family abandonment,
and an effect thereof. Nor is its corollary big news: that people who need the most amount of
family support are the least likely to get it. But at least, now that "research" has been done on it,
it's fmally official.
*Robert Louis Stevenson did SRV research in his days by prowling the seedier neighborhoods
of London and Edinburgh late at night, sometimes dressed as a gentleman and sometimes as a
ruffian, observing the differences in how he got treated (Time, 27/2/95).
*CBS TV's "60 Minutes" of 26/10/97 carried a report on parrots that had been driven insane
by isolation and deprivation in captivity. The treatment was, to our amazement, to "give them as
normal a life as possible," which was said to have worked well for at least some of them. Those
poor academics who don't know of any research supporting normalization/SRV don't seem to know
where to look.
Erroneous Interpretations of Normalization/SRV
*Rapley, M., & Ridgway, J. (1998). "Quality of life" talk and the corporatisation of
intellectual disability. Disability & Society. 13(3),451-471. In the British culture related to human
services, we have had a great many publications in recent decades that reveal on the one hand that
the writers were very intelligent and very educated, but on the other hand that they were also very
confused and recalcitrantly cantankerous. In fact, this has lead to a great deal of chaos in the
understanding and interpretation first of normalization, and later of SRV. This is yet another article
that seems to fall into this category, in that it claims (to my total surprise) that the "quality-of-life"
movement is, or has been interpreted to be, an outgrowth of Wolfensberger's normalization
formulation, and in part also that of Nirje. We will not undertake detailed critiqued of this very
long article, but only make a few comments. Among other things, the above argument ignores a
great deal of Wolfensberger's writings over the decades which would have set the record straight.
What is rather bizarre is that none of Wolfensberger's 1994 chapter in which he critiqued and
deconstructed the quality-of-life notion, and pointed out that it was--among other things--a
clinicalization of a population welfare index, and that the construct should be abandoned, was
acknowledged in the article, even though Wolfensberger's chapter was cited in another (and
irrelevant) fashion. It seems that intellectual honesty would have required that the authors
acknowledge that Wolfensberger had not only never endorsed the quality-of-life construct, but had
even deconstructed it.
Societal DevelQVmentsRelevant to Deviancy & SRV
*Wunder, M. (1992, March-April). Rumanienhilfe: Yon der Miihsal der Ebenen. Das
Hand, Nos. 3&4, 11-13. The author provided a documentation of the plight of handicapped people
in Romania in 1990 and shortly thereafter, and of a German relief effort. There seemed to be very
little sympathy for these people on the part of the Romanians. The author said that the normalization
principle, though internationally acknowledged, was totally unknown in Romania, but was
enthusiastically received by many people there when they were informed of it. However, Wunder
was skeptical whether normalization would be implementable in Romania because of the deep
devaluation of old and handicapped people that prevails there. Apparently, communism had
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humanness and social value. Also, the population has been badly deprived for so long that it now
lusts for the Western life of material affluence and consumer goods, and impaired people in one's
life are seen as obstacles to this quest. In such a context, even democracy is less valued than
material wealth, and it might take a generation to build a foundation for normalization concepts.
*The relationship between deviancy & "diyersity." It is probably only in a very "diverse"
society that it is possible for a huge proportion of the population to be devalued by the rest. The
way this works is that there are so many diverse population sectors that many of them view not just
one but many others negatively. In fact, anyone particular societal subgroup may look down on
more other subgroups than it looks up to, and may therefore devalue more people than it values.
Theoretically, one could have a society in which every subgroup devalues all other subgroups than
itself--and not even all of its own members.
This phenomenon may explain why a highly diverse society--such as ours in the US--has such
a remarkably high proportion of societally devalued members, unlike other societies that are highly
homogenous, such as Swedish or Japanese society, in which only a relatively small population
segment is devalued.
*When the TIPS editor helped launch the first normalization-based group homes for 6-8
persons in the late 196Os, they were very much like ordinary homes. Nowadays, in a group home
for eight residents, two staff members must be awake at night and make rounds every 15 minutes.
In essence, this amounts to sleeping in a home in which somebody is prowling through the house
all night long every night of the year.
*At least in the US, the cost of special education is increasing faster than the cost of regular
education or of inflation, and because it is so firmly mandated by federal law, which regular
education is not, it is beginning to displace regular education expenditures. We could therefore be
seeing a very regrettable backlash against special education and handicapped people that could
reverse some of the gains it took so long to obtain.
*In early May 1989, the New York stock prices leaped upward on the "good news" that the
civilian unemployment rate had unexpectedly increased by 0.3 percent. When unemployment goes
up, business finds it easier to hire people at lower rates, which spells good news for profits and
shows again how intimately the wealth of our society is based on social stratification and the
oppression of the members of the lower strata (AP, in SID , 5/5/89).
SRV & Shrinkety
*Some health and physical fitness clubs have begun to offer "stress management,"
"psychological services" and "drug abuse and alcoholism treatment." On the one hand, this is a bit
of an incoherency, but on the other, it is probably more valid and certainly more image-protective,
to combat mental problems with bodily regimens such as exercise and diet than with shrinkery and
all the craziness that attends it.
*The good news is that an increasing number of shrink types have decided that instead of
talking to people about their problems, they need to get these people, above all, to lead healthier
lives and to get their bodies in shape with exercise. This is, of course, much more in accord with
SRV, but a downside to it all is that getting people to lead healthy lives is given a bit of the imagery
of shrinkery. Also, these shrinks often push their clients into contrived types of healthy exercise
(e.g., dancing, aerobics, running), instead of incorporating healthy bodily activity into ordinary life,
as perhaps by doing more bodily labor or walking to work.
*Rapids Therapy? We have always said that mentally disordered people need all sorts of
concrete engagements with life in an SRV context. Unfortunately, much of mental health services
are full of unrealities, and even keep people from realistic engagements as by endless talk in artificial
settings such as shrink offices or psychiatric centers. We are thus not surprised to hear that so-called
schizophrenic people improved dramatically when they were taken on a 5-day white-water rafting
trip where they also had to cope with bugs, collect their fire wood, cook their meals, clean up, etc.
What we detest is this experience being conducted as a research project, and being interpreted in a
mentalized fashion, thereby failing to learn the broader lesson (Toronto Star, 17/6/88; source item
from Ray Lemay).
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*Farber , S. (1993). Madness, heresy, and the rumor of ani!els: The revolt ai!ainst the
mental health system. Chicago, IL: Open Court. This book consists mostly of stories of people
who were clients of the mental service system, ended up in psychiatric institutions, and eventually
found their way back to a relatively normal life in society. There are also two lengthy interviews
with Ron Leifer, "anti-psychiatry psychiatrist" and a former student of Szasz, as well as one with
Leonard Frank, the founder of the Network Against Psychiatric Assault. The stories are interspersed
with Farber's idea as to how the mental health system and its functionaries would have interpreted
the person's situation, suffering, and relationships with others-sin highly medicalized and
"mentalized" terms, and as reflective of underlying psychopathology-rather than as learned
behaviors, bad habits, anguish at the state of the world, spiritual suffering, etc. The book is also
strongly against the use of drugs to "treat" "mental illness," and each story is full of multiple drug
horror stories. The book illustrates the dramatic difference between a normative understanding and
description of a person's mental suffering, and the shrink establishment's with its vested interests
in drugging, and in locating the source of psychic pain in a person's biochemistry.
*Breggin, P. R., & Cohen, D. (1999). Your drui! may be ~ur problem: How and wbJi
to stop takini: psychiatric medications. Reading, MA: Perseus Boo~ This book provides muc
useful and very practical information, and is much needed considering that there is such massive
propaganda by the pharmaceutical and medical industries about prescription mind drugs, that a drug
approach to the problems of living is valid, and that as many people as possible should be on mind
drugs for as many problems as possible. Such propaganda must be combatted, and this book
contributes to that effort. While the book is aimed at those people who want to stop taking such
drugs themselves, it would also be helpful for those people who want to stop other people taking
such drugs, e.g., parents whose minor children have been put on such drugs. In many of these
instances, it is not an issue of the drug-taker wanting to stop, but of responsible people in that
person's life making the decision for him/her. For instance, a child's parents or other guardian
would hopefully make such a decision for the best interests of that child. Also, many adults must
make that decision for their aged parents. Chapter 7 implies that anyone taking such drugs would
be mentally competent to make such decisions for themselves, but a lot of mentally retarded and
senile people are on such drugs, and it is largely the people responsible for them who make decisions
whether they should be placed on, and continue to be on, such drugs.
Here are some shortcomings of the book. (a) It is very problematic to refer to such drugs
as "medications," because the latter term gives them a legitimacy that they do not have or should
not be given. This occurs many, many times in the text. In our teaching, we call the drugs things
like "physician-prescribed dope." One option would have been to always put medication in quotes.
(b) In chapter 7 (and elsewhere throughout the book), there seems to be a recurring suggestion that
people who are troubled should talk to a "therapist." While there has been some evidence to suggest
that talking therapy is better than nothing, the issue has hardly been raised (at least, in a research
context) whether having troubled people talk to an untrained confidant equally intensely and over
an equal period of time is not as--or even more=effective than talking to a paid and trained
"therapist." (c) In chapter 2, there is a statement that the drugs are not useful to people in crisis.
But if they stop the person from committing suicide, or from hurting others, or if they make it
possible for other people to manage the otherwise uncontrolled person, could they not be considered
"useful" in those instances? (d) In the book, there are statements about mind drugs not having been
proven over a long period, but would it not be more accurate to say that hardly any (if any) of the
studies have run for the lengths of time for which people may be kept on the drugs?
Human Service News
*Frankl, V. E. (1997). Viktor Frankl recollections: An autobio~
(J. Fabry & J.
Fabry, Trans.). New York: Insight Books. On the one hand, "research" (probably very
ideologically influenced) tells us that people do not benefit from pain and suffering, but are made
angry, hostile and aggressive by it. On the other hand, we encounter people like Viktor Frankl who
have seen it and experienced it, and saw strength, meaning and wisdom come from it.
*Now here is a real howler: In the 1980s, the Muscular Dystrophy Association that had been
responsible for an endless series of atrocities in deviancy-imaging impaired people (some of which
we have featured in various TIPS issues) put out a list of do's and don'ts on "how to relate to the
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who needs them."
*Human service-related apothegms. Readers interested in apothegms which contain messages
related to public attitudes or services might be fascinated to hear about T-shirt inscriptions recently
in vogue in Australia. They included gems such as the following: "don't be in the dark about
blindness," "deafness is something you don't hear much about," "paraplegics don't take it sitting
down," "mental retardation is all in the minds of others," and "don't cut off amputees." Readers
are invited to send in their own inventions or discoveries.
*The fanatics who want to map the human genome demand that $200 million a year be spent
every year through at least 2005, but of course these expenditures are likely to be vastly exceeded
if the project is carried out as demanded, as these things always are. After all, the project is already
devouring about $165 million a year, and even at that, the target date can only be met if there is a
hundred-fold improvement in mapping speed. All sorts of grandiose promises are made as to
medical payoffs (Science, 1 Oct. 93). Any project so surrounded by deception and hype is highly
suspect.
*The ResCare service corporation based in Louisville, KY, merged with People Serve of
Dublin, Ohio, to form a $170 million for-profit company with 25,300 employees providing
residences for 26,000 impaired (mostly retarded) people in 32 states, DC, & Puerto Rico, (4/99,
source item from John Morris). This makes us sick at the stomach.
*We believe that there is a profound illogic in the US Supreme Court's 1999 decision that
a child's school system is responsible for providing full-time nursing services for an impaired child
during the entire school day (AP in SIll, 3 March 99). We believe that if the child would have
needed this service outside of school, then whatever party would have been responsible for providing
it should also have to fund the same service during school hours. This is laying an extremely unfair
burden specifically on the school system rather than on the more generic home or health care system.
*Out of supported employment and supported living has now grown "supported
volunteering," which consists of paying people to help handicapped persons to work for nothing
(Mouth, 7/99).
*While in the past, mentally disturbed people could be forcibly locked up, society has
virtually abolished such confmement and has increasingly substituted forced drugging. The amazing
thing is that forced drugging is probably doing serious harm to a greater number of people than
psychiatric confmement ever did. And just as involuntary confmement in the past was very likely
to be life-long, so is drugging being interpreted today as probably life-long. In Minnesota, anybody
can walk in on a court and register somebody as having a "mental illness," and have an order written
to take effect against that person (including forced drugging) if the person should ever become "noncompliant." In Oregon, efforts are underway to pass legislation that would permit the state to seize
the property of a person in a mental facility and sell it to pay for the cost of care. This is
frightening, considering that somebody may be put away because they refuse to take shrink drugs
(Mouth, 7/99).
*Now, even the French Doctors Without Borders (Medecins Sans Frontieres), that goes all
over the world providing free medical care to the sick and wounded in areas of war or natural
disaster, has started sending counselors and counseling into ravaged areas. An April 1999 appeal
said that beginning in 1993, in response to "the mental health needs of the Bosnian population," it
had set up "mental health programs" "to assist traumatized populations, " including victims of natural
disasters, of war or "chronic crisis," street children and the homeless, as well as inmates of
institutions. It is doing all of this in war-ravaged nations such as Rwanda, in poor underdeveloped
nations such as Guatemala and Madagascar, and in nations beset by floods and earthquakes, and
where homelessness is a major problem. It claims it is developing "sustainable in-country structures,
in order that local health providers can carry on the relief work on their own," which is another way
of saying so that shrink services can get locally established rather than having to be imported.
Deathmaking News
*The Nazis occasionally let Red Cross observers into concentration camps, but at least for
years (we do not know about the present) the Israelis did not allow the presence of United Nations
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years ago that the Israelis were becoming like the Nazis, but the truth simply must be told, and those
who would not subscribe to TIPS because of it are among the many people who have learned nothing
from the Holocaust, no matter how intimately they may have been affected by it. Very, very
slowly, people around the world are beginning to see some of this, including people who definitely
have never been anti-semitic, and who may even have been intense supporters of Zionism.
*We learned (Sydney Morning Herald, 8 May 1999; source item from Peter Millier) that the
utilitarian deathmaking "ethicist" Peter Singer who recently moved from Australia to Princeton
University has become thick friends with Rosemary Crossley who invented "facilitated
communication," and now is a generous benefactor to her organization. We remind readers of our
construct of perversion dense packs. Might this not qualify as one?
*In the 12/98 issue of TIPS, we reported of an epidemic that had broken out in Germany of
people mysteriously stabbing horses out m the countryside. We asked, how it was possible for
people in different parts of the country to know that the time had come for them to go out and stab
horses? Imagine our surprise when only days after we had written this for TIPS, we read (AP, in
SHJ., 7 Dec. 98) that a similar epidemic had broken out in Arkansas, with some horses being
wounded and some dying from stabbings on three different farms over a period of weeks. How in
the world did the people in Arkansas somehow learn that somewhere else in the world it had been
decided by unknown entities that it was horse-stabbing time, and that they should be doing the same
thing?
Some Signs of the Times
*In just one of the more than a dozen German states, people try to derail trains several times
a week. This does not include incidences when other obstacles are laid across train tracks which are
not capable of derailing a train (AW, 6 March 99). Because these attempts are now so common,
they have become "normalized deviancy" that hardly is reported anymore unless a train actually does
derail.
*Access to the Internet has been likened to having 500,000 TV channels.
*For Halloween, a Time writer imagined the following horrors: A 7:30 pm TV program
entitled "Don't Give My Baby the Chair (2 hr.). TV movie about blind, interracial couple living
in South Africa whose seven-year-old dyslexic son has been accused of rape and murder. Tender,
raging." For 9:00 pm "Will There Be Another Christmas? (7 hr.). TV movie. A terminally ill
female wheelchair basketball team beats the Philadelphia 76ers. Convincing, raging." For 9:30 pm
"MTV (rock music). Groups: Maimed; Sick and Vile; The Herpes." For 10:00 pm "Barkie (new
comedy series). What happens when a divorced homeless couple adopts a Chicano orphan who can
change himself into a flying puppy? Delightful, raging."
Political Correctness News
*A politically correct British newscaster said that Monica Lewinsky "was raped by the
American Constitution" (SHl, 23/2/99).
*A new organization called Kids Stand Up promotes child comedy competitions. Amazingly,
the guidelines outlaw all racial, ethnic or religious humor, jokes involving sex, drugs, alcohol or foul
language, or allusions to theft (SHJ. 7 March 92). The reason this astonished us was because we
had always read that it was precisely the forbidden things which indirectly or unconsciously gave
rise to humor, particularly sex, excrement, and hostility. If those are eliminated from humor, what
is there left to laugh about? Or perhaps the old theories about humor are no longer PC?
*We noted with great puzzlement that the trial of the Oklahoma City federal courthouse
bombers and of the Unabomber attracted vastly more media publicity than that of the New York
World Trade Center bombers, even though the latter was a vastly more ambitious undertaking and
potentially could have killed thousands of people, particularly considering that thousands were
injured as it was, and 6 were killed. It is very difficult to escape the conclusion that more coverage
of the World Trade Center bombers' trial was considered to be politically incorrect, because the
bombers were Islamic, Arabs and from the Third World.
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"Mandela Endorses Violence"--but maybe someone accused the paper of racism, or at any rate, the
evening edition's headline had been changed to "Mandela to Work for Peace." What a bizarre
phenomenon!
*To our amazement, we learned in 1998 that there are such things as annual "diversity
awards," which in 1998 were given during a ceremony at a Playboy mansion. All the awards went
to highly public figures (almost all of whom we had never heard of), including actress Anne Heche,
presumedly for declaring publicly that she was a lesbian. Fortunately, a team of celebrity comedians
hosted the event (SW, 27/10/98).
*A US federal district court dealt another blow to the ur-American idea of citizen control of
local schools in the US when it ruled that the governing board of a Kansas school was not allowed
to pull from school library shelves a novel in which "two girls discover their homosexuality." Even
more specifically, the court ruled that school board members cannot exercise "viewpoint
discrimination" on the basis of their "personal social, political and moral views" (Sl:U, 1 Dec. 95).
This sounds as if a school board cannot prevent any book from being put on school library shelves
by some teacher or principal.
*We were struck by the fact that many states, funders, etc., require people who are under
their authority or who receive their funds to use so-called "people first" language--while making
hardly any other across-the-board ideological requirements. For instance, a grant may require its
recipients to use "people first" language in all activities funded by the grant, but may not require that
bthe grantee abstain from making dead people it serves, which after all certain people in programs
de facto do, perhaps by denying some kind of treatment, by administering health-destroying mind
drugs, or whatever.
*There are people who believe that attempts to set up vast numbers of occasions where people
of different races discuss their problems with each other are counterproductive, in that these debates
are more likely to accentuate differences than bringing parties closer together (Time, 22112/97). In
fact, this idea reminds us a bit of grief support groups in which people spend the rest of their lives
discussing the same bereavement event endlessly without letting it heal, like digging at a wound.
Goyernmental & Political Processes
*The German statesman Bismarck once said that "the one who knows how laws and sausages
are made will not be able to sleep well at night. .. "
*In 1997, and 98, the US Congress made 1,260 changes in the federal tax laws. Tax payers
who itemize deductions can expect to spend on the average 22 hours, which is a whopping 3 hour
increase in just a single year. Fewer and fewer people are able to negotiate the complexities, giving
a windfall to the tax preparing business (AP in Sl:U, 19/2/99).
*It is a constitutional requirement in the US that the government conduct a nation-wide census
every 10 years. The cost of these censuses in terms of 1990 dollars has been going up dramatically,
from about $350 million in 1950 to $2.5 billion in 1990, meaning $25 per housing unit enumerated.
The census for the year 2000 may cost as much as $4.8 billion if some advocates have their way
who have noted correctly that poor people and minorities tend to be undercounted, but statisticians
and demographers say that "throwing money at the undercount will not solve that problem," in part
because traditionally, poor and devalued people have tended to resist enumerations--generally with
good reason (Science, 1 Nov. 96).
*One thinks of Britain having a 2- or at most 4-party system, but that is not really quite true:
there are 4O-someparties, including the Loony Official Monster Raving Party, the Feudal Party, the
Revolutionary Reform Party Representative of Christ, the Rainbow Alliance Brixton Insane Extremist
Section, 4 parties concerned WIth capital punishment from various perspectives, and sundry more.
(Source clipping from Kristjana Kristiansen.)
*One of the German states for the first time permitted juveniles from age 16 upward to vote
in local elections. This is yet another manifestation of the exaltation of what is young and new, in
concordance with the modernistic self-determination craze.
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liar all along, but to our surprise, even left-leaning political commentators are beginning to squirm
about the fact that vice-president Al Gore also has a long record of prevarication, even inventing
non-existing childhood experiences. This seems to make him eminently suitable for highest political
office.
*Newsweek (28/11/94) referred to liberal press reporters as "equal opportunity character
assassins," since they will be almost as eager to dig up dirt on left-wing figures as on those of the
right.
*There are 2 million people in the US military, and many more millions in US civilian
government service, who have a stamp in their desk that says "top secret" that they are permitted
to put on a document (CBS "60 Minutes," 19/10/97).
*It is very amusing to note that 70 members of the US House of Representatives rose up in
arms when they learned that the revered National Science Foundation had awarded a grant to two
scholars to study why people from 200 randomly selected congressional districts who were wellqualified to run for Congress chose not to do so. This underlines what we have long taught in
connection with the dynamics of social devaluation, namely, that one of the hallmarks of being
societally devalued is being made the object of scientific research, whereas extremely little scientific
research is focussed on individuals in very powerful positions, or is permitted (Science, 4 July 97).
*An old English word is foolocracy, which means a government or ruling class made up of
fools.
The Balkans War
*Amazingly, with all the news about the Balkans, no one has mentioned that as recently as
1912, there was a civil war in Albania between Christians and Mohammedans (the Christians fared
poorly). Also, already in 1913, the German emperor called upon Austria to set boundaries to
Serbia's attempts to expand toward Albania (AW, 10 April 99).
*Tiny Germany alone has allowed millions of people from the Balkans and Turkey to settle
there--and they promptly brought their thousands of years of warfare (e.g., Turks vs. Kurds) with
them to fight out in their guest home. There were 300,000 Serbs and 350,000 ethnic Albanians in
Germany alone. Just in Bavaria, there were 80,000 Serbs. Some of them are still Communists
while taking advantage of the hospitality of German capitalism to make vastly better livings than they
could have at home. During the Kosovar war, Germany took in 15,000 Kosovo refugees. There
were demonstrations by Serbs in many major German cities, in some instances many thousands at
a time participating, carrying the Yugoslav flag. One would think they would be grateful not to be
deported back home. Not only have Serbs and Albanians carried their war into the countries to
which they were allowed to emigrate over the years, but even into their places of employment.
E.g., the German news services have been pulled hither by their Albanian employees, and thither
by their Serb ones, who had been working side by side in news offices for years. Earlier
generations of immigrants to the US were told that a condition for taking them in was that they had
to leave their old enmities behind.
*We were struck by the fact that when one was moved to donate money for the plight of the
Kosovo refugees, one was told over and over by the media that there were websites from which one
could choose suitable organizations. What this means is that people without Internet-connected
computers were virtually frozen out from making contributions, underlining the way our society is
dividing. Remember Max Headroom yet again.
*How screwed up the world is was illustrated recently in the Balkans war when the US flew
water in for the refugees, as if water could not have been brought in from nearby countries, such
as Italy or Switzerland.
*Even as NATO bombers destroyed fuel depots in Yugoslavia, NATO members in France
and Britain were selling, and delivering, fuel in tankers to Yugoslav ports (Spie2el, 26/4/99). The
perfect scam: burn up their fuel so that they must buy more from you.
*The Balkans war also brought out dramatically, and for people actually to see on TV, how
voluntary unpaid relationships and commitments are all that will protect the weak at a time of

-100structural collapse. We saw people saving their feeble dear ones by bringing them on donkeys over
deeply snowed-in mountain paths, being pushed by hand in wheelbarrows, and even being carried
on blankets or one's back. Some of these feeble ones were the kinds of people "ethicist" Peter
Singer (now at Princeton University) would have knocked off at birth.
*The Kosovo war has once again brought out that war and civil catastrophes are just about
the best remedy against neurosis. A Kosovar psychiatrist said he was amazed to find that people
who had been his patients, and had been barely capable of coping at home, managed heroically as
refugees and expatriate camp dwellers (AP in SHJ, 27/4/99). During such times, people learn
overnight that they cannot afford the neuroticisms especially of affluent, reality-alienated,
modernism.
*Many relief agencies and PC groups once again rose to the occasion when they became
aware of the mass movement of distressed humanity in the Balkans, and rushed in vast quantities of
condoms to the Kosovar refugee camps, and enough abortion pills for "350,000 people for three to
six months" (5£5, 1 May 99). The UN is one of those organizations that did this, explaining later
that it could not manage food delivery but could afford to transmit very quickly the relatively
expensive contraception and abortion kits (NC Register, 11 July 99). It turned out that (a) there is
very little fornication in Kosovar culture, (b) having children IS considered a blessing, and only a
handful of Kosovar women requested abortions, and (c) that the contraceptive and abortion supplies
had been requested by the Yugoslav government in Belgrade as part of its genocidal strategies toward
Kosovars (NC Register, 31/7/99).
The Y2K Spectre
*Some unstable people have begun to flip in panic about the problems that may happen with
computer systems on 1 January 2000, while others are flipping for milleniarian religious and occult
reasons. Shrinks have been warned to get ready for an onslaught of thusly phobic people (Monitor,
1199).

*In Germany, telephone systems installed as recently as between 1980 and 1997 were not
prepared to deal with the year 2000, and may not work when the date arrives. Amazingly, some
of the earlier telephone computer installations are expected to be able to function.
*In Russia, the weather monitoring and forecasting system is expected to crash at Y2K, which
will have implications to weather forecasts elsewhere in the world because they rely on Russian data.
*An analysis of the likelihood of various Y2K problems occurring said that the poor countries
are most likely to be badly hit, and "may simply falloff the technological map" (Science, 16/4/99).
There are some conjectures that some Third World nations may never be able to recover, and that
this will seal their permanent inequality vis-a-vis the exploiting First World powers.
*By early 1999, already $200 billion had been spent on trying to fix the Y2K problem, with
more expenses coming. We are always told how much time and money computerization saves, and
rarely how much it costs.
*Zillions of couples want to be so much in control of everything that they are trying all sorts
of things to be the first people to have a baby in the year 2000, and a great many publications have
come out telling people what to do to have a chance of being winners. In fact, there are people who
are leaving no leaf unturned (so to speak) to have a baby that is precisely--by seconds--the first baby
born in the world in the year 2000 (Newsweek, 22/2/99). It seems peculiarly stupid to actually go
out of one's way to have the first baby of the year 2000, or in fact to have a baby anywhere between
November 1999 and February 2000, considering all the disasters that might occur then, and that
could endanger the life and welfare of a baby and its family.
*We remind readers that the Y2K problem was totally foreseeable. Insurance firms made
a big point that they would not cover losses due to Y2K computer failures because insurance covers
only the unpredictable, and the Y2K problems were predictable! And this they said in 7/99, even
though it WIllbe interesting to see how many of their own computers will fail. The world's leading
intellects and major governing structures pretended for almost 50 years that there would be no
problem--and yet, people keep putting their trust into these kinds of people and structures. The Y2K
scandal and crisis was simply not big enough. Zeus (or the Nornes) will have to do better!
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